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PART A INTRODUCTION AND CURRENT SITUATION 
 

1 Introduction 
 
1.1 What is the Integrated Development Plan? 
 
Integrated development planning is a process through which the municipality prepares a strategic 
development plan which extends over a five-year period. Integrated development plan as an instrument lies at 
the centre of the system of developmental local government in South Africa and represents the driving force 
for making municipalities more strategic, inclusive, responsive, and performance driven in character. The IDP is 
the principal strategic planning instrument which guides and informs all planning, budgeting, investment, 
development, management and implementation in the medium-term decision-making. Each directorate and 
Centlec is required to conclude a detailed annual service delivery and budget implementation plan that gives 
operational expression to the IDP. 
 
The Executive Management Team and Middle Management are accountable for the implementation of the IDP, 
and this is reflected in our integrated Performance Management System that links the IDP to the strategic 
framework, to the macro-scorecard, and from there to performance contracts for Section 56 Managers. The 
Municipality is required to consult with communities and other stakeholders on its performance, and 
Mangaung had made increased efforts this year to involve residents, officials and politicians in providing 
feedback on the municipal performance. 
 
1.2 Policy and legislative context 
 
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa outlines the kind of local government needed in the country. 
According to the Constitution (sections 152 and 153), local government is in charge of the development process 
in municipality, and notably is in charge of planning for the municipal area. The constitutional mandate is to 
relate management, budgeting and planning functions to its objectives and gives a clear indication of the 
intended purposes of municipal integrated development planning: 
 

 To ensure sustainable provision of services; 

 To promote social and economic development; 

 To promote a safe and healthy environment; 

 To give priority to the basic needed of communities; and  

 To encourage involvement of communities. 
 
The Constitution also demands local government to improve intergovernmental coordination and cooperation 
to ensure integrated development across the community. 
 
The White Paper on Local Government gives municipalities responsibility to “work with citizens and groups 
within the community to find sustainable ways to address their social, economic and material needs and 
improve the quality of their lives”.  
 
The Municipal Systems Act (Act 32 of 200) defines integrated development planning as one of the core 
functions of a municipality in the context of its developmental orientation. The plan should be strategic and 
inclusive in nature. The plan should link, integrate and coordinate other plans, while taking development 
proposals into account. It should be aligned with the municipality’s resources and capacity, while forming 
policy framework on which annual budgets are based. The Integrated Development Plan must be compatible 
with national and provincial development pans and planning requirements. 
 
1.3 The status of Mangaung Local Municipality’s Integrated Development Plan 
 
The second Council of Mangaung Local Municipality was elected and inaugurated in March 2006, and 
subsequently resolved to adopt the IDP of its predecessor with necessary amendments in terms of section 25 
(3) of the Municipal Systems Act, No. 32 of 2000 (as amended). The essence here is that this IDP provides the 
delivery agenda of Council that coincides with the electoral term of 2006 to 2011.  
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The 2010/11 Integrated Development Plan is therefore the culmination of annual reviews and seek to reinforce 
annual roll out of the five-year IDP that serve as a medium term strategic plan of Council. As the IDP is a legal 
regal requirement, the final approval by Council of Mangaung Local Municipality’s IDP means that it has legal 
status and it supersedes all other plans that guide development within its area of jurisdiction. To ensure that 
the IDP remains current and relevant, the annual review of the IDP put emphasis on what the Municipality is 
going to deliver based on the available resource from the Municipality, District, Province and National 
Government. To this end, the Mangaung IDP endeavoured to illustrate consistency with the Free State Growth 
and Development Strategy that provides the short - and long - term planning framework for the province. 
 
With the review of the IDP, it is critical to note that the communities, Ward Committees, businesses, NGOs, 
interested parties and various other stakeholders formed the cornerstone to understand the current challenges 
facing the Municipality and the required dynamic steps and actions for the Municipality so that we keep on 
adapting to these in order to address the said challenges and political priorities. In this way Mangaung Local 
Municipality becomes responsive to the changing environment through developing ways and means that are 
practical to the developmental needs of its stakeholders. 
 
1.4 Approach to IDP review process 
 
The approach in reviewing the 2010/11 Integrated Development Plan centred on the interactive process and 
consultations with Councillors, Ward Committees, Community Development Workers, communities and other 
role-players across the municipality. The aim was to determine how far the Municipality has progressed in the 
implementation of the Budget and IDP programmes, projects services and/or activities. This assisted in 
identifying areas where the Municipality was and is lagging in the context of its continued resolve to address 
declining services, challenging underdevelopment and improving the livelihoods of its citizens and against the 
background of maintaining and investing in infrastructure. This means that there is a need for a well thought 
and all-inclusive and integrated effort in strengthening the implementation of the IDP.  
 
From the IDP and Budget consultative sessions, the IDP and Budget Steering Committees realised that the 
Municipality is facing serious challenge in terms of service delivery backlog and the financial resources. 
Concomitantly there was a recognition and an understanding by Steering Committees that whilst the 
Municipality is mandated by the Constitution to coordinate development process and also to deliver on the 
2010 Soccer World Cup commitments, in earnest the Municipality is posed with a huge financial trajectory that 
is impacting adversely on its financial sustainability. As such MAYCO resolved that: 
 

 In reviewing the IDP and Budget formulation for 2010/11 focus should be placed on decisive 
implementation and finalization of the 2010 Soccer World Cup and MIG programmes and projects; 

 There is no need to obtain new priorities from communities. The approach to be adopted is to address 
some service delivery backlog through MIG identified during IDP and Budget sessions.  

 The remainder of term of office of the current Council will be used to progressively deal with the 
backlog and focusing on implementation, strengthening monitoring and evaluation, and reporting 
system and processes; 

 The current IDP annual review need to focus on deepening implementation.  
 

The approach has been in earnest to ensure local ownership and to integrate the improved implementation of 
the IDP which intentionally focused on the MIG funded programmes, the Turnaround Strategy and Financial 
Recovery Plan. 
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2. Situation Analysis 
 
2.1 State of development in Mangaung 
 
2.1.1 Introduction  
 
The December 5, 2000 democratic local government elections ushered in the era of development local 
government and politics. The incoming new local authorities were faced with the immense challenge of 
deconstructing the decades long era of separate, unfair and racially based local government. Through co-
operative government, all three levels of government implemented programmes and projects aimed at 
eradicating poverty and ensuring the socio-economic development of all South Africans. 
 

“Income poverty alleviation by the State has happened mainly through the system of social 
grants, with expenditure and the number of beneficiaries having increased more than threefold 
since 1994. Changes in the taxation structure have also improved disposable income.      
 
Human capital poverty alleviation has taken the form of programmes in the areas of education, 
health, water, sanitation and electrification. These have quantitatively and qualitatively improved 
the lives of millions. 
 
Asset capital poverty alleviation, through housing and land programmes, has seen massive 
resources transferred to individuals and communities. 
 
However, the legacy of apartheid remains huge, with millions still unable to access such basic 
necessities as clean portable water, electricity and shelter” 
Source: “A Nation in the Making: A discussion document on Macro-Social trends in South Africa” PCAS,  The Presidency   

 
Mangaung inherited colossal developmental backlogs and concomitantly experienced new growth 
challenges caused by expansion of the City. Through the adoption of its first Integrated Development Plan 
(IDP) and subsequent reviews of the IDP over years, Mangaung crafted a development trajectory aimed 
integrating the development of the City and ensuring the provision of equitable, fair and sustainable 
services to all.  
 
A comparative analysis of the Statssa 2001 Census and the 2007 Community Survey indicates that major 
strides have been made by Mangaung in fulfilling its developmental mandate enshrined in the 
Constitution.  
 
2.1.2 Demographics 
 
A comparative analysis of the 2001 Census and 2007 Community Survey display our municipality as a 
growing City in terms of population and household demographics.  Mangaung population and household 
count has increased significantly and consequently posing service delivery and expansion challenges 
moving forward. In the context of Mangaung as a “City Region” Mangaung is a regional hub experiencing 
movement of people from Sol Platjie (Kimberly), Mathjabeng (Welkom), Lesotho and other close smaller 
towns. It can be expected that the population expansion trend will continue going forward. 
 

 Census 2001 Community Survey 2007 

Population 645440 752906 

Households 188876 202762 
Source: Statsa 
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A further breakdown of the Statssa 2007 Community Survey reveals that 82.14% of the population is 
Black, 4.26% Coloured, 0.17% Indian or Asian and 13.44% White.  In terms of gender demographics, males 
comprise 47.6% of the population whilst females 52.3% of the population of Mangaung.  
 

  Male Female Total Percentage 

Black 295967 322446 618412 82.14% 

Coloured 15035 17016 32051 4.26% 

Indian or Asian 668 604 1273 0.17% 

White 47192 53976 101168 13.44% 

Total 358862 394042 752904 100.00% 
Source:  Statsa Community Survey 2007 

 
2.1.3 The Mangaung Economy 
 
2.1.3.1 Income levels  
 
MLM display a positive upward migration of residents from low income to middle and higher income 
levels. As exhibited in the below table the number of low income earners between no income and R800 
has decreased significantly between 2001 and 2007. Most importantly the number of residents with no 
income has reduced by more than 40% and indicating that socio-economic of our residents have 
improved.   
 

Income Category 2001 2007 

No income 421 836 222 865 

R 1 - R 400 41 675 24 932 

R 401 - R 800 71 007 39 613 

R 801 - R 1 600 35 139 79 897 

R 1 601 - R 3 200 32 255 42 097 

R 3 201 - R 6 400 25 282 35 271 

R 6 401 - R 12 800 12 388 26 207 

R 12 801 - R 25 600 3 515 10 564 

R 25 601 - R 51 200 1 025 3 911 

R 51 201 - R 102 400 687 823 

R 102 401 – R 204 800 500 399 

R 204 801 or more 132 378 
   Source: Statsa 

 
A further positive trend to extrapolate from the data is that the number of residents in the upper lower to 
middle income level has increased significant across the levels. The implication amongst others can be 
that a significant number of residents are migrating from lower income categories to middle and upper 
income levels due to an increase in economic and employment opportunities within the locality of the 
municipality.      
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  Source: Statsa 

 
2.1.3.2 Employment Status 
 
Linked to the above positive change in the income levels of our residents, the same trend can be observed 
with the economic status of the people of Mangaung. The number of unemployed residents has 
marginally decreased but of critical importance is that the number of the employed has increased 
significantly. Therefore the material condition of the people of Mangaung has been undergoing a steady 
movement for the better.   
 

Economic Status Census 2001 Community Survey 2007 

Employed 156 830 221 232 

Unemployed 104 934 94 313 

Not Economically Active 169 978 179 529 
   Source:  Statssa  

 
2.1.3.3 Employment by Sectors 
 
In general employment levels within all the economic sectors in Mangaung has increased albeit at varying 
degrees. Top employment absorbing sectors in Mangaung (in order of magnitude) over the years remain:  
 

 Community/Social/Personal Services  

 Wholesale/Retail/ Hotels/ Restaurants  

 Manufacturing and Financial/ Insurance/ Real Estate/ Business Service.   
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Industry Type 2001 2007 

Agriculture; hunting, forestry and fishing 6 160 11 352 

Mining and quarrying 750 831 

Manufacturing 16 776 29 280 

Electricity; gas and water supply 1 157 2 018 

Construction 7 493 16 475 

Wholesale and retail trade; repairs, hotels and restaurants 23 977 32 379 

Transport, storage and communication 8 544 10 162 

Financial intermediation; insurance; real estate and business services 14 117 22 528 

Community; social and personal services 42 925 47 537 
  Source:  Statsa 

 
2.1.4 Infrastructure and Social Development 
 
The post 1994 democratic dispensation ushered in developmental local government tasked with the 
extension of good, affordable and sustainable basic services to all. As illustrated in the above section, the 
population of MLM has increased over the years. Like in all growing SA municipalities, this brings forth the 
dual developmental challenge of addressing past apartheid development inequities (backlogs) and 
expansion of services to new areas. A strategic delicate balance need to be maintained in order that all 
residents can experience appropriate fair and just service delivery.  
 
2.1.4.1 Access to water 
 
The table below illustrate that MLM has over the years incrementally reduced the level of no access to 
water and at the same time expanded household access to  both RDP water standard and higher level of 
water access (piped tap water inside yard and dwelling).   
     

MLM Water Access Type
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Source: Statsa 
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2.1.4.2 Household Refuse removal 
 
A similar positive trend can also be observed with the provision of refuse removal services to our 
residents. The number of residents with no basic refuse has significantly reduced and therefore 
confirming the progressive reduction of refuse removal service backlog. The number of communal refusal 
is steadily reducing whilst the number household weekly refusal removal by MLM has increased 
significantly.      
 

MLM Refuse Removal
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Census 2001 113385 4071 6601 43640 21174 6

Community Survey 2007 163061 4289 4434 19851 11027 99
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once a week

MLM less 

often
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refuse dump

Own refuse 

dump
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 Not 

applicable

 
Source:  Statsa 

 
 
2.1.4.3 Household Energy/ Fuel Sources 
 
The recent national electricity crises and the resultant effects on South African residents and the economy 
has highlighted how highly reliant we are on electricity as a source of energy. Government has committed 
to developing measures to promote energy saving, reduce energy costs to the economy, and reduce the 
negative impact of energy use on the environment. The National Energy Efficiency Strategy has set target 
of national target of 12% for energy saving by 2015. 
 
The tables below illustrate that as a locality we are overly dependant on electricity as a source of energy 
for lighting, cooking and heating. In fact, the statistics reflect an increase of electricity as energy source in 
that the use electricity for lighting has increased from 84.98 to 8702; for cooking from 60 % to 80% and 
heating from 54% to 57%.  In part this can be attributed to the fact that with the gradual eradication of 
electrification backlogs through the household electrification programme, the number of people in our 
electricity network has increased.  On the other hand, this display the lack of usage of alternative source 
of energy to fulfil our energy needs.   
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MLM Energy/ Fuel Source for Lighting 
 

 Census 2001 % Community Survey 2007 % 

Electricity 157220 84.98 176444 87.02 

Gas 362 0.20 172 0.08 

Paraffin 9731 5.26 11724 5.78 

Candles 17223 9.31 13640 6.73 

Solar 221 0.12 0 0.00 

Other 255 0.14 781 0.39 

Total 185012 100.00 202761 100.00 
Source: Statsa 

 
MLM Energy/ Fuel Source for Cooking 
 

 Census 2001 % Community Survey 2007 % 

Electricity 112108 60.60 162660 80.22 

Gas 5572 3.01 3385 1.67 

Paraffin 60121 32.50 33835 16.69 

Wood 2500 1.35 1460 0.72 

Coal 917 0.50 274 0.14 

Animal dung 2788 1.51 1018 0.50 

Solar 518 0.28 0 0.00 

Other 485 0.26 129 0.06 

Total 185009 100.00 202761 100.00 
Source: Statsa 

 
MLM Energy/ Fuel Source for Heating 
 

 Census 2001 % Community Survey 2007 % 

Electricity 100639 54.40 117006 57.71 

Gas 2834 1.53 3774 1.86 

Paraffin 56905 30.76 65228 32.17 

Wood 7011 3.79 4846 2.39 

Coal 8650 4.68 4853 2.39 

Animal dung 3026 1.64 1528 0.75 

Solar 434 0.23 108 0.05 

Other 5510 2.98 5419 2.67 

Total 185009 100.00 202762 100.00 
Source: Statsa 

 
2.1.5 Household Access to Housing 
 
The provision of sustainable human settlements is one of the key priority areas of our government. The 
table below illustrate the housing demographics of MLM and in general attest that significant strides has 
been in ensuring access to basic housing. Of note is that the number of households accessing stand 
houses has increased and that the number of traditional hut dwellings, informal backyard dwellings/ 
shacks and informal dwellings has decreased. This positive trend is indicative of the incremental migration 
of our residents from no services at all to basic and higher standard of services.     
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Dwelling Type 
Census 
2001 

Community 
Survey 2007 

House or brick structure on a separate stand or yard 113631 139022 

Traditional dwelling/hut/structure made of traditional materials 7999 6412 

Flat in block of flats 6132 6322 

Town/cluster/semi=detached house (simplex; duplex; triplex) 5126 4483 

House/flat/room in back yard 6259 7882 

Informal dwelling/shack in back yard 8010 6215 

Informal dwelling/shack NOT in back yard 35801 30604 

Room/flatlet not in back yard but on shared property 1519 1235 

Caravan or tent 475 227 

Private ship/boat 60 55 
Source: Statsa 

 
A key challenge remains the total eradication of informal settlements and shacks in our locality.  
 
2.1.6 Education Levels 
 
Access to education is one of the instruments that unlock the income mobility of the poor and society. 
Furthermore in the current age of the knowledge economy, access to education is one key determinants 
of our City’s positioning within the national and global economy. Mangaung has institutions that cater for 
all levels of education commencing from pre-school, primary and secondary education to FETs and 
tertiary institutions.  Within the context of a “City Region”, Mangaung is well placed to position itself as a 
regional centre for educational excellence and human capital development. 
 
The table below illustrates that the levels of residents with no schooling has reduced by 53 % whereas 
access to primary and secondary education is on the rise. The table also reflects that access to FETs and 
tertiary education has increased significantly. One of the key challenges for Mangaung will be the ability 
to absord and retain those skills for the future development of our locality.      
 

Education Level 2001 2007 

No schooling 42833 23018 

Grade 0 * 1770 

Grade 1/Sub A 4027 4817 

Grade 2/Sub B 6171 7141 

Grade 3/Standard 1 10147 11014 

Grade 4/Standard 2 14075 16787 

Grade 5/Standard 3 16353 17766 

Grade 6/Standard 4 22780 25199 

Grade 7/Standard 5 29879 31913 

Grade 8/Standard 6/Form 1 34635 33858 

Grade 9/Standard 7/Form 2 25256 30430 

Grade 10/Standard 8/Form 3/NTC1 36760 43150 

Grade 11/Standard 9/Form 4/NTCII 27006 29014 

Grade 12/Standard 10/Form 5/NTCIII 85183 99932 

Certificate with less than Grade 12 1094 5171 

Diploma with less than Grade 12 959 4155 

Certificate with Grade 12 7533 6190 

Diploma with Grade 12 14465 15359 
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Bachelors degree 6081 11714 

Bachelors degree and diploma 2773 5134 

Honours degree 2095 3937 

Higher degree 2823 4068 

* Data Not Available     
Source: Statsa 

 
2.1.7 Vulnerabilities 
 
The sustainable livelihoods framework covers assets (the 5 capitals) as well as people’s vulnerability to 
stresses and shocks. During the ward planning, different social groups were asked for their particular 
vulnerabilities, and a SWOT analysis was done for the ward as a whole. Section 2.1.9 has a SWOT for 
Mangaung as a whole. In this section we highlight the vulnerabilities of particular social groups, using 
extracts from some ward plans as an example. 
 
What this shows is that the social groups differ across wards, for example unemployment is not a 
significant problem in ward 20, but that they do face significant threats which need to be addressed.  
 
The vulnerabilities that came up regularly were: 
 

 Crime (including stock theft); 

 HIV/AIDS; 

 Unemployment for those employed (including unfair dismissals and labour practices); 

 Malpractice by public servants (nepotism in appointments, lawlessness from police) ; 

 Sexual abuse; 

 Drugs; 

 Danger from traffic (e.g. for elderly and street children); 

 Lack of control of regulations (e.g. parking, zoning). 
 
These are reflected in the overall priorities for the city which are shown in the next section. 
 
Table 2.1.8.1 Threats mentioned by different social groups in different wards 
 

Socio-
econ. 
Group 

Ward 19 (Bloem CBD inc poorer “white” 
area and part of Mangaung township) 

Ward 20 (predominantly 
white suburb of 
Bloemfontein) 

Ward 38 (rural 
Botshabelo) 

B
u

si
n

e
ss

 

Crime 
Unemployment 
Disrespect for property (vandalism) 
Lack of urgency to address those problems 

Uncontrolled zoning, 
parking, street conditions 
litter safety and security. 
Business mix uncontrolled. 

Crime  
No buying power due to 
unemployment 
Poor infrastructure 

U
n

e
m

p
l-

o
ye

d
 

HIV/AIDS, TB, crime, unemployment and 
pollution resulting from uncollected solid 
waste  

 HIV/AIDS 
Crime 

El
d

e
rl

y 

Transport; houses are in disrepair, eye 
problems, problematic grand-children; 
lawlessness amongst the police 

Traffic volumes and bad 
control, general safety, 
noise and security 

Many do not have access 
to identity documents. 
Crime  
Stock theft 
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Socio-
econ. 
Group 

Ward 19 (Bloem CBD inc poorer “white” 
area and part of Mangaung township) 

Ward 20 (predominantly 
white suburb of 
Bloemfontein) 

Ward 38 (rural 
Botshabelo) 

Em
p

lo

ye
d

 
Unfair dismissal; unfair labour practice, 
Insufficient pay  

No unemployed group 
specifically met 

HIV/AIDS 
Crime 
Stock-theft 

Y
o

u
th

 Crime and unemployment Road safety, security, 
insufficient recreational 
facilities 

Crime, unemployment  
Nepotism with 
appointments, HIV/AIDS 

D
o

m
e

st
ic

 

w
o

rk
e

rs
 

Exist but not met Home-based living 
conditions, environmental 
security, job security and 
transportation 

 

Si
n

gl
e

 

p
ar

e
n

ts
 Exist but not met Exist but not met Lack of employment 

opportunities 

St
re

e
t 

ki
d

s 

Risk of being hit by cars, rape and sexual 
abuse, older criminals/homeless use street 
children to break into people’s cars, drugs  

Exist but not met Exist but not met 

H
o

m
e

le
ss

 They fear to be killed by people or police on 
the street. HIV/AIDS. Malnutrition and other 
related diseases 

 Exist but not met 

 
2.1.8 Summarised priorities from wards 
 
During the ward planning, different social groups were identified (such as single women, unemployed, 
business people, homeless etc). These were met separately and amongst other questions, each was asked 
for the priority outcomes for them as a group, and their main vulnerabilities/threats. All these outcomes 
were then listed at a community meeting, and people then voted as to which were their highest priorities. 
Table 2.1.8.1 represents the picture for the City as a whole based on 45 wards and also the frequency with 
which this priority was selected.  
 
Table 2.1.8.1 Preferred outcomes based on 45 wards 
 

Preferred outcomes in Mangaung Total score Priority No 

 Provision of quality and acceptable basic infrastructural services 424 

1 

D
el

iv
er

ab
le

s 

Construction of quality tarred roads with stormwater control  97 

Installation of waterborne sewerage system and toilet facilities 85 

Construction of proper stormwater drainage systems 73 

Upgrading and maintenance of all roads 65 

Installation of electricity houses, high masts and street lights 40 

Upgrading of sewerage pipes and network 29 

Installation and upgrading of bulk water services 10 

Refuse removal and cleaning 8 
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Installation of water taps 6 

Installation of street lights 5 

Paving of streets 4 

Provision of bulk electricity infrastructure 2 

  Provision of sustainable human settlements  89 

2 

D
el

iv
er

. Building of RDP and/or Masakhane houses 59 

Formalization of informal settlements and commonages 22 

PHP self-build projects and upgrading of dilapidated houses 5 

Ensure residents get title deeds 3 

  Provision of recreational facilities 48 

3 

D
el

iv
. Improvement and maintenance of parks 23 

Multi purpose community centre with sports and hall 16 

Building of recreational facilities (incl. parks) 9 

  Promotion of economic development  39 

4 

D
el

iv
er

ab
le

s 

Building of SMME support centre 16 

Upgrading of public buildings 8 

Upgrading of Roodewal to become tourist and conference centre 5 

Upgrading of Lauriepark Dam 4 

Upgrading of fountain and waterways 4 

Establishment of commercial farming 2 

  Improve access to education  36 

5 

 Building of schools  16 

D
el

iv
e

r.
 

Building of training centre 9 

Building of a library 6 

Building of crèche 5 

  Ensuring Mangaung is safe and secure 23 

6 

D
el

iv
. Naming of the streets 11 

Traffic control and law enforcement 8 

Establishment of satellite (mobile) police station 4 

  Provision of health services 14 

7 

D
el

iv
. Building of a clinic 11 

Building of HIV centre as a site for ARV roll out 2 

Building of HIV/AIDS victim support centre (home based care centre) 1 

 Grand total  673  

 
What this shows is the overwhelming priority on the provision of quality and acceptable basic 
infrastructure, sustainable shelter, followed by provision of recreational facilities, followed by economic 
development and then improved education, security and health. The priorities differ according to clusters. 
Table 2.1.9.1 shows how these vary across the clusters. 
 
Most priorities are consistent across the different regions, with the basic quality infrastructure which is 
way ahead of any other priority, shelter and economic development. In specific regions other priorities 
emerge: 
 

 In terms  of quality and acceptable basic infrastructure, tarred roads with stormwater control and 
maintenance thereof are the highest, except for Botshabelo where sanitation is a high priority, where 
water is a low priority throughout, even in the former townships;  

 Recreational facilities are a high priority in the low density suburbs and commercial farming area; 

 Housing is a priority throughout, particularly when combined with the issue of ownership (title 
deeds); 
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 Economic development come third in Botshabelo and Thaba Nchu as a priority, while in Bloemfontein 
there is some progress in economic development hence fifth priority; 

 Health is mentioned in half the wards with HIV/AIDS a moderate priority throughout; 

 Education for children and adults is a high priority in the high density former townships. 
 
2.2 Overview of service issues 
 
This section presents a brief overview of some of the key service-related issues facing Mangaung at 
present.  
 
2.2.1 The impact of local government restructuring on service delivery 
 
The creation of Mangaung Local Municipality out of the former towns of Bloemfontein, Botshabelo and 
Thaba Nchu, together with surrounding rural areas, is having a major impact on service delivery within the 
municipal area.  
 

 Geographical service disparities - The apartheid history of the urban components of Mangaung have 
left the municipality with a disparate set of service levels, service policies, service tariffs, and 
municipal by-laws.  

 The incorporation of rural areas - The incorporation of rural areas present new service delivery 
challenges. Many municipal services cannot be delivered in rural areas by means of traditional 
financing and delivery mechanisms. For instance it is often not feasible to pipe water from central 
treatment works to outlying plants, or to build sewer systems in low density areas. Appropriate and 
affordable levels of service and delivery mechanisms must therefore be selected. This will often 
involve lower levels of service, relative to urban areas, and challenging debates around equity 
principles. 

 
2.2.2 Reclassification of the Municipality  
 
The Demarcation Board has reclassified Mangaung from a category B local municipality to category A 
metropolitan municipality. This decision provides the City an opportunity to have the powers to 
strategically plan for the City in a more holistic and integrated manner.  
 
Many national departments are seeking to decentralise service delivery to local government. Whilst 
service decentralisation is often a sensible policy it can lead to financial and administrative stresses if 
performed too rapidly or without the necessary financial transfers. 
 
2.2.3 Making sustainable choices 
 
2.2.3.1 Maintenance of existing infrastructure 
 
Service backlogs and service level disparities create enormous political pressure to extend services to un-
served or under-served areas. Capital expenditure on infrastructure puts pressure on directorate budgets, 
through ongoing interest and redemption charges. The newly created infrastructure adds to this pressure 
by increased spending on operations and maintenance. Taken together these twin pressures are crowding 
out spending on existing infrastructure maintenance. Roads and stormwater, parks, water and sanitation 
services are all consequently undergoing a process of asset stripping. This is not a sustainable approach. 
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2.2.3.2 Increasing customer arrears 
 
Mangaung has accumulated increasing levels of arrears in recent years. Inadequate provisions for these 
bad debts can lead to a false sense of financial security. Poor collection rates also create social tensions 
and ill-will between citizens, consumers and the municipality. Many issues need to be addressed to turn 
this situation around. Appropriate and affordable levels of service must be provided. Tariffs must be 
structured to ensure access to service and overall cost recovery. Revenue must be collected more 
effectively. 
 
2.2.3.3Planning for financial sustainability 
 
The expansion of the service area, the inherited service backlogs, the level of household poverty, and 
many other factors, make service planning a difficult process. The municipality presently lacks 
quantitative tools to assist with these choices. The focus is presently largely limited to the annual budget 
cycle. Although a three year medium term income and expenditure framework is used, Mangaung as a 
metropolitan municipality must take a long term strategic perspective in line the City’s long-term strategic 
plan.   
 
2.2.4 Aligning service plans with development strategies 
 
2.2.4.1 Understanding the role of developmental local government 
 
The changing mandate towards developmental local government creates major challenges for municipal 
services. Instead of maintaining a narrow focus on delivering an effective and efficient municipal service, 
departments are now also tasked with economic development, job creation, community empowerment, 
and other new, and often very alien, mandates. Although some departments have experimented with 
alternative service delivery approaches (such as labour intensive road construction) it is not easy to be 
simultaneously innovative and effective. Traditional, centralist, command and control approaches 
therefore tend to dominate service delivery. Examples of community-based service delivery are rare and 
often difficult to replicate. 
 
2.2.4.2 Building new IDP tools 
 
In common with most municipalities Mangaung’s previous IDP processes have tended to run parallel to 
the service planning and budgeting processes. True integration is very difficult to achieve, and required 
new tools and new ways of doing things. This learning process takes people out of their comfort zones, 
can be slow, and is often abandoned in favour of traditional ways of doing things.   
 
2.2.4.3 Developing a citizen/customer focus 
 
Many services have identified the need for a greater focus on citizen or customer needs. Yet few tools 
exist to undertake market research, facilitate customer feedback, or promote the use of municipal 
resources. Sport and recreation facilities, for instance, are very under-utilised, and the department has no 
clear understanding of user requirements on which to base a better strategy. 
 
2.2.5 Exploring new ways to deliver services 
 
Although some services have explored the use of community-based service delivery – such as the Health 
service with home-based care – much remains to be done. Many departments have identified potential 
areas for municipal service partnerships with private, public or even NGO partners. New municipal 
legislation (Municipal Systems Act, section 78) requires the municipality to follow particular, and fairly 
onerous, decision processes before establishing a partnership with an external party. Little progress has 
been made with these processes. Having civil partnerships with community organisation has the potential 
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to leverage common purpose and renew civic pride in the citizenry and community organisation. It is 
however, critical that the partnership processes are properly and carefully planned so that all risk factors 
are identified and mitigated.   
 
The involvement and partnership with the private sector in creatively and innovatively plan and 
implement various service programmes with the City. Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) have the 
potential to make industry and commercial good corporate citizens in that they actively and proactively 
participate in the development of a locality. Mangaung must develop a strategy for PPPs and identify 
those areas or services that can best be provided through partnerships.   
 
2.3 Overview of institutional issues  
 
2.3.1 Introduction 
 
The municipality commissioned an independent institutional review in July 2001 to evaluate 
administrative and other institutional arrangements. It is critical that as part of the transition process to 
the 2011 metro status, a similar detailed and independent institutional review is undertaken by the City. 
 
With regards to the 2001 review it must be stated that some of the challenges have been addressed (e.g 
uniform conditions of service) and some remain challenges (e.g. Cost control and efficiency levels need 
improvement). The 2001 review identified the following institutional strengths and weaknesses: 
 
2.3.1.1   Strengths 
 
Structure  

 Stability – core systems and institutional memory intact; 

 Uniform interim structure. 
 
Systems  

 Strong budget control system; 

 Service delivery continuity maintained; 

 Functioning management and control system. 
 
People 

 HR policies generally in place including issues of racial discrimination in the workplace, sexual 
harassment, recruitment and selection, skills development; 

 Internal HIV/AIDS policy in place; 

 Skills Development Committees operating; 

 Safety Committees operating; 

 Career planning policy. 
 
2.3.1.2   Weaknesses 
 
Structure 

 Lack of support for political governance structures and processes; 

 Weak and under-capacitated corporate centre; 

 Functional “siloisation”; 

 Roles and responsibilities within the body politic, at the political/admininstrative interface and within 
the broader organisation need further concretisation; 

 Current structures and operations of Council are unable to meet new service delivery challenges. 
There is a need to look at new ways of delivering services and managing service delivery; 

 Very little organisational flexibility; 
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 Weak customer care infrastructure. 
 
Systems 

 Weak internal audit and asset management capability; 

 Cost control and efficiency levels need improvement; 

 No proper performance management system in place; 

 Lack of indicator-based performance measurement; 

 Lack of an integrated information management system that supports strategic decision making; 

 IT division under-capacitated and function not strategically positioned. 
 
People 

 Lack of comprehensive Employment Equity Plan;  

 Approach to skills development not strategic and does not fulfil full requirements of Skills 
Development Act; 

 Investment in and access to training needs to be improved; 

 Current conditions of service and remuneration structure are inflexible; 

 Lack of workplace justice; 

 Need to consider streamlining disciplinary procedure. 
 
Culture   

 Council’s current culture is not client-focused and does not reward excellence, encourage innovation, 
promote accountability or adequately champion equity. 

 
2.3.2 Change enablers/disablers 
 
The review also identified the following potential enablers and disablers of change, some of which are still 
true: 
 
Change Enablers 

 Strength of political leadership; 

 Credibility of organisational leadership relatively high; 

 Manager-worker relationships seem to be good (although this needed further exploration) 

 Establishment of ward committees; 

 Awareness of the need for change; 

 Relatively low stress levels. 
 

Change Disablers 

 New institutional vision has not yet been developed; 

 Lack of an adequate transformation management infrastructure; 

 Problems at the political/administration interface; 

 Union position on restructuring and placement; 

 Potential conflict brewing at a national bargaining level between the employer and trade unions; 

 Lack of integration of ward committee process into workings of Council; 

 Lack of communications infrastructure; 

 Management’s failure to adequately communicate with their staff. 
 
2.3.3 Changes to the organisational structure 
 
Since 2002, major institutional changes to address some identified weaknesses and change disablers have 
been initiated.  These include: 
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 A concerted effort to make the organisation and all its component parts function in a more strategic 
and reflective manner through thorough and participatory IDP process; 

 The development of an enhanced strategic and transformation management capability through the 
Office of the City Manager comprising strategic support staff to assist the Mayor, City Manager and 
Speaker; 

 The revisit of a senior management macro structure that seeks to promote stronger cross functional 
working and co-ordination than is currently possible. Five directorates have been created (Economic 
Development and Planning, Community and Social Development; Corporate Services; Infrastructure 
Services; Finance; with the Office of the City Manager as the strategic support core) and a cadre of 
Executive Directors and General Managers.  

 The initiation and continuation of service reviews through MIIU investigation to identify areas for 
service improvement and restructuring; 

 Active steps to improve communication with staff especially in Botshabelo and Thaba Nchu. 

 The development of an institutional vision through the IDP process. 
 
Many of the problem areas identified in the review remain particularly in the area of communication and 
integration and need to be addressed as part of the IDP.   The progress in the development of Human 
Resource Management Strategy to address key issues relating to staff, implementation and so on have 
also inspired the municipality in moving more rapidly on a number of key Human Resource issues.   
 
2.4 SWOT for Mangaung 
 
Table 2.5.1 summarises the strengths (S), weakness (W), opportunities (O) and threats (T) facing 
Mangaung and their implications for Mangaung’s development programme, including where these have 
been addressed. 
  
Table 2.5.1 Building on SWOT analysis 
 

Factor SWOT Strategies Addressed where 

Economic growth and sustainable livelihoods 

Expand support to 
business 

S/W There are some service providers but 
insufficient. Need to expand business 
services, reduce red tape with large increase 
in resources to support economic 
development and investment rather than 
consumption. 

LED programme 
Service excellence approach 

Building on key sectors 
to generate 
employment and growth 

S/O  Develop key sectors including tourism, 
legal, educational, health, distribution, 
agriculture/agri-processing 

 Address land title for agriculture and 
housing 

LED programme 
 
 
Planning 

Using attractive and safe 
location and good 
infrastructure to attract 
corporates and local 
investment and so 
create employment 

S/O, W Need for marketing campaign, overcoming 
negative image of Mangaung, improving CBD 
attractiveness, reducing red tape, appropriate 
incentives and increasing quality of 
infrastructure 

LED programme 
CBD programme 
Clean Environment 
programme 
Relevant service plans 

Develop livelihood 
opportunities to reduce 
poverty and inequality 

W  Developing community resilience and self-
reliance 

 Develop community-based services and 
outsourcing 

Community resilience 
programme 
LED programme/ 
community resilience 

Building on established S  Develop IDZ for Botshabelo LED programme 
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Factor SWOT Strategies Addressed where 

manufacturing base   Fill factories in Thaba Nchu 

 Attract corporates 

Building on central 
location, and gateway to 
Lesotho 

S Expand activities where location is an asset, 
including warehousing and distribution, 
conference, and passing tourists 

LED programme 
Planning/spatial 
development framework 

Community resilience and self-reliance 

High levels of HIV/AIDS W/T  Increase investment in dealing with HIV 

 Develop community-based services for 
those affected 

 Work on community resilience so 
communities better equipped to respond 

 HIV Programme 

 Livelihoods programme 

 Community-resilience and 
Ward Planning 

Increasing community 
confidence and 
cohesion 

S/O Work on community participation  

Inadequate use of 
women and disabled 

W Programme to support mainstreaming  Community Resilience 
Programme 

Need to develop cultural 
base as root of self-
confidence and 
economic opportunity 

S/W/O  Promote MACUFE 

 Promote widespread involvement in 
cultural activities 

 LED 

 Community resilience 
programme 

Service excellence    

Need to expand services 
but within existing 
budget framework 

SWOT  Getting out of non-core businesses 

 Rethinking service delivery approach 

 Improving efficiency 

Service Excellence – service 
plans 

Achieved Level 1 
Housing Accreditation 

O   Put systems in place and building capacity Service Excellence 

Extending infrastructure 
but at affordable levels 

SW Provide service choices and ensure that cost 
to user reflects real costs (including where 
very low as with VIPs) 

 

Focusing services on 
where they can best add 
value, and by who 

WO Surveys to understand citizens needs, 
feedback mechanisms through planning 
process 

 Surveys – IDP review 

 Ward planning process 
and ward committees 

Increased service area 
due to growth of the 
City 

T  Proactive forward looking and integrated 
planning across directorates 

 Service Excellence 

Reduced and weak 
infrastructure 
maintenance 

W  Develop integrated infrastructure 
maintenance plan 

 Service Excellence 

Unaccountable and 
unaccountable services 

W  Considering area-based management. 

 Increase services delivered by Municipality.  

 Establish accountability and feedback 
mechanisms. 

 Proposal for ABM 

 LED Programme and 

 Governance 

Weak financial 
management and 
control 

W  Develop action plan for attaining a clean 
audit report 

 Good Governance 

Fragmented services W Integration of services between municipality 
and other service providers 

 Develop compact and 
memo of understanding 

 Use development agency 

Appropriate powers + 
functions for service 

T Convince stakeholders where Mangaung is 
appropriate service provider and where 

Governance 
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Factor SWOT Strategies Addressed where 

delivery others are 

Increase role of NGOs 
where they have 
comparative advantage 

W  Promote strengthening of civil society 

 Consider outsourcing to NGOs  

Community resilience 
 
All services 

Promoting civic leadership and a common approach 

Overcoming fragmented 
approach to common 
vision 

W  Using IDP to build commitment from 
stakeholders 

 Establish transparent common oversight 
mechanisms, eg using portfolio committees 

 Develop compact and 
memorandum of 
understanding based 
around IDP 

 Governance 

Lessening culture of 
work and accountability 

T/W  Implement employee reward and incentive 
scheme 

 Establish accountability and feedback 
mechanisms.  

 High work ethic in line 
with Batho Pele principles 

Leadership from MLM SW  Strengthen MLM’s role as key champion for 
development and services in Mangaung 
area 

 Use development agency 

 Establish cross-agency working groups 
around development programmes 

 Make transparency and integrity obvious 

 Develop compact/ 
memorandum of 
understanding based 
around IDP 

 Establish MDP  

 Governance 

Building leadership 
capacity in MLM 

SW Strengthening capacity of councillors to 
govern MLM 

Capacity-building 
programme 

Building civic leadership 
more widely 

SW  Ward planning and allowing ward 
committees to plan and manage 
programmes and funds 

 Building capacity of ward committees 

 Ward planning 

 Capacity-building 
programme 
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PART B DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES 

3 VISION AND DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES  

3.1 Our Vision and Development Objectives 

 
The review of the IDP remains consistent with the Mangaung strategic approach and commonly owned 
vision of where we are going as an important locality in the heart of South Africa.  Our vision for 
Mangaung remains: 
 

By 2030 Mangaung is recognised as “a globally safe and attractive municipality to 
live, work and invest”.  
 

 
 
To make this vision a reality the Municipality has set the following mission statement 
 
 

To improve social and economic livelihoods through public participation, effective 
and efficient integrated governance systems and programs.  
 

 

3.2 Development objectives 

3.2.1 Our development objectives 

 
Development priorities which have arisen from the engagement between the elected leaders and 
municipal administration. After formulation of the strategic framework, four overarching strategic goals 
have been agreed upon and will be achieved in the next three years. These are as follows: 
 

 To ensure service excellence within and around Mangaung Local Municipality,  

 To stimulate integrated and sustainable economic development, 

 To improve and sustain financial, human resource and management excellence, 

 To evolve institutional excellence through a thoroughgoing institutional re-
engineering, effective leadership and effective long range development planning. 

 
A set of core values have been by the Municipality to act as a beacon to guide the collective efforts of 
both the elected and administrative leadership in their quest to realize the set vision and development 
objectives set to improve the lives of all the citizen residing in the municipal area.  
 
These are: 
 
Ambition, Competency, Integrity, Responsibility, Accuracy, Respect, Dedication, Loyalty, Credibility, 
Honesty, Innovativeness, Teamwork, Excellence and Accountability 
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3.2.2 Alignment to Provincial and District Development Plans 

 
Municipal, provincial and national strategies and budgets need to be aligned and rationalised to support 
integration, co-ordination, planning and implementation across spheres of government with regard to 
intergovernmental priorities. The table below highlights key areas of alignment between Mangaung Local 
Municipality, district and Provincial counterparts. Annex 1 summarises the goals and indicators for the 
Province and for Motheo District and are funded through their existing sources of income. 
 

Mangaung District PGDS 

To ensure service excellence within 
and around Mangaung Local 
Municipality 

Water and sanitation Economic growth, 
development and 
employment 

To ensure service excellence within 
and around Mangaung Local 
Municipality 

Public transport, roads and storm-water Social and human 
development 

To stimulate integrated and 
sustainable economic development, 

Economic development Economic growth, 
development and 
employment 

To ensure service excellence within 
and around Mangaung Local 
Municipality 

Clean and healthy environment Efficient governance and 
administration 

To ensure service excellence within 
and around Mangaung Local 
Municipality 

Special programmes: HIV/AIDS, youths, 
gender, disability and heritage 

Social and human 
development 

To ensure service excellence within 
and around Mangaung Local 
Municipality 

Protection and disaster management Justice, Crime Prevention 
and Security 

To ensure service excellence within 
and around Mangaung Local 
Municipality 

Sports, arts, culture and recreation  Social and human 
development 

To ensure service excellence within 
and around Mangaung Local 
Municipality 

Housing and electricity Social and human 
development 

The outcome of most programmes that the directorates would implement would contribute towards the 
economic growth and job creation, social upliftment of the poor within the Municipality, safety and 
security as well as well managed administration in the spirit of cooperative governance and ensuring 
sustainability of services.  

3.3 Our strategy  

 
Our strategy has 4 critical components that together constitute our wheel of success.  The first three - 
Stimulating our integrated and sustainable economic development, sustaining financial, human 
resource, management excellence and service excellence constitute the spokes of a virtuous wheel. At 
the hub of the wheel is institutional excellence (including common purpose and civic leadership - the 
necessary starting point.    
 
There are two principles that underly this 
 

 poverty eradication and the promotion of sustainable livelihoods. Thus we take a multidimensional 
view of poverty, reflecting the need to increase the five types of people’s assets (financial, human, 
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physical, natural and social) and reduce their vulnerabilities. We address poverty under economic 
growth (increasing growth but also having a widespread livelihoods programme), HIV, promoting 
community resilience, improving education etc. Therefore we do not have poverty as a programme 
per se, but we recognise it at the highest level of our performance, in our macroscorecard (see 3.5). 

 the promotion of sustainable development. During this IDP Review sustainable development has 
been one of the lenses we have used to look at the programmes, and concern for economic, 
environmental, social and institutional sustainability has been factored into our refining of the 
programmes. 

 
 
Figure 3.3.1 Our strategic goals 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.1  Service delivery excellence within and around Mangaung Local Municipality 

 
The more we are able to ensure the delivery of the right services to Mangaung, the more our economic 
potential is enhanced, the more attractive we are to potential investors and the more effective we are in 
tackling poverty and other social ills.  The more efficiently we deliver these services, the more resources 
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we have available to expand and improve our level of service and so on.  These also need to be financially, 
socially and environmentally sustainable. 

3.3.2 Stimulating our integrated and sustainable economic development prospects  

 
The benefits of higher growth are obvious, particularly if this growth is broadly spread across the 
population.  People have more money including more capacity to pay for their own service and housing 
needs.  The municipality has more money from increased rates to expand and improve services and so on.     
 
The Municipality can and will play a critical role in creating the right conditions for sustained growth.  At 
the same time we recognise that growth and come largely from the decisions and actions of business 
people and other economic role-players.     

3.3.3  Improve and sustain financial, human resource excellence and management excellence  

  
The second spoke of our wheel is improving and sustaining financial, human resource excellence and 
management excellence.  We know from research and our own practical knowledge that there are 
massive service delivery backlogs that afflict a larger percentage of the community of Mangaung. 
Addressing the mentioned service delivery backlog require significant monetary investment to be derived 
from a sound and sustainable financial base. Management and human resource excellence are critical in 
ensuring the effective use of the finite resources in the possession of the municipality. Groundbreaking 
innovations in service delivery and management capabilities to unlock resources through forging of 
strategic partnerships cannot be overemphasised. 
 
3.3.4 Evolve institutional excellence through a thoroughgoing institutional re-engineering, effective 

leadership and effective long range development planning 
 
At the core of success is institutional excellence which includes civic leadership and a drive on common 
purpose. Successful municipalities are characterised by high levels of institutional excellence and on-going 
institutional re-engineering, effective leadership and effective long range development planning. This 
inevitably flows from the level of civic leadership provided by the Council as the elected representatives of 
the area.  The adage “united we stand, divided we fall”, is very relevant to local government.     

3.4 Focus for 2010/11 

 
The IDP Steering Committee reviewed and confirmed the challenges and opportunities facing the 
municipal area in 2010/11 and beyond and decided on emphases that should be given for this year, and 
which must impact on the budget and all the work of the Municipality.  
 
The key emphases were agreed to be: 
 
(i) Service delivery excellence and sustainability - continuing to provide quality services with 

effective strategic management of the municipality to drive the strategic intent. 
(ii) Stimulating our integrated and sustainable economic development - increased emphasis on 

development and promotion of growth to grow the revenue base and fighting poverty.  
(iii) Improving and sustaining financial, human resource excellence and management excellence - 

continuing to be financially sustainable as a municipality and promoting human resource and 
management excellence. 

(iv) Institutional excellence, civic leadership and common purpose - effectiveness in providing 
services and continuous enhancement of institutional operations; promoting effective 
intergovernmental relations and mobilising other resources of government; 
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The 2010/11 budget continues to address the following IDP interventions: 
 
 Access to infrastructural services (water and sanitation, roads and stormwater, electricity, refuse 

removal)  
 Formalization of informal settlements 
 Housing 
 Community and social development 
 Intermodal transport 
 Credit and debt collection 
 Indigent management 
 Implementation of Financial Recovery Plan 
 Meter reading services 
 Local economic development 
 Compliance in implementing the budget in line with the IDP 
 Public participation and governance 
 Operation Hlasela 
 Anti-fraud and corruption 

 

3.5 Measuring strategic performance 

 
Mangaung Municipality has developed a performance management system to ensure the IDP is achieved. 
The four perspectives we are using are: 
 

 Development (where the emphasis is on the outcomes of municipal action and that by external 
stakeholders in the municipal area) 

 Services (where the emphasis is on outputs – the productive activities of the municipality) 

 Resource management (where we look particularly at the management of our financial and human 
resources) 

 Governance (where we look at the effectiveness of our process including decision-making and 
participation).   

 
The primary objectives, indicators, baseline, target and measurement source for each perspective have 
been developed as part of the IDP process and are included in the sections on development programmes, 
and service plans. 
 
A strategic scorecard for the Municipality has been developed to enable us to measure and evaluate our 
strategic progress. The scorecard is shown in Table 3.5.1.  
 
As required by the Municipal Finance Management Act, we have also developed a Service Delivery and 
Budget Implementation Plan. The service plans shown in section 6 are in this format. 
 
Note that a requirement for the successful implementation of measuring our strategic performance will 
be a considerable improvement in our ability to collect strategic information. This will include the 
development of a much more sophisticated understanding of social and economic trends in the area, and 
the attitudes of the people of Mangaung to council services.  For example, the municipality has little 
understanding of demographic trends.  
 
There is clearly a movement of population into the Bloemfontein area, but the details of this and the 
extent, for example, that the migration is from Botshabelo is not known, other than anecdotally.     
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A project needs to be established that will investigate how best the municipality can get access to the 
social and economic trend information relevant to it. In this regard partnerships with the University of the 
Free State, the Central University of Technology (CUT), the provincial government, Statistics South Africa 
and medical institutions will be explored.  Furthermore, a strategic partnership will be forged with the 
Presidency that has invested significant resources in obtaining g updated statistical information when the 
developed the Development Indicators 2008 and Towards A 15 Year Review Report. The second thrust is 
to develop a deeper understanding of the attitudes of citizens to Mangaung’s services. Specific surveys 
that will be carried out include: 
 
 customer satisfaction surveys 
 household surveys, to monitor impacts, and above all to get a better understanding of the situation in 

the informal sector 
 
Table 3.5.1 Strategic scorecard for Mangaung 
 

Priority Area 5 Year Objective KPI Baseline 3 Year Target  
Performance 

Target 
2010/11 

Accountable 
Directorate 

To stimulate integrated and sustainable economic development  

Economic 
Growth 

To ensure by 2011 that economic 
growth will have risen to 7% and 
15000 new jobs will have been 
created 

Increase in number of formal sector jobs 

156 874 
162 874 (+ 
6000 jobs) 

8000 EDP 

Service Delivery –Ensure  Service Excellence within and around the  Municipality  

Basic services 
available 

To ensure that, by 2011, all 
households on formal erven will 
have access on their stand to a 
water connection, 85% to basic 
RDP standard sanitation, and 65% 
to a properly drained all weather 
street. 

% of formal erven (formalized to 2003) 
with  access to a functioning basic water 
supply 

72.60% (113124) 
 

100% on their 
stand 

100% IS 

% Households that have access on their 
stand to at least a functioning basic 
sanitation 

55.20% (86410) 100% 100% IS 

% of population with accesses to a 
properly drained all weather streets. 

50% 80% 80% IS 

To ensure that all households 
earning less than R1 100 per 
month receive free basic water 
and electricity.  

% Households, earning less than R1100 
per month, who receive free basic water 
and electricity 

84% 100% 100% Finance 

Service 
Satisfaction 

To ensure that citizens are 
satisfied with the quality of 
service provision committed to by 
the Mangaung Municipality 

% Households and commercial property 
owners satisfied with the quality of 
service provision in the Mangaung area, 
as determined by a citizen satisfaction 
survey 

70% 90 80% CS 

Alternative 
service 
delivery 
mechanism 

To implement 4 ASD in relation to 
4 municipal functions -ensure the 
outsourcing of services, that are 
most effectively delivered by 
communities or SMMEs 

No. of municipal services being provided 
through community-based service 
delivery mechanisms including local 
SMMEs 

0% 5 services 2 services All 

To improve and sustain financial, human resources excellence and management excellence 

Financial 
Management 

To ensure that the organisations 
finances are managed sustainably 

Debt Coverage as defined in the 
Municipal Planning and Performance 
Management Regulations (2001) 

8:1 88:1 5:1 Finance 

Outstanding Service Debtors to 
Revenue as defined in the Municipal 
Planning and Performance Management 
Regulations (2001) 

62.25% <45% <45% Finance 

Cost Coverage as defined in the 
Municipal Planning and Performance 
Management Regulations (2001) 

1.5 months >3 months >3 months Finance 
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Priority Area 5 Year Objective KPI Baseline 3 Year Target  
Performance 

Target 
2010/11 

Accountable 
Directorate 

Cash Collection defined as Cash 
Collected (last 12 months) / Billings (last 
12 months) 

97.5% 97.5% 97.5% Finance 

% of total capital budget spent to date in 
year 

77% >95%  >95% All 

Salaries budget as % of total operating 
budget 

28% 28% 28% All 

Provisions for bad debt R364.3m R480m R450m Finance 

Implementation of a financial recovery 
plan 

Financial recovery 
plan approved 

Mangaung 
financially 
viable  

Implement 
financial 
recovery plan 

Finance 

Finance 
Leveraged 

To ensure that required non-MLM 
resources are mobilised to 
support the IDP 

% of capital resources to support 
projects that are sourced externally from 
MLM 

None  

Implement 
bulk 
infrastructure 

WWTW, Naval 
Hill Reservoir, 
upgrading 
sewer 
network, 
extension of 
WWTW 

Infrastructure 

Skills of 
workforce 

To ensure that the municipality 
invests in the skills of its 
employees to fulfil its roles, in line 
with its skills development plan 

% Skills levy received in rebate from the 
LGSETA 

7% 60% 50% Corporate 

Achieving 
service 
delivery 
excellence by 
improving 
internal 
business 
processes and 
systems 

To develop and implement a 
strategy for enhancing internal 
business processes and systems 

% improvement in the delivery of 
infrastructure maintenance and land 
development services 

There is no strategy 
on enhancing 
internal business 
processes and 
systems 

100% 
improvement 
of internal 
business 
processes and 
systems by 
Dec 2011 

Developed 
strategy on 
enhancing 
internal 
business 
processes and 
systems 
 
50% 
improvement 
in the delivery 
of 
infrastructure 
maintenance 
services and 
land 
development 

ALL  

To improve and sustain financial, human resources excellence and management excellence  

Employment 
equity 

To ensure that the municipality 
ensures representivity in line with 
its employment equity plan 

%  employed in the three highest levels 
of management who are Black people 
(African, Indian, Coloured) 

70% 90% 91.2% Corporate 

%  employed in the three highest levels 
of management who are women 

28% 40% 35% Corporate 

Implementation of HR Strategy 
and Employee Reward 
Programme 

% increase in the number of staff 
participating in the Employee Reward 
Programme 
 
25% implementation of performance 
targets contained in the HR Strategy 

25% 100% 25% Corporate 

Information 
technology 

To ensure that Mangaung staff is 
able to access relevant data 
through the IT system and that it 
is linked to a GIS system. 

% services with key data captured in a 
management and geographical 
information system  

None  100% 100% Corporate 

Institutional Excellence,  Civic Leadership and a Common Approach 
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Priority Area 5 Year Objective KPI Baseline 3 Year Target  
Performance 

Target 
2010/11 

Accountable 
Directorate 

Transition 
towards the 
Mangaung 
Metropolitan  
Council in 
2011 

Successful and  
Effective Management of the 
Transition towards the Mangaung 
Metropolitan  Council in 2011 

Developed City Development Strategy 
(entailing appropriate Indicators) 

No fully-fledged 
City Development 
Strategy. EDS in 
place 

Full 
implementatio
n of CDS 

Develop  CDS 

EDP 

 Council endorsed transition plan towards 
the metropolitan Council  including 
corresponding institutional 
arrangements 
 

A roadmap on the 
transition towards 
the Metropolitan 
Council developed 
at a Strategic 
Session 

100% 
readiness to 
operate as a 
Metropolitan 
Municipality 

An operational 
and functional 
transition 
committee 

OCM 

Developed sustainable financial model 
 

Draft turn-around  
strategy 

10 year 
sustainable 
financial 
model 

Draft 
sustainable 
financial 
model 

Finance 

Developed and implemented long term 
service delivery strategy 
 

Four implemented 
ASD and 
Infrastructure 
Master Plan 

Implemented 
long term 
service 
delivery 
strategy 

Developed 
long term 
service 
delivery 
strategy 

IS and All 

Audit report on the capabilities on the 
municipality to perform its constitutional 
mandate 
 

2009 MDBs 
capacity 
assessment report 

100% 
implementatio
n of assigned 
powers and 
functions 

Conduct an 
extensive 
audit on the 
capabilities of 
the 
municipality to 
perform 
assigned 
powers and 
functions 

Corporate 

Common 
approach and 
programme 

To ensure that Mangaung's 
programmes are aligned to the 
IDP 

% of a municipality's capital budget 
spent on projects identified in the IDP 

76% 100% 90% Finance 

To ensure that there is an agreed 
approach and programme with 
key stakeholders that are needed 
to deliver elements of the IDP 

% of targeted departments and agencies 
with whom MLM has a memorandum of 
understanding which is being 
implemented 

0 100% 70% OCM 

Decision 
Making 

To ensure that, the internal 
decision-making processes are 
efficient and effective 

Average timespan between item being 
tabled on an agenda and a decision 
being taken, for all items tabled at 
MAYCO over the last twelve months 

14 14 14 OCM 

Public 
Participation 

To ensure that citizens are given 
sufficient information, 
opportunity and encouragement 
to participate in and influence the 
affairs of the municipality 

% of citizens perceiving this as at least 
good in citizen satisfaction survey 

1.2% (10 000) 90% 80% OCM 

Civic 
leadership 

To ensure that capacity of 
community leadership to support 
local development is strengthened 

% of ward committees that have at least 
met monthly with a quorum 80% 100% 100% OCM 

 

3.6 Promoting sustainable development 

 
One of the principles which underlie the IDP is that of economic, social, environmental and institutional 
sustainability. Without this we may achieve short-term gains, but at the cost of long-term achievements. 
Table 3.6.1 summarises how the different components of this IDP address different elements of these 4 
areas of sustainable development. 
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During the IDP Programme Workshop where the programmes were reviewed, specific briefings were 
provided for each programme to enhance sustainable development considerations, with suggested 
amendments and additions to programmes, strategies and projects.  
 
 
Table 3.6.1  How Mangaung’s IDP will address sustainable development 

 
Strategic thrust Economic sustainability Social sustainability Environmental 

sustainability 
Institutional 
sustainability 

Mangaung on 
the Move - 
Economic growth 
and livelihoods 

LED programme 
Must create economic growth to 
enable household development, 
and economic base for services 
etc 

Education programme 
Literacy and skills 
development 

Clean Environment 
Programme 
Implementation of IEMP, 
clean city and improved 
image,  

Mangaung on the Move 
Establishing 
partnerships, dev agency 
and LED Unit 

Improving and 
sustaining 
financial, human 
resource 
excellence and 
management 
excellence 

Improving and sustaining 
financial, human resource 
excellence and management 
excellence – building a sound 
financial base for dealing with 
inherited service delivery 
backlogs, encourage innovation 
and service delivery and enhance 
management capabilities to forge 
strategic partnerships 

HIV/AIDS Programme 
 
Education programme 
Support for literacy progs 
 
Mangaung safe and 
secure 
 
Sustainable shelter 
Promotion of self-build, 
attractive living env 
Services for all 

Clean Environment 
Programme 
Environmental education 
Reduction of pollution, eg 
internal air, collection of 
waste 
 
Sustainable shelter 
Promotion of attractive 
living environment 

Citizen Participation 
Programme 
Strengthening citizen 
participation, eg through 
ward planning 

Benchmark 
Municipality 
Service 
excellence and 
sustainability 

Increasing efficiency and 
effectiveness of service delivery 
Services need to cover costs and 
have viable infrastructure 
strategies 
 
 

Increasing resource 
allocation to areas in 
greatest need 
Tax and tariff structures 
which are pro-poor and 
pro-growth 
Improving customer care 
and responsiveness 

Implementation of 
Environmental Policy, 
Implementation of 
Environmental 
Management System 
(EMS) 

Rationalisation of non-
core business 
Establishment of 
partnership-based 
development agency 
Development of area 
coordination 
Establishment of 
Environmental 
Committee 

Institutional 
excellence, civic 
leadership and 
common purpose 

 Citizen responsibility for 
development and service 
provision   
Building culture of activism 
and voluntarism 

Citizen Participation 
Programme 
All wards done plans many 
of which include env 
component 

Commitment to the IDP 
Stakeholder 
partnerships around 
development Facilitating 
strong community 
participation, incl local 
input via WC and WP 
Efficient transparent 
decision-making 
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4 MUNICIPAL PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS  

4.1 Introduction 

 
Mangaung Local Municipality is committed to provide effective service delivery to its communities and for this 
purpose has structured its administration into six directorates. Each directorate has several business units that are 
responsible for specific functional areas.  
 
Municipal programmes and plans are reflected in the programme and service plans of these directorates which are 
geared towards the achievement of the overall objectives of the municipality.  
 
Our strategic framework is discussed in section 3, with the 4 focus areas, integrated and sustainable economic 
development, sustaining financial, human resource excellence and management excellence and service excellence. 
Poverty eradication and sustainable development is also emphasised and will underlie programmes.  
 
The development programmes and projects

1
 that follow address Mangaung development priorities. For each of 

the programmes we introduce the current situation, indicate the goal that we have set, and the key strategies that 
we will undertake to address this. We then indicate the key projects that will be taken forward.  

4.2 Mangaung on the Move - integrated and sustainable economic development 

4.2.1 Situation analysis 

 
Section 2.1.3 has a full analysis of Mangaung’s economic situation and this is not repeated here. Economic growth 
has improved significantly in the area, and unemployment is reduced from 104 934 in 2001 to 94 313 in 2007 
(Stats SA, 2007 Community Survey). Economic development provides significant opportunities for the Municipality, 
as historically the Municipality has not directly invested significantly in this area. The work to promote local 
economic development is under two sections – this one, and also a programme on regenerating the CBD which is 
in 4.3. 

4.2.2 Development objective and indicator 

 

Economic growth will have improved and new jobs will have been created. 

 
 

Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Increase in number of formal sector jobs 160 874 

Reduce unemployment rate 40% 

Percentage Households earning less than R1100 real per 
month 

51% 

Rural people feel that MLM performance and service 
delivery in rural areas is improving 

60% of people living in rural areas feel that service 
delivery by MLM is improving 

Increased agricultural activity and a growing rural 
economy, as measured by household survey 

Establish baseline in terms of individual household 
income in rural areas 

Decrease in rural-urban migration Establish baseline in terms of number of people in 
rural areas (migration patterns) 

                                                
1
 Care should be taken that the information is as received from the relevant Directorates. 
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4.2.3 Strategies  
 

Vote/IDP 
reference 

Service strategies Target for 2010/11 

LED 2 To promote additional purchasing of local 
products and services to the value of R50m 

(R70 million)  Develop new tools that will provide 
accurate economic information.   

LED 4 To support development of a well established 
and sound SMME sector, increasing the 
number of SMMEs by 5% and creating 200 new 
jobs 

At least 2% of new SMMEs established survive 
beyond 3 years 

350 jobs created by local SMMEs 

LED 5 Provide support to the informal economy   Implement 1 projects from Informal Economy 
policy 

100 people in informal sector assisted through 
MLM support 

LED 6 To ensure a skilled and well-trained workforce 
in the Mangaung area, with literacy rates of 
90% 

200 learners trained through MLM supported 
interventions 

2 skills programmes for SMMEs matched to market 
demands  

30 learners per learnership or skills programme 

1% per annum increase in literacy rate 

LED 7 To facilitate improved access to finance for 
local SMMEs 

100 PDI SMMEs assisted with financing by local 
financial institutions 

LED 8 To improve people’s economic livelihoods 
through encouraging a range of community-
based LED    

150 people having livelihoods supplemented 
through labour-based construction, community 
based services etc 

1 co-operatives created 

LED 10 Promote a culture of entrepreneurship as a 
prelude to SMME development 

1000 people exposed to training and awareness 
raising around entrepreneurship through MLM 
activities 

LED 9 Establish and sustain the Mangaung Economic 
Development Partnership 

1 partnership agreements  concluded for 
implementation of EDS projects 

LED 11 Market & promote the city’s competitive 
advantages 

6 000 visitors (Tool to be established). 

50% of business people surveyed in Johannesburg 
are aware of Mangaung and have a positive 
attitude 

Implementation of 1 tourism projects 

LED 12 Facilitate implementation of N8 Corridor Implementation of additional 1 node. 

CBD 1 The 3 CBDs are perceived by visitors and 
residents as  clean, safe, attractive and 
pedestrian friendly 

50% of the visitors to the CBD and residents find it 
a clean, safe, attractive and pedestrian friendly city 

CBD 5 Stakeholders working together effectively to 
address issues in the CBDs 
 

1. Co-operation agreement between members of 
CBD Stakeholder Forum 

Two projects from the CBD Master Plan,  
implemented by  a variety of stakeholders to 
implement 

CBD 8 To ensure that informal traders are thriving and 
providing an attractive and useful service for 
residents and visitors in the CBDs 

At least 50% of registered hawkers in CBDs are 
selling at market value 

150 Registered hawkers in Botshabelo CBD 

150 registered hawkers in Thaba Nchu CBD 

300 sites demarcated 
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Vote/IDP 
reference 

Service strategies Target for 2010/11 

Rural 2 Facilitate an increase in economic 
opportunities or activity in rural areas 

20 new SMMEs established and operating in rural 
areas 

Establish the current value of outputs by the 
SMMEs in rural area 

 
 
Vote/IDP 
reference 

Service strategies Target for 2010/11 

Rural 4 Improve access to MLM services by rural 
communities 

Quarterly meetings 

Rural 5 Coordination and integration of external 
services & providers to rural areas 

Quarterly meetings 

Rural 6 Provide support to peri-urban  and rural 
agricultural farmers  within Mangaung   

60  farmers supported through MLM interventions 

Rural 7 Support emerging farmers to become 
commercial in their operations 

100 emerging farmers trained 

 

4.3    CBD renewal programme 

4.3.1 Situation analysis 

 
The three CBDs (Bloemfontein, Botshabelo and Thaba Nchu) have provided jobs, services, retail areas, 
transportation hubs and living spaces in close proximity to amenities for those living and working in the area, as 
well as for those willing to travel to it.  However, in common with most of South Africa, the CBDs are experiencing 
a gradual but constant process of physical and economic deterioration and decline. The users of the CBDs, the 
market and land use of the CBDs is changing, which requires specific attention. The linkages between the 
Mangaung CBDs and previously disadvantaged communities need to be strengthened to cater for the new market. 
Development strategies need to respond to the needs of a new market and to the influence on the CBDs of the 
transition of areas surrounding the CBDs. The CBDs need to cater for a middle to low income population with 
specific needs.  

4.3.2 Development objective  

 

The 3 CBDS in Mangaung are vibrant and integrated centres for their communities, providing key services, 
visited during day and night, with active investment by the private and public sectors 

4.3.3 Strategies  

 

Identifier IDP Strategy Target for 2010/11 

CBD2 Develop and implement a plan by 2008/09 that  
integrates the Bloemfontein CBD with the 
historical precinct in the Westdene/Willows/Park 
West area and the recreational precinct in the 
Kings Park/Loch Logan areas 

Hoffman Square development to be completed 
in this financial year 

CBD 6 To increase residential density within the CBDs Implementation of these plans to continue 

CBD 7 Business Improvement Districts (BID) established 
within the CBD’s 

2 BID established and implemented 
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Identifier IDP Strategy Target for 2010/11 

CBD 3/Env 
8 

To increase and provide an effective, efficient, 
convenient, reliable and integrated public 
transport system, including the CBDs 

The 2010 Transport Operational Plan and the 
RTP will be completed by June 2010  

Complete Mangaung Activity Corridor and Chief 
Moroka  

 

4.4 Community resilience  

4.4.1 Situation analysis  

 
Poor people are very vulnerable to stresses and shocks, and one of the most important elements of our plan is to 
reduce this vulnerability, whether to crime, HIV, drugs, abuse such as rape.  One aspect of this vulnerability is that 
poor people are not clear how to channel their ideas into action. On the one hand they see government as 
responsible to change their situation, while on the other they receive limited services and in fact owe their survival 
to their ability to live their lives autonomously from government.  
 
One of the big development problems in South Africa is the dependency culture which has resulted from the 
overweening power of the Apartheid state, the perception of the democratic government as the agent of change, 
to ensure the rectification of the strong inequalities in resources, and the source of future development. There is 
now a mixture of a strong top-down orientation with a political commitment to participation, which are often not 
easy to reconcile.  
 
Poor people’s survival is often due to strong social networks. There are a wide variety of CBOs ranging from burial 
societies, to home-based care groups and stokvels, which are more or less active. It is important that these are 
built upon, but they are often not recognised by service agencies and can even be undermined by formation of 
artificial groups, eg to attract money. Some projects can actually have a negative effect and reinforce dependency.  

4.4.2 Development objective  

 
The development objective for this programme is: 
 

Communities are self reliant, proud and strong, the risks that face them have been reduced and women, youth, 
aged and the disabled have been mainstreamed in society. 

 
Strategies 
 

Indicator Baseline (2009/10) Target for 2010/11 

20 000 members of the community 
participating in sport & recreation via the 
use of municipal facilities and the 
participation in programmes run by the 
Sport and Recreation Division. 

11436 obtain on participation 
figures from monthly report x 
12 months. 

20 000 members of the 
community participating in sport 
& recreation 
 

Improved livelihood of the poorest. From first survey Increase of 5% 

No of people involved in collective 
activities, as measured in annual household 
survey 

From first household survey 15% involved 

Nos progressing from informal sectors to 
formal businesses/ organisations, as 
measured in annual household survey 

From first household survey 5 % formal businesses 
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Indicator Baseline (2009/10) Target for 2010/11 

Mainstreaming women in employment From first survey Increase in women’s employment 
rate 

% of women on management structures of 
CBOs, as registered with MLM 

From first survey 50% of management in CBOs & 
NGOs working with MLM 

Mainstreaming persons with disability in  
employment 

<1% of disabled are employed 1% in employment 

 
4.5  Mangaung Safe and Secure 

4.5.1 Situation analysis 

 
To ensure that Mangaung is safe and secure, the Municipality is putting in place systems and mechanisms to promote 
greater awareness among the different role players that crime fighting is a collective effort. To achieve the desired 
outcomes, there is a need to promote community awareness and involvement in all the plans and efforts towards 
crime reduction. Through the MMC for Safety, MLM will have to ensure that all the relevant stakeholders join their 
efforts towards the eradication of both the causes and incidents of crime. 
 
However, a random check has indicted that the levels of recorded crime in Mangaung Municipal area indicate either a 
general decrease or stabilization in the crime rate during 2007. The most common crime in each area varies according 
to the population density and socio-economic conditions. The type of crime in the richer areas relate more to 
housebreaking and theft, whereas the types of crime in the poorer, mostly black areas relate more to assault and 
physical abuse. Security was the sixth priority of the wards. 
 
Historically the Municipality has played a limited role in security. The plan envisages a more vigorous lobbying role with 
SAPS (eg for more police stations), and continuing with more involvement on the prospects of establishing municipal 
police service. However, municipal court and municipal prosecutor have been set up to speed up convictions on traffic 
offences. 

4.5.2 Development objective 

 

At least 80% of its residents perceive Mangaung Municipal area as a safe and secure place to live in, visit and do 
business, twenty crime hotspots have been eliminated and crime levels have fallen by 20%. 

 
 

Indicator Baseline Target for 2010/11 

Reduction in the number of reported cases  A total number of 1726 cases 
were reported for the year 
2007/2008 

Decline by 5%  

Decline in crime levels 6 identified hotspots 2 hotspots eliminated  

Number of notices issued to transgressors 
in respect of selected road traffic offences 

141 694 traffic fines per annum Increase the baseline by 5% 

Implement findings No findings of feasibility study 
implemented 

Implementation of findings of 
feasibility study in accordance 
with the response from the office 
of the MEC responsible for Safety 
and Security  

Established municipal court An investigation be conducted 
about the possible 

Investigation completed and 
report to be submitted to Council 
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Indicator Baseline Target for 2010/11 

establishment of a Municipal 
court to deal with Councils by-
laws     

4.5.3 Strategies 

 

Identifier Service strategies  Target for 2010/11 

TS 1 The establishment of a local crime prevention 
partnership 

Reduce 891 by 5% (846) 

TS 2  The establishment of a local crime prevention 
partnership 

Launch of crime prevention strategy.  

TS 3 Elimination of ten crime hotspots Target is 2 hotspots 

 Promote the method of identifying crime hotspots 
in Mangaung 

Completion of the command and control centre 
for CCTV cameras and the installation of all 
cameras in the Mangaung area. 

 Deployment of private security service providers to 
assist with non – core functions 

24 guarding points serviced by private security 
companies 

TS 4 Reducing the number of traffic related crimes in 
Mangaung municipal area by increasing the 
number of notices issued to offenders from 85700 
by 5% per annum 

141 694 traffic fines 

TS 5  The establishment of a local crime prevention 
partnership 

Robbery – 3011 
 
Burglary – 4702 
 
Theft out of motor vehicles - 2804 

TS 6 Establishment of a municipal police service to deal 
with incidents of crimes in Mangaung  

Convert Traffic and Security Sub Directorate 
into a Municipal Police Service by training 
qualified employees as Municipal Police Officers 
 

TS 7 Increasing the number of police stations in the 
Mangaung municipal area from 11 police station to 
x additional police stations, and x number of police 
stations 

1 New Police Station 

 
4.6 Sustainable human settlement 
 
 Rationale for accreditation 
 
The rationale behind the move towards accreditation is rooted in the Constitution, and can be found further within 
the logic of good governance, and current constraints in the housing delivery process that are leading to 
decelerated delivery and an increase in provincial budgetary roll-overs. 
 
Accreditation seeks to achieve two inter-linked objectives: 

 Coordinated development (horizontal integration): First, by locating the decision-making authority around 
the implementation of national housing programmes at the local level. The Municipality can coordinate these 
decisions with other decisions that relate to the broader sustainability of human settlements.  The 
Municipality is a logical site for the effective alignment of inter-departmental and inter-governmental funding 
streams.  With the authority to make such decisions, opportunities for the application of innovative planning 
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principles arise, and this contributes to the potential for the development of integrated and sustainable 
human settlements within municipal jurisdictions.  This is a key emphasis of the Comprehensive Plan for the 
Development of Sustainable Human Settlements, “Breaking New Ground”.  

 

 Accelerated delivery (vertical integration): Second, the efficiencies associated with devolving delivery 
authority to the local level should lead to accelerated delivery and improved expenditure patterns.  This 
should result in a reduced requirement to roll over unspent funds as well as a more coordinated approach to 
planning approval and implementation. 

 
4.6.3 Objectives 
 
The development objectives relating to housing are that: 
 

Reduce the housing backlog and eradicate the backlog by 2015 so that the Mangaung citizens can live in 
sustainable human settlements with well designed and quality homes, a range of tenure options and access to 
goods and services. 

 
4.6.4 Strategies 
 

Vote/IDP 
reference 

Service strategies Target for 2010/11 

1067/011 Housing Subsidy Administration  

HS 2:  To ensure at least 11 500 new individual houses are built by 
MLM as developer, or in partnership with the private sector to 
NHBRC standards and in attractive living environments  

3 700 households  

HS 3:  To ensure the upgrading/ rebuilding of 1000 dilapidated 
houses in Mangaung and to retain their historical character 

Develop the  implementation 
plan in consultation with the 
Province 

HS 4:  To promote various designs and energy efficiency in housing  100% 

HS 5:  To ensure the upgrading of land tenure in Mangaung  1000 stands 

HS 6:  To ensure that all houses built in Mangaung comply with 
NHBRC standards; 

100% 

HS7:  To ensure MLM is accredited to administer National Housing 
Programmes 

Delegation of level one functions 
to MLM 

HS 10:  To make clients aware of the implications of  various tenure 
options 

3700 households (beneficiaries) 

HS 11:   To prioritise South Africans for housing (subsidies) 100% 

HS 12 Dealing with disasters in relation to housing 
 

Temporary housing provided 
within 48 hours depending on 
availability of resources and the 
extent of disaster 

1067/021 Rental housing  

HS 1:  To ensure that 2500 households are accommodated in new 
high-density housing with varying tenure options including 
rent, rent to buy and full ownership 
 

3700 beneficiaries for full 
ownership 

HS 8:  To improve the conditions of MLM rental housing stock  

HS 10:  To make clients aware of the implications of various tenure 
options 

Conduct  consumer education 
workshops in three regions to 
make clients aware of the 
implications of various tenure 
options  
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4.7 Education 

 
4.7.1 Situation analysis 

 
Table 2.1.4 shows that 13% of people in Mangaung have never been to school, 46% only have some primary 
education, and only 5.8% have a tertiary qualification. Literacy levels are low (around 85%). There are still low 
matriculation pass rates in township schools, and poor teaching skills amongst many teachers. However, there are 
also some excellent schools both former model C (white) public schools and township schools, and education in 
Bloemfontein is respected around the country. There has also been an improvement in the delivery of learner 
material to schools. In terms of those of working age, half are employed in elementary jobs or unemployed, with 
another half in craft, technical, skilled or management occupations. Half the companies are not accessing the skills 
levy. 

4.7.2       Development objective 

 
The development objective is that: 
 

The standard of education in Mangaung has improved with a matric pass rate of 65% literacy levels have risen 
by 10%, there is easy access to post school education and training opportunities at all levels, and Mangaung is 
recognized nationally as a centre for high quality learning. 

 

Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

Matriculation pass rate  65% 70% 

Literacy levels  Rates 10% 8% increase  
 

4.7.3 Strategies 

 
The key strategies are: 
 

Identifier IDP Strategy Target for 2010/11 

Ed 1  To enhance accessibility and availability of pre-school 
centers to 0-6 year old children 

Audit report on children <6 years old 
attending pre-school to establish 
baseline 

Ed 2      Improve school access and attendance of Grade 1-12 7 primary schools upgraded 

Ed  3   Provide easy access to reading & information services to 
promote a culture of reading & learning 

Launch Adopt a School Campaign 

Ed 4   To extend accessibility of Public Learning Centres suitable for 
out-of-school youth and adults 

400 out school youth and adults 
attending classes at ABET centres.(so 
what number, and how does that 
compare with the year before) 

Ed 5   To facilitate the establishment of partnerships with key role 
players to enhance school safety 

Draft MOU in place regarding school 
safety & COLT 

4.8 Services for All 

4.8.1 Situation analysis 

 
The Infrastructure Services Directorate is mandated to lead the implementation of basic services programme 
which include water, sanitation, waste removal, roads and stormwater. The function includes the development of 
policies and strategies that are guided and influenced by the IDP principles agreed upon. One such principle 
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includes extending basic services to all household in the Municipality. The national target coverage for water and 
sanitation is that all people in South Africa must have access to a functioning basic water supply facility by 2008 
and all sanitation backlogs has been eradicated by 2010 with bucket system in established areas replaced by 
December 2007. It is envisaged that Mangaung through its deepened implementation programme, will contribute 
to the necessary alignment to national targets as well as Free State Growth and Development Strategy.  
 
There is a significant backlog in basic infrastructural services, both in terms of quality, conditions and quantity. The 
Services for All programme is meant to address such a growing backlog which stands at 8.7% for water; 6.9% for 
sanitation; 15% for roads and 26% for stormwater. For electricity, the Municipality is realising almost 100% service 
delivery in terms of household electricity connections and improvements in the established areas.  
 
In the recent past the ESKOM and municipality have struggled in ensuring reliable electricity supply for industrial 
and domestic use and the unfortunate results were outages that affected businesses and citizens. This was brought 
by underinvestment in network maintenance and extension; underinvestment in electricity generation asset and 
protracted national electricity reform that brought uncertainty and loss of skills. 
 
As indicated Mangaung Local Municipality and its municipal entity (Centlec) continue to face serious infrastructure 
maintenance and extension of electricity services challenges. The Redistribution of Electricity Distribution (RED) 
the national initiative to reform and transform the provision of electricity services remain a challenge as not a 
single RED has been established to date as anticipated. Mangaung is committed to continuously explore 
alternative sources of energy to reduce both the load on the grid and address global warming imperatives.  
 
Informed by service delivery target by government and encapsulated in the Millennium Development Goals and 
Vision 2014, the municipality and Centlec will strive towards the attainment of universal access to service delivery 
(including electricity services) and thus advancing and protecting the poor through the provision of Free Basic 
Electricity    
 
The municipality will not only focus on electricity as a primary source of energy, but will endeavour to also explore 
other alternative sources that minimize the wastage in the utilisation of energy resources in MLM. This effort is 
also aimed at the municipality’s contribution to climate change.  
 
A number of planning and environmental initiatives have been undertaken within MLM to improve on the 
environmental quality of the municipality through the Clean Environment Programme of the IDP. These initiatives, 
especially the State of the Environment Report (SOER), revealed that there is a need to improve the quality of the 
environment through energy efficiency and reducing the effects of MLM activities on Climate Change. 
 
The municipality has identified basic infrastructural backlog over the past two financial years and is aiming to 
eradicate that backlog in the next three financial year (2010/11, 2011/12 and 2012/13). 
 
8.9 % of main arterial roads need upgrading and 5.7% of access streets are not up to standard. In terms of water, 
99 % of all erven have at least RDP standard of water (access within 200m radius) but 39% are without water 
connections on the erf. In terms of sanitation the biggest problem is the bucket system and 38% of erven have 
buckets or own pit latrines. A further problem is unacceptable pit latrines in urban areas, that is below minimum 
RDP sanitation (9500 buckets and 23460 pit latrines). However all rural villages have ventilated improved pit 
latrines (VIPs). The services for all programmes will concentrate on ensuring that all our citizens have access to the 
basic services of water, sanitation and accessible roads, to sustain their livelihoods. 

4.8.2 Development objective 

 
In order to address the intents and purposes of Services for All programme, the Municipality must gear itself to 
attain the objective of ensuring that:   
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All residents on existing formal erven will have access to electricity, to a water connection on their stands, to 
acceptable standard sanitation and to a properly drained all weather street, through sustainable delivery of 
services that maximises job creation. 

 
For the Municipality to realise the above goal, the following key areas haven identified as drivers for the ultimate 
attainment of the IDP objectives: These includes: 
 

 Eradicating service backlog by maintaining the existing and extending access to infrastructure services; 
and  

 Ensuring that the Municipality conserve and prevent losses of its infrastructural resources (electricity, 
water, environment). 

  
The focus in the 2010/11 financial year in terms of delivery agenda will be on the development and 
implementation of initiatives, projects and new innovative approaches that will ensure accelerated service delivery 
to all for the realisation of provincial, national and Millennium Development Goals. With this concerted effort, it 
will be possible to achieve the national targets including the IDP 5 year targets. 
 

Key Performance Indicator Baseline 5 year target 
Target for 
2010/11 

% of the budget spent on procuring goods and services 
from HDI’s as specified by the Council. 

60 % 
(of capital 

expenditure) 

70% 
(of capital 

expenditure) 

68% 
(of capital 

expenditure) 

Number of projects having EPWP component 80% 100% 90% 

% of budget spent on infrastructure development. 90% 90% 91% 

% of budgeted revenue spent on infrastructure 
maintenance 

12.0% 13.5% 10% 

% of formal erven with access to a functioning basic 
water supply 

72% 98% 97% 

% Households that have access on their stand to at 
least a functioning basic sanitation 

55% 90% 93% 

% of streets (km) which are gravelled or tarred to 
provide access to erven and  properlies 

87% 98% 92% 

% Indigent households, who receive free basic water  84% 100% 100% 

% Households and commercial property owners 
satisfied with the quality of service provision in the 
Mangaung area, as determined by a citizen 
satisfaction survey 

60% 80% 70% 

No. of municipal services being provided through 
community-based service delivery mechanisms 
including local SMMEs 

11 18 14 

  Built environment kept clean and well maintained at all        
  times 

70% 80% 77% 

Number of disruptions or failures per 1 000 erven per      
month: 

   

                                  Sewer 220 180 190 

                                  Water 180 140 146 

Number of disruptions or failures per  per month - 
Road and stormwater 

120 100 105 

% of effective utilisation of MIG funds. 100% 100% 100% 

% of a municipality's capital budget spent on projects 
identified in the IDP 

90% 95% 91% 
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Key Performance Indicator Baseline 5 year target 
Target for 
2010/11 

Alternative service delivery accelerated. Section 78 
studies 
completed 

Implementation Policy on 
uniform 
governance 
structures 

Salaries budget as % of total operating budget 30% 29% 29% 

% of total capital budget spent to date in year 100% 95%  95% 

 

4.8.3 Strategies 

 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Overall management and leadership of 
directorate to elicit synergy between key 
programmes and functional areas to improve 
efficiency of service delivery of the 
Directorate 

Budget preparation aligned to 
levels of service policy and 
financial model 

Finalisation   and incorporation  
of  key long term infrastructure  
and service strategy options     
 
>95% Capital Expenditure 

Oversee compliance to financial guidelines 
and financial performance of the Directorate 
in relation to objectives and strategies of 
MLM to meet national objectives criteria 

% compliance with financial 
guidelines 

Full compliance 

Provide an effective and efficient fleet service 
that adds value to the business of the 
Municipality 

% fleet and reduced mean 
time to repair or turnaround 
time. 

65% availability for customer 
satisfaction on essential fleet 
e.g. compaction vehicles, Water 
and Sanitation, Fire and Rescue, 
Traffic and Security, Centlec, 
Roads and Storm water.  

Implementation of 
centralization of fleet strategy 
through MLM. 

Roads and Stormwater sub 
directorate to be used as a pilot 
in implementing Fleet 
Centralization.  
 
First roll out plan to incorporate 
Solid Waste Management Unit 

Deliver an effective and efficient service that 
adds value to the business of clients to 
specified quality and safety requirements as 
set by the Division in accordance with the 
manufacturer. 

% Plant, Equipment and Fleet 
availability.  Develop quality 
Management system for the 
section.  

80% availability and increased 
mean time before failure. 
Quality management system in 
place. 
 
Implementation of a lock out 
system 

Strive for customer satisfaction by supporting 
the operational plans of the divisions and 
other directorates. 

% vehicle abuse and misuse 
throughout MLM and 
reporting on non-
conformances in Council. 

Non conforming fleet and 
equipments reduced to less 
than 45%  
(learnership plan put in place) 
and making use of the SETA 
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Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

To improve the effectiveness of our 
intervention directed at second economy 

% of the budget spent on 
procuring goods and services 
from HDI’s as specified by the 
Council. 

70% 

Number of projects having 
EPWP component. 

90% 

To implement and accelerate measures 
aimed at promoting local economic 
development and growth. 

% of budget spent on 
infrastructure 
development. 

90% 

% of budgeted revenue 
spent on infrastructure 
maintenance. 

 
3% 

To ensure that by 2011 98% of streets are 
properly drained all weather streets with 
appropriate stormwater. 

% of streets (km) which are 
gravelled or tarred to provide 
access to erven and  
properlies 

92% 

% of total collector streets 
which are of an appropriate 
standard 

96% 

Upgrading of major stormwater canals and 
conduits to an appropriate standard 

% of total major stormwater 
network which is of an 
appropriate standard  

75% 

To ensure that citizens are satisfied with the 
quality of service provision committed to by 
the Mangaung Municipality 

% Households and 
commercial property 
owners satisfied with the 
quality of service provision 
in the Mangaung area, as 
determined by a citizen 
satisfaction survey. 

70% 

To ensure sustainable provision of 
infrastructure. 

Number of disruptions or 
failures – Road and 
stormwater per month 

105 

To ensure that total MIG allocation of 
Roads and Stormwater is spent. 

% of effective utilisation of 
MIG funds. 

100% 

To ensure that the organisations finances are 
managed sustainably 

Alternative service delivery 
accelerated. 

Policy on uniform governance 
structures (pending Council 
resolution) 

% of total capital budget 
spent to date in year 

95% 

Support MLM revenue management strategy 
through focus on acceptable level of service 
delivery based on proper asset management  
 

Implementation of water 
demand management 
strategy 
 

 
Implement Water Leak Project 
 
Implementation of water 
conservation and demand 
management with 
enforcement. 
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Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Provide Basic sanitation as an interim 
measure to replace bucket systems in the 
short term – using available grant funding 
(restricted for basic services) from MIG; 

% Households that have 
access on their stand to at 
least a ventilated improved 
pit latrine (VIP) 
 

93% 
 

To reduce levels of water pollution by sewage 
contamination 

Green indicators from Water 
Quality Management report  

Ensure the existence of Water 
Quality Management Team  
Monthly reports from Water 
Quality Management report 

Water Services By-Laws All By-Laws in place By-Laws approved by Council 

Provide waterborne sewage using MLM 
funds, with Provincial housing funds to 
deliver the on-site plumbing as part of 
housing subsidies 

% households receiving 
sanitation 

Implementation of 
Comprehensive Infrastructure 
Plan (CIP) launched by DPLG  

Provide water-borne sewerage using MLM 
funds,  
and Motheo District Municipality’s funds for 
waterborne sewerage in the whole area 
(BS32) 

% households receiving 
waterborne sanitation 

66% Waterborne Sanitation 
 

Alternative Service Delivery investigation for 
Water Services 

Completion of Section 78(4) 
decision by Council 

Complete Section 78(3) 
investigation and Section 78(4) 
decision by Council 

Address bulk water and sanitation backlogs  Providing private 
development contribution for 
sustainable development and 
source government grants for 
non-sustainable development 

Approval of resources for bulk 
development 

Water Services Development Plan Completion of WSDP as a 
sectoral plan to inform the 
IDP 

Approval of WSDP by Council 

Number of disruptions or failures per 1 000 
erven per month – Water and sewer 

Failures expressed as a 
frequency per 1000 erven to 
measure the condition of the 
network resulting in 
refurbishment to reduce the 
frequency of failures 

Frequency for sewerage failures 
– 190 failures/1000 
Frequency for water failures – 
146 failures/1000 
This frequency would prompt 
refurbishment of system 

Number of projects with EPWP component Alignment of projects to 
EPWP principles 

Ensuring that 90% projects are 
based on EPWP objectives 

Households and commercial property owners 
satisfied with the quality of service provision 
in the Mangaung area 

Turn-around times for 
addressing complaints 

Sewerage blockages 
Major blockages: 12 Hours 
Minor blockages: 48 Hours 
 
Water leaks 
Major mains: 6 Hours 
Minor mains: 24 Hours 
Water meter leaks: 72 Hours 
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Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Improve waste collection service level and 
cleanliness of the city 
 
Ensure proper onsite storage of household 
refuse 

 % households in formal 
erven have access to a 
weekly door-to-door 
refuse collection service 
at no later than 16h00 
most of the time 

 % of informal settlements 
provided with access to 
refuse removal 

 Investigation into an 
appropriate container for 
refuse storage 

 No of litter hotspots 
serviced 

 Perception by residents 
of the level of cleanliness 
in open spaces and built 
environment 

100% households in formal 
erven have access to a weekly 
door-door refuse removal. 
Implementation of business 
plan actions (e.g. round 
balancing Increased use of 
SMME’s in waste collection for 
improved cleanliness of City 
 
All households in informal 
settlements are provided with 
access to refuse removal 
All litter hotspots are serviced 
80% of residents  

Implementation of NWMS Integrated Waste 
Management plan for MLM 

Finalisation of feasibility study 
by KFW to ensure an advanced 
integrated solid waste 
management plan 

To establish an environmental education 
system to address the community and solid 
waste management staff 

Number of people that are 
literate as regards waste 
management issues  

One education and awareness 
sessions on solid waste 
management issues in each 
cluster. 
Have one clean-up campaign in 
each cluster 
Establish two solid waste 
management forums (one in 
each administration unit) 

Promote compliance to Environmental 
Legislation policies and by-laws: 
 

Training of peace officers Train four Supervisors  as peace 
officers 
 
To have revised By-Laws 
approved by Council 
 

Ensuring Compliance with legislation at 
landfill sites 

Planted vegetation 
 
 
 
Access controlled landfill sites 
 
Weighbridges that are fully 
operational at two landfill 
sites (Northern and Southern 
Sites) 
 
Implementation of tariffs at 
the two sites 

 Ongoing rehabilitation of 
the three landfill sites 

 To have a 24hrs  security at 
landfill site. 

 To have  proper network 
(telkom) to both sites 

 Awareness raising to users 
of the sites 

 Formalise waste reclaimers 
on all land fill sites 

 Upgrading of existing weigh 
bridges 

 Installation of additional 
weigh bridge 
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Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Ensuring compliance of waste management 
projects to EPWP 

No of projects registered with 
EPWP 

Initiation of the registration 
process  

To ensure that the sub-directorate’s finances 
are managed sustainably 

% of budgeted capital budget 
spent 

95% capital budget spent 

To Ensure the implementation of the ASD for 
SWM 

Increamental implementation 
of the business plan 

Finalisation of financial and 
personnel ring-fencing of sub-
directorate’s units. 
 

Official closure of the Thaba’Nchu dumping 
site 

Development of a 
management plan 

Closure report and obtaining 
the ROD from DTEEA 

 

4.9 AIDS Action 

4.9.1 Situation analysis 

 
The incidence of HIV/AIDS in the Free State is 27% amongst antenatal clinic attendees (using national sentinel 
surveillance procedure) and in Mangaung 29.8%. It is particularly high amongst young people, linked to a high 
teenage pregnancy incidence and the rate of infection amongst the teenagers is increasing daily. Only 25% of the 
total population of HIV positive people are “coming out” about their HIV status. Only 55% of wards put HIV as a 
priority, and there is still a reluctance to face the extent of the epidemic. In this programme the Municipality for 
the first time has committed significant funds towards HIV prevention and care for the wider community. 

4.9.2 Development objective 

 
The development objective for this programme is that: 
 

HIV/AIDS infection amongst antenatal women has reduced to 20% (and amongst youth <18 years, to 15%) and 
the impact of HIV/AIDS on individuals, families and communities will have been reduced 

 

Indicator Baseline 
IDP Target for 

2009/10 
Target for 2010/11 

HIV prevalence amongst antenatal women in 
Mangaung 

29% 20% 20% 

Incidence of TB in Mangaung drops  537 420 per 100 000 420 per 100 000 

Average life expectancy after diagnosis rises  10 years 15 years 15 years 

People suffering from HIV/AIDS feeling rejected 
by the community 

 Less than 30% Less than 30% 

 

4.9.3 Strategies 

 

Identifier IDP Strategy Target for 2010/11 

HIV 1 To promote safe and healthy sexual behaviour 
of young people and thereby reduce the 
teenage pregnancy rate from 14.6% to 13%. 

Teenage (<20 years)  pregnancy rate quarterly of 
attendees to Bfn clinics <13% 

Condoms available at all times in all clinics 

HIV 2   To ensure the consistent management of Treatment of STI’s according to prescribed 
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Identifier IDP Strategy Target for 2010/11 

Sexually transmitted Infections (STIs) according 
to the prescribed treatment   protocols in 
100%.  

protocols at 100%. 

HIV 3 To promote the reduction of mother-to-child 
transmission  (PMTCT) ) from 33%  to 16% 
 

Blood  taken at 28 wks pregnancy and  referred 
to CHC for Niverapine of 90% of HIV positive 
pregnant mothers attending clinics 

HIV 4 To ensure 5% improvement of utilisation of 
Voluntary HIV Confidential Counselling and 
Testing (VCCT) presented by clinics and ATICC. 

Increase of 1500 clients (5 years and older) 
tested for HIV per quarter. 

HIV 5   To ensure  provision of treatment and care to 
clinic patients and ensuring 100% indicator EDL 
drug availability at clinics (Not specifically for 
HIV only) 

85% indicator EDL drug availability  in all 
municipal clinics 
 

HIV 6 To participate in the Anti retroviral Drug roll 
out of the FS Province 

Batho and Bainsvlei  clinics functioning 
effectively  as “assessment  Sites”  

HIV 7  To facilitate, support and manage provision of 
Home Based Care and Support of persons 
affected and infected with HIV using a HBC 
management structure 

X % of those infected receiving HBC support 

HIV 8  Support development of and expansion of the 
provision of care to vulnerable children and 
orphans; 

90% Profile of the situation in the whole of 
Mangaung. 
 

HIV 9 To ensure that MLM offers comprehensive 
HIV/AIDS care and support service to all 
employees and their families. 

Condoms available at all workplaces at all times. 

Code of good practice document available to 
every employee. 

HIV 10  Ensure that HIV/AIDS is a high priority for MLM 
and provincial government services in 
Mangaung by allocating significant funds to key 
HIV/AIDS services 

5% of budget of each MLM Dept dedicated to 
HIV/AIDS 

HIV 11  Development of an integrated health 
information management system. 

50% of health information available 

HIV 12  Coordinate the services offered by Traditional 
Healers and MLM AIDS Action. Programme 

Identify role players and draw up written 
agreement 

HIV 13  Poverty alleviation Programmes and 
programmes for nutrition, food security and 
improvement of nourishment to be 
implemented to support households affected 
by HIV/AIDS.  

80% of Ward Committees have an active 
program in place, supported by MLM 

 

4.10 Clean Environment  

4.10.1 Situation analysis 

 
A number of environmental problems, risks and threats face Mangaung local Municipality. These are grouped in 
terms themes, namely atmosphere and climate, water, land, biodiversity, waste management, human well-being 
and environmental management. Particular environmental problems are poor air quality in winter in the 
townships from the effect of coal fires, a litter problem, inadequate waste management, human activity in relation 
to biodiversity, poverty, migration and urbanisation. 55% of wards put clean environment as a priority, both rich 
and poor wards. 
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The state of the environment in Mangaung is contained in the State of the Environment Report (2003). The 
Environmental Policy and Environmental Management Plan (IEMP) have been developed to regulate development 
in the municipality as part of the Clean Environment Programme.   

4.10.2 Development objective 

 

Mangaung is an attractive, clean, green and healthy environment in Mangaung that will serve as the basis for 
sustainable economic development and enhance the quality of life for present and future generations. 

 

4.10.3 Strategies 

 

Vote/IDP 
reference 

Service strategies Target for 2010/11 

09/14/12 Environmental Management  

   

Env 1 To integrate sustainable development practices 
within MLM 

Review of Urban Open Space Framework 

Finalise MOU with SANBI 

4 meetings per annum 

Env 3 Establish an Environmental education system 30% of middle management MLM officials 
exposed to environmental literacy  

20% of schools in MLM exposed to 
environmental literacy 

Env 10 Manage the conservation and sustainable usage 
of natural resources 

Less than 0.5% of critical open space is lost 
for development 

Finalise MOU with “Friends of Seven Dams” 
 

Env 16 Promote & Implement environmental 
management systems (EMS) 

Conduct audit to determine environmental 
policies of business 

Env 4 Monitor air quality in MLM and develop 
approaches to reduce contribution to climate 
change 

Monitor & reporting 

Develop a climate change policy for MLM 

Env 7 To manage MLM ‘ s open spaces effectively   100% compliance to UOSP 

Env 8 To promote energy efficiency and alternate 
energy usage 

Complete an energy audit for MLM 

Develop a State of Energy Report 

Develop and energy policy & strategy for 
MLM 

Create awareness in the greater community 
of MLM 

Conduct feasibility study on alternative energy  

 
Env 9 

Promote compliance to Environmental 
Legislation, policies and bye-laws 

Develop Air Quality by-laws 

Env 15 To manage negative impacts of development 
activities 

90% compliance to EIA 

Env16  Promote and Implement environmental 
management systems (EMS) 

None  

Env 17 To manage outdoor advertising 80% compliance 
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4.11 Rural development 
 
4.11.1 Situation analysis 
 
Approximately 23% of the area of the Municipality is farmland, with a further 2% covered with smallholdings 
(MDB, 2002). 6% of the population live in the rural parts of Mangaung, up to 80km from Bloemfontein. The rural 
area with its farms is a new challenge to the Municipality.  Although the area has basic infrastructure like roads, 
electricity and telephones, the main services are in the urban areas. This creates problems for the farm workers 
who depend on taxis for transport and for the municipality, which has little experience in dealing with the 
problems of rural areas. There is a backlog in sanitation and while water has been delivered to RDP standards 
(standpipe within 200m), people want water on their stands. 
 
Commercial livestock farming is the economic backbone of the rural areas. Crops like maize, wheat and sunflower 
are also produced. Due to the liberalisation of agriculture, many farmers have struggled to adapt to open markets, 
new products and lack of subsidies from government. However, new messages and services are encouraging 
farmers to change to new products, exploring the export markets and adding-value to their products.  
 
There are small farmers on the former Trust lands around Thaba Nchu and Botshabelo. There has been some land 
reform but the process has been slow. 
 
4.11.2  Development Objective 
 
The objective is that: 
 

The quality of life of rural people in MLM is improved. 

 
The key targets are: 
 

Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Rural people feel that MLM performance and service 
delivery in rural areas is improving 

60% of people living in rural areas feel that service 
delivery by MLM is improving 

Increased agricultural activity and a growing rural 
economy, as measured by household survey 

Establish baseline in terms of individual household 
income in rural areas 

Decrease in rural-urban migration Establish baseline in terms of number of people in 
rural areas (migration patterns) 

4.11.3 Strategies 

 

Vote/IDP 
reference 

Service strategies Target for 2010/11 

09/14/11 Rural Development  

Rural 2 Facilitate an increase in economic 
opportunities or activity in rural areas 

20 new SMMEs established and operating in 
rural areas 

Establish the current value of outputs by the 
SMMEs in rural area 

Rural 4 Improve access to MLM services by rural 
communities 

Quarterly meetings 

Rural 5 Coordination and integration of external 
services & providers to rural areas 

Quarterly meetings 

Rural 6 Provide support to peri-urban  and rural 60  farmers supported through MLM 
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agricultural farmers  within Mangaung   interventions 

Rural 7 Support emerging farmers to become 
commercial in their operations 

100 emerging farmers trained 

4.12 Public participation 

4.12.1 Situation analysis 

 
In line with the MLM policy on community-based planning, the Municipality continues to strive towards an all 
inclusive process of planning and management of its affairs and resources. The greatest challenge facing the 
Municipality now is to beef-up the efforts, systems and process that are currently in place for public participation. 
This will include amongst others ensuring that there is proper civic education on all government programmes. The 
purpose is to make our communities more informed and independent in their interaction with government and 
other service providers. We shall also see a situation where the Municipality is going to put in place mechanisms 
for strengthening the support to ward councillors and ward committees to be more self reliant in their 
programmes and activities for informed engagements with their stakeholders. There will also be more emphasis to 
ensure that ward committees and communities generally play a significant role in the implementation and the 
subsequent monitoring and evaluation of service delivery and fulfillment of the commitments in the budget.  

4.12.2 Development objective 

 
The objective is that: 
 

Citizens are given sufficient information, opportunity and encouragement to participate in and influence the 
affairs of the municipality, the capacity of the ward committees will have been strengthened and there will be 
an effective interface with communities and wards through regional offices. 

 
The key targets are: 
 
 

Indicator 
IDP target 
for June 
2008/09 

Target for 2010/11  

% of inputs from Section 79 Committees to Council agenda None Section 79 Committees meet 
according to an approved 
programme and submit reports to 
Council 
 
 programme a 

Proper preparation and management of processes for 
effective hosting of Council meetings and follow up on 
decisions 

None  Establishment of a unit responsible 
for Council matters 

Number of Council and Section 79 Committee meetings per 
annum sitting on schedule 

8 meetings 20 Council and Section 79 
Committees meetings 

% of ward committees operational and receiving support 
from the Municipality to implement own programmes 

100% 100% 

Implementation of civic education program for community 
awareness and empowerment on government programmes 

None Develop working relations with 
Chapter 9 institutions and hosting at 
least six community meetings with 
them to highlight their role. (Public 
Protector, HRC e.t.c) 
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Indicator 
IDP target 
for June 
2008/09 

Target for 2010/11  

Strengthening of working relations between MLM and 
other stakeholders and strategic partners. 

None  Establishment of ward forums for 
each cluster. 

 2 Meetings between MLM and 
other Municipalities. 

Programmes and systems are in place for working relations 
between MLM and its strategic partners. 

None Speakers Forum is running smooth 
and MLM is playing a leading and 
critical role for synchronising of 
systems applicable to all 
Municipalities in the district.  

Ward committees operate effectively as links between 
community and municipality and vice versa 

Monthly and 
quarterly 
meetings 

Ongoing feedback on municipal 
operations and likewise ward 
committees operations 

 
4.12.3 Strategies 
 

Identifier IDP strategies Target for 2010/11 

Partic 1 % of inputs from Section 79 Committees to 
Council agenda including creation of an 
enabling environment for enhancement of 
oversight role and active involvement in the 
decision making 

Section 79 Committees meet according to an 
approved programme and submit reports to Council 
 

Partic 2 Number of Council and Section 79 
Committee meetings per annum sitting on 
schedule 

11 Council and 22 Section 79 Committees meetings 

Partic 3 Ward committees operate effectively as 
links between community and municipality 
and vice versa 

Ongoing feedback on municipal operations and 
likewise ward committees operations  

Partic 4 Active involvement of citizens in the 
decision-making processes of the 
municipality 

Inclusion of all developed and reviewed ward plans 
in the IDP and Budget 

Partic 5 Mangaung Local Municipality has a sound 
working relationship and programmes with 
the District and neighbouring municipalities 
and well as other strategic partners 

Speakers Forum is running smooth and MLM is 
playing a leading and critical role for synchronising of 
systems applicable to all partners 

Partic 6 Implementation of civic education program 
for community awareness and 
empowerment on government programmes 

Develop partnerships with Chapter 9 institutions and 
ensuring joint regular community meetings with 
them to highlight their role. (Public Protector, HRC 
e.t.c) 

Partic 7 % of ward committees operational and 
receiving support from the Municipality to 
implement own programmes 

Strengthening support to ward committees to 
ensure that they operate effectively and hold regular 
meetings and also submit reports to the Municipality 
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PART C Service plans 

6 MUNICIPAL SERVICE DELIVERY AND BUDGET IMPLEMENTATION PLANS (SDBIPS) 

6.1 Where do SDBIPs fit in? 

 
Integrated Development Planning requires many different planning processes to be brought together and 
co-ordinated. This section of the IDP outlines the plans of the individual municipal directorate.  Together 
these directorates represent a substantial portion of the development resources within the municipal area. 
It is therefore important that their efforts are aligned with the broader IDP objectives, and with the efforts 
of other actors. Figure 6.1.1 illustrates where service plans fit with the other planning processes in the IDP.  
 
Directorates routinely produce operational plans, capital plans, annual budgets, staffing plans, etc. Clearly it 
is not feasible to include all of this detail within the IDP document.  

6.2 What is a service delivery and budget implementation plan (SDBIP) 

 
The municipal administration is divided into many different directorates and subdirectorates, all of which 
deliver services. Some subdirectorates focus on serving the citizens of Mangaung, such as the Parks and 
Recreation, whilst other are more concerned with internal affairs, such as the Corporate Services. Broadly 
speaking directorates can be divided into two types – those that are funded by property rates (such as 
roads) and that that are funded by income from tariffs (such as water or electricity).  
 
The Mangaung Municipal Administration is presently organised into 6 directorates headed by Executive 
Directors: 
 

 Economic Development and Planning 

 Community and Social Development; 

 Infrastructural Services; 

 Corporate Services; 

 Finance; 

 Office of City Manager. 
 
Service delivery and budget implementation plans (SDBIPs) are required by the Municipal Finance 
Management Act (MFMA) and are integral to the establishment of Mangaung’s performance management 
system. These SDBIPs are required to include targets for the activities that will be undertaken, broken down 
on a quarterly basis, for physical progress as well as financially. The community can review these targets 
and performance in achieving them. Service plans are therefore living documents that must be reviewed on 
an annual basis. Section 9 has more detail on the performance management system. 
 
The top level of the SDBIP includes the objectives for each Directorate, ie what impacts it seeks to achieve. 
These are drawn from the programmes and are not included here as a repetition. Rather the strategies and 
targets for each strategy that the Directorate seeks to implement are included which provide detail on what 
should be implemented during the year. The full SDBIPs will be made available on the municipality’s 
website. 
 
These incorporate the parts of the IDP Programmes that are relevant to each specific Directorate as well as 
the statutory plans that they are responsible for such as Transport, Housing Sector Plans, or Water Services. 
The SDBIP therefore is the key mechanism for monitoring the different responsibilities that each Directorate 
must fulfil. Only the annual targets are show here, and not the quarterly targets. 
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6.3 Economic Development and Planning 

6.3.1 Economic development 

    

Vote/IDP 
reference 

Service strategies Baseline Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

09/14/11 Economic development    

 SMME support    

LED 2 To promote additional 
purchasing of local 
products and services to 
the value of R50m 

Major employers indicated 
the following procurement 
figures: 
 
Provincial Govts 
procurement locally is ± 
R320 million (2003/4).  
ESKOM  ± R93 million for 
local procurement 
(2003/4) 
UFS/CUT/banks unable to 
provide data – need to 
establish this baseline 

R70 million (R70 million)  Develop 
new tools that will 
provide accurate 
economic information.   

LED 4 To support development 
of a well established and 
sound SMME sector, 
increasing the number of 
SMMEs by 5% and 
creating 200 new jobs; 

 At least 5% of new 
SMMEs established 
survive beyond 3 years 

At least 2% of new 
SMMEs established 
survive beyond 3 years 

450 jobs (2005/6) 400 jobs created by 
local SMMEs 

350 jobs created by 
local SMMEs 

LED 5 Provide support to the 
informal economy   

No baseline ( new 
strategy) 

Implement 2 projects 
from Informal 
Economy policy 

Implement 1 projects 
from Informal 
Economy policy 

No baseline – (new 
strategy) 

150 people in informal 
sector assisted through 
MLM support 

100 people in informal 
sector assisted through 
MLM support 

LED 6 To ensure a skilled and 
well-trained workforce in 
the Mangaung area, with 
literacy rates of 90%;  

Number of active SETAs in 
MLM 

200 learners trained 
through MLM 
supported 
interventions 

200 learners trained 
through MLM 
supported 
interventions 

 5 skills programmes for 
SMMEs matched to 
market demands  

2 skills programmes for 
SMMEs matched to 
market demands  

100 learners in 5 skills 
programmes 

20 learners per 
learnership or skills 
programme 

30 learners per 
learnership or skills 
programme 

22% functionally illiterate 
(2003) 

1% per annum increase 
in literacy rate  

1% per annum increase 
in literacy rate 

LED 7 To facilitate improved 
access to finance for local 
SMMEs 

42 PDI SMMEs assisted 
with financing by local 
financial institutions 
(2005/6) 

100 PDI SMMEs 
assisted with financing 
by local financial 
institutions 

100 PDI SMMEs 
assisted with financing 
by local financial 
institutions 

LED 8 To improve people’s 
economic livelihoods 
through encouraging a 
range of community-based 
LED    

± 1500 people 200 people having 
livelihoods 
supplemented through 
labour-based 
construction, 
community based 
services etc 

150 people having 
livelihoods 
supplemented through 
labour-based 
construction, 
community based 
services etc 
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Vote/IDP 
reference 

Service strategies Baseline Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

1 co-operative (2005/6) 3 co-operatives 
created 

1 co-operatives 
created 

LED 10 Promote a culture of 
entrepreneurship as a 
prelude to SMME 
development 

500 people (2004) 1000 people exposed 
to training and 
awareness raising 
around 
entrepreneurship 
through MLM activities 

1000 people exposed 
to training and 
awareness raising 
around 
entrepreneurship 
through MLM activities 

 Investment Promotion & 
Sectoral Development 
division 

   

LED 1 To attract major national 
and international investors 
that are environmentally 
friendly and use energy 
efficient measures, clean 
technology, waste 
reduction methods and 
that employ large number 
of people 

Establish baseline through 
Regional Services levy data 

  

LED 3 To assist key economic 
sectors in Mangaung to 
develop & grow so 
diversifying the economy 
and making it more 
resilient  

Establish baseline (2005)   

Contribution to GGP 
(2003): 
Transport:13% 
Agriculture:4 % 
Manufacturing:8% 
Trade:16 % 
Tourism: no baseline 

  

LED 9 Establish and sustain the 
Mangaung Economic 
Development Partnership 

3 partnership agreements  
concluded (2005) 

3 partnership 
agreements  concluded 
for implementation of 
EDS projects 

1 partnership 
agreements  concluded 
for implementation of 
EDS projects 

 Tourism division    

LED 11 Market & promote the 
city’s competitive 
advantages 

2955 (2005) 6000 visitors 6000 visitors (Tool to 
be established). 

No baseline 50% of business people 
surveyed in 
Johannesburg are 
aware of Mangaung 
and have a positive 
attitude. 

50% of business people 
surveyed in 
Johannesburg are 
aware of Mangaung 
and have a positive 
attitude 

No baseline (new strategy) Implementation of 2 
tourism projects 

Implementation of 1 
tourism projects 

 Strategic Development 
division 

   

LED 12 Facilitate implementation 
of N8 Corridor 

No baseline- new strategy   

   

 Implementation of 
additional 2 nodes 

Implementation of 
additional 1 node. 

CBD 1 The 3 CBDs are perceived 
by visitors and residents as  
clean, safe, attractive and 
pedestrian friendly 

 50% of the visitors to 
the CBD and residents 
find it a clean, safe, 
attractive and 
pedestrian friendly city   

50% of the visitors to 
the CBD and residents 
find it a clean, safe, 
attractive and 
pedestrian friendly city 
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Vote/IDP 
reference 

Service strategies Baseline Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

CBD 5 Stakeholders working 
together effectively to 
address issues in the CBDs 
 

Ad hoc interventions 1. Co-operation 
agreement between 
members of CBD 
Stakeholder Forum  

1. Co-operation 
agreement between 
members of CBD 
Stakeholder Forum 

Two projects from the 
CBD Master Plan,  
implemented by  a 
variety of stakeholders 
to implement  

Two projects from the 
CBD Master Plan,  
implemented by  a 
variety of stakeholders 
to implement 

CBD 8 To ensure that informal 
traders are thriving and 
providing an attractive and 
useful service for residents 
and visitors in the CBDs 

120 Registered hawkers in 
Bloemfontein CBD  

At least 50% of 
registered hawkers in 
CBDs are selling at 
market venues  

At least 50% of 
registered hawkers in 
CBDs are selling at 
market value 

0 150 Registered 
hawkers in Botshabelo 
CBD 
 
150 registered hawkers 
in Thaba Nchu CBD 

150 Registered 
hawkers in Botshabelo 
CBD 
 
150 registered hawkers 
in Thaba Nchu CBD 

0 300 sites demarcated  300 sites demarcated 

09/14/11 Rural Development    

Rural 2 Facilitate an increase in 
economic opportunities or 
activity in rural areas 

100 (2005) 20 new SMMEs 
established and 
operating in rural areas 

20 new SMMEs 
established and 
operating in rural areas 

Establish the current 
value of outputs by the 
SMMEs in rural area 

Establish the current 
value of outputs by the 
SMMEs in rural area 

Rural 4 Improve access to MLM 
services by rural 
communities 

Quarterly meetings (2004) Quarterly meetings Quarterly meetings 

Rural 5 Coordination and 
integration of external 
services & providers to 
rural areas 

Ad hoc service provision 
(2004) 

Quarterly meetings Quarterly meetings 

Rural 6 Provide support to peri-
urban  and rural 
agricultural farmers  
within Mangaung   

No baseline (new strategy) 50  farmers supported 
through MLM 
interventions 

60  farmers supported 
through MLM 
interventions 

Rural 7 Support emerging farmers 
to become commercial in 
their operations 

No baseline (new strategy) 80 emerging farmers 
trained 

100 emerging farmers 
trained 

 
6.3.2 Environmental management 
 

Vote/IDP 
reference 

Proposed service 
strategies for division/ 

section 
Baseline Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

09/14/12 Environmental 
Management 

   

     

Env 1 To integrate sustainable 
development practices 

1 (SoER) 1 Water Quality Plan 
1 Biodiversity Policy 

Review of Urban Open 
Space Framework 
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Vote/IDP 
reference 

Proposed service 
strategies for division/ 

section 
Baseline Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

within MLM 0 Finalise MOU with 
DTEEA 

Finalise MOU with 
SANBI 

1 4 meetings per annum 4 meetings per annum 

Env 3 Establish an 
Environmental education 
system 

<10% 60% of senior MLM 
officials exposed to 
environmental literacy  

30% of middle 
management MLM 
officials exposed to 
environmental literacy  

< 5% 20% of schools in MLM 
exposed to 
environmental literacy 

20% of schools in MLM 
exposed to 
environmental literacy 

Env 10 Manage the conservation 
and sustainable usage of 
natural resources 

<0.5% Less than 0.5% of 
critical open space is 
lost for development 

Less than 0.5% of 
critical open space is 
lost for development 

0 2 new conservation 
areas 

Finalise MOU with 
“Friends of Seven 
Dams” 

Env 16 Promote & Implement 
environmental 
management systems 
(EMS) 

0 1 facility Conduct audit to 
determine 
environmental policies 
of business 

unknowm >5%  

Env 4 Monitor air quality in 
MLM and develop 
approaches to reduce 
contribution to climate 
change 

Unknown Establish baseline and 
monitor 

Monitor & reporting 

Env 7 To manage MLM ‘ s open 
spaces effectively   

>90% 100% 100% compliance to 
UOSP 

Env 9 Promote compliance to 
Environmental Legislation, 
policies and bye-laws 

Zero 20 Develop Air Quality by-
laws 

Env 15 To manage negative 
impacts of development 
activities 

>80% 90%  90% compliance to EIA 

Env16  Promote & Implement 
environmental 
management systems 
(EMS) 

0 1 MLM facility with an 
EMS.  

none 

Env 17 To manage outdoor 
advertising 

unknown 80% compliance 80% compliance 

 
6.3.3 Housing 
 

Vote/IDP 
reference 

Proposed service 
strategies for division/ 

section 
Baseline Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

1067/011 Housing Subsidy 
Administration 

   

HS 2:  To ensure at least 11 500 
new individual houses are 
built by MLM as 
developer, or in 
partnership with the 
private sector to NHBRC 

28577 
(2004) 
 

2500  3700 households 
(beneficiaries) 
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Vote/IDP 
reference 

Proposed service 
strategies for division/ 

section 
Baseline Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

standards and in attractive 
living environments  

HS 3:  To ensure the upgrading/ 
rebuilding of 1000 
dilapidated houses in 
Mangaung and to retain 
their historical character; 

0 (2005) 
 

100  Develop the  
implementation plan in 
consultation with the 
Province 

HS 4:  To promote various 
designs and energy 
efficiency in housing  

0 (2005) 100%  100% 

HS 5:  To ensure the upgrading 
of land tenure in 
Mangaung  

0 (2005) 1500 stands 1000 stands 

HS 6:  To ensure that all houses 
built in Mangaung comply 
with NHBRC standards; 

28577 (2004) 100% 100% 

HS7:  To ensure MLM is 
accredited to administer 
National Housing 
Programmes 

0 (2005) MLM assessed fully for 
level one accredited  

Delegation of level one 
functions to MLM 

HS 10:  To make clients aware of 
the implications of  
various tenure options 

28577 (2004) 2500 households  3700 households 
(beneficiaries) 

HS 11:   To prioritise South 
Africans for housing 
(subsidies) 

28577 (2004) 100% 100% 

HS 12 Dealing with disasters in 
relation to housing 
 

0 (2005) In any emergency 
people receive 
temporary housing 
within 48 hours 

Temporary housing 
provided within 48 
hours depending on 
availability of 
resources and the 
extent of disaster 

1067/021 Rental housing    

HS 1:  To ensure that 2500 
households are 
accommodated in new 
high-density housing with 
varying tenure options 
including rent, rent to buy 
and full ownership 

2882 (2005) 270 households  3700 beneficiaries for 
full ownership 

HS 8:  To improve the conditions 
of MLM rental housing 
stock 

2882 (2005) 150 flats fenced 
(Lourierpark and Alfa) 

 

HS 10:  To make clients aware of 
the implications of various 
tenure options 

2882 
(2005) 

270 households have 
identified that rental or 
rent to buy are better 
options,  

Conduct  consumer 
education workshops 
in three regions to 
make clients aware of 
the implications of 
various tenure options  
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6.3.4 Planning 
 

Vote/IDP 
Reference 

Proposed service strategies for division/ section Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

09/14/25 Spatial Land Use Planning   

SDF1 Promote sustainable settlements & quality of urban and 
rural environments 

Township 
establishments at: 
Khotsong/ Caleb 
Motshabi, Vista Park, 
Botshabelo West, 
Bloemside 9 and 10, 
Thaba Nchu 
formalisation 

Vista Park Township 
Establishment; 
Kgatelopele 
Formalization; 
Amendment of the 
General Plans 

SDF2 To ensure that there is an effective consultation process 
for the definition of the urban edge  

Include the newly 
defined urban edge in 
the reviewed SDF 

This process to be 
completed in this 
financial year 

SDF3 Encourage urban integration and redress imbalances of 
the past 

Identify strategic 
portions of land for 
development of 
sustainable human 
settlement including 
Cecelia/Brandkop. 
Complete planning for 
establishment of 
low/medium income 
housing schemes on 
Cecelia and Brandkop 
Raceway. 

Township 
establishment of 
Cecelia/Brandkop area 
to be done by MLM in 
consultation with 
developers 

SDF4 Improve land use management system for sustainable 
use of land 

Finalize the 
procurement of service 
providers for the 
compilation of land use 
management system 

50% of the project will 
have been completed 
by the end of this 
financial year 

CBD2 Develop and implement a plan by 2008/09 that  
integrates the Bloemfontein CBD with the historical 
precinct in the Westdene/Willows/Park West area and 
the recreational precinct in the Kings Park/Loch Logan 
areas 

Implementation of the 
Pedestrianization of 
Selborne Avenue and 
other projects as 
identified in the CBD 
master plan 

Hoffman Square 
development to be 
completed in this 
financial year 

CBD 6 To increase residential density within the CBDs Implement the 
proposed plans on 
residential component 
in the CBD 

Implementation of 
these plans to continue 

CBD 7 Business Improvement Districts (BID) established within 
the CBD’s 

2 BIDs  established: 
one around Floreat 
Mall and the other 
around Russel Square 
Taxi Rank 

Implementation of the 
BID’s to continue 

09/14/23 Metropolitan Transportation Planning   

CBD 
3/Env 8 

To increase and provide an effective, efficient, 
convenient, reliable and integrated public transport 
system, including the CBDs 

1.Compile 2010 
transport operational 
plan 
2.Compile a study on 
rapid transport public 
network 
3. Implement inter-
modal transport facility  

The 2010 Transport 
Operational Plan and 
the RTP will be 
completed by June 
2010  
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Vote/IDP 
Reference 

Proposed service strategies for division/ section Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

  The implementation of 
key performance areas 
1-3 of the Mangaung 
Activity Corridor is due 
for completion in July 
2007. 
The implementation of 
the Mangaung Activity 
Corridor to include 
Chief Moroka to 
commence in Aug 
2007. 

Complete Mangaung 
Activity Corridor and 
Chief Moroka  

09/14/20 Building Control   

 Ensure that all building plans and constructions conform 
to approved designs for quality/design/safety  

100% 100% 

09/14/21 Building Management (MLM)   

 Ensure that all MLM building plans and constructions 
conform to approved designs for quality/design/safety 

100% 100% 

09/14/22 Draughting Services   

 Municipal directorates and public are provided with 
maps and drawings as required 

Requests for existing 
drawings satisfied 
within 1 hour 

Municipal directorates 
are supplied with new 
drawings within 2-3 
days. Copies of plans 
to the public are 
supplied within 1hr 

 
 6.3.5 Property 
 

Vote/IDP 
reference 

Service strategies Baseline Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

09/14/34/ Property Management/ 
Sundry properties. 

   

 Property division    

 Increase income 
generated in leasing 
municipal property 

Income generated from 
leasing municipal 
property. 

R500 000 R700 000 

 Facilitate the selling of 14 
leased shops in Mangaung 

All the 14 shops made 
available to the tenants 
 

Submission to Council 
for the alienation of 
the shops and they are 
transferred to the 
tenants 

Submit applications for 
sub-division of 14 
leased shops to the 
Provincial Government 

 Ensure the proper 
management of assets. 

Audit of lease contracts 
for sundry properties. 

Proper lease contract 
register for sundry 
properties. 

 

Contract register for the 
sundry properties 

Contracts signed by 
the Municipality and 
tenants 

Updated contract 
register for sundry 
properties.  

   

 Land management    

SDF 6 Facilitate the participation 
of PDI’s in property 
development 

X no of PDI’s participating 
in property development 

11 PDI’s 13 PDI’s  

 Ensure that land is 
available for sustainable 
development in Mangaung 

X no of hectares is 
available for commercial, 
industrial and residential 

6 ha of industrial land 
in Mangaung  

 

80 ha of residential 80 ha of residential 
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Vote/IDP 
reference 

Service strategies Baseline Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

purposes. land in Mangaung  land in Mangaung only. 

10,000 sq metres of 
business erven in 
Mangaung  
 

 

 Acquire land in Grassland 
phase 4 for development. 

X ha of land acquired in 
Grassland phase 4. 

Acquire 100 ha of land 
in Grassland phase 4 
for development. 

 

 Acquire properties for the 
upgrading of parfitt 
avenue 

Properties registered in 
the name of the 
municipality 

3 properties registered 
in the name of the 
municipality 

Submit applications for 
sub-division of all 
acquired properties to 
the Provincial 
Government 

 Facilitate the allocation of 
business, industrial and 
residential erven 

X no of business, industrial 
and residential erven 

5 business l erven 
20 industrial erven 
30 residential erven 

Allocate 8 business 
erven 
 

 Ensure registration of 
townships in Mangaung 

X no of townships 
registered in mangaung  

Register 3 townships in 
Mangaung. 

Register 3 townships in 
Mangaung 

 Allocate land to promote 
economic empowerment 
of PDI s 

X Hectares of land 
allocated to PDIs 

80 hectares land made 
available for 
development by PDIs 

40 hectares made 
available 

 Upgrading of Ramblers 
Club 

Upgraded Ramblers Club 
building 

Handing over of 
upgraded building  

 

 

6.4 Community and social development 

 
6.4.1 Emergency services  
 

Division 
Identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

ESDM 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ensuring that all 33 
workplaces in MLM have 
contingency plans and that 
they are revisited and 
exercised every 4 years. 

Number of workplaces 
with completed 
contingency plans. 

Completion of 10 
additional contingency 
plans for workplaces to 
bring the total to 23. 

Completion of 10 
additional contingency 
plans for workplaces to 
bring the total to 33. 

Percentage of existing 
contingency plans 
revisited and exercised. 

25% of existing 
contingency plans to 
be revisited and 
exercised. 

25% of existing 
contingency plans to 
be revisited and 
exercised 

Establish effective Disaster 
Management Rural 
Committees (33 
Committees to be 
established) 

Number of established 
Rural Disaster 
Management Committees 
within MLM. 

12 Rural Committees 
to be established  

 Thaba Nchu – 6 

 Botshabelo - 6 

12 Rural Committees 
to be established  

 Thaba Nchu – 6 

 Botshabelo - 6 

Establishing of Cluster 
Committees to deal with 
emergencies. (13 Cluster 
Committees to be 
established) 

Number of established 
Cluster Committees within 
Mangaung Local 
Municipality. 

7 Cluster Committees 
to be established 

 Mangaung/Bloemf
ontein – 3 

 Thaba Nchu – 2 

 Botshabelo -  2 

2 Cluster Committees 
to be established  

 Thaba Nchu - 1 

 Botshabelo - 1 

To extend MLM capacity 
through the establishment 
of a trained volunteer 
corps 

Number of volunteers 
recruited and trained for 
each cluster per year. 

130 volunteers to be 
recruited and trained. 

130 volunteers to be 
recruited and trained. 
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Division 
Identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Establishment of Internal 
Disaster Management 
Committees for Mangaung 
Local Municipality. 

Number of Sub-
Directorates with 
established Internal 
Disaster Management 
Committees that can be 
operational in the event of 
a disaster or emergency. 

5  Sub-Directorates 
with established 
Internal Disaster 
Management 
Committees  

5  Sub-Directorates 
with established 
Internal Disaster 
Management 
Committees  

 Management of major 
public gatherings to 
ensure public safety  

% of planning meetings 
and Joint Operational 
Centre meetings attended 

95% planning meetings 
and Joint Operational 
Centre meetings to be 
attended 

95% planning meetings 
and Joint Operational 
Centre meetings to be 
attended  

ESDM 2 Ensure a wide corps of 
people trained in first aid 
in the MLM area. 

Number of people trained 
in First Aid per year and on 
record. 

890 [780 + 110] People 
to be trained and on 
record 

1000 [890 + 110] 
People to be trained 
and on record 

ESDM 3 Ensure that an effective 
emergency call taking and 
resource dispatching 
services is available  

Percentage of fire and 
rescue calls handled in 
compliance to SANS 10090 
i.e dispatch within 3 
minutes 

80% of fire and rescue 
calls handled in 
compliance to SANS 
10090 

90% of fire and rescue 
calls handled in 
compliance to SANS 
10090. 

Ensure public satisfaction 
with the services rendered 
by the Control Centre 
Operators. 

% Out of 30 Calls per 
month picked randomly to 
contact the callers to 
determine their level of 
satisfaction with the 
service rendered by the 
Control Centre 

90%  satisfaction rate 
to be achieved 

90% satisfaction rate 
to be achieved  

ESFR 1 Delivery of an Operational 
Fire and Rescue Services in 
the entire MLM area 
complying to SANS 10090 

Reactive emergency 
response to equal or 
exceed SANS 10090 i.r.o: 

 Weight of response  

 Turn out time  

 Containment of incident 
to size/magnitude as 
at time of arrival 

 Maintaining of both 
victim and crew 
safety. 

Compliance in respect 
of 70% of incidents 
attended 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Compliance in respect 
of 70% of incidents 
attended 
 
 

Proactive state of 
operational preparedness 
to equal or exceed SANS 
10090 i.r.o: 

 Crew available 

 Vehicles available 

Compliance in respect 
of 45% of the days of 
every month 

Compliance in respect 
of 45% of the days of 
every month 

ESFR 2 
 
 
 

Delivery of a pro-active 
Fire Safety Service to MLM 
through regular 
inspections and scrutiny of 
building plans 

Percentage of High Risk 
Premises inspected 

Compliance to 
Indicator  (SANS 
10090) 

Compliance to 
Indicator (SANS 10090) 
(100% of HRP per 
annum) 

Percentage of Moderate 
Risk Premises inspected 

33% of Moderate Risk 
Premises to be 
inspected 

33% of Moderate Risk 
Premises to be 
inspected 
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Division 
Identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

Percentage of Low Risk 
Premises inspected 

20% of Low Risk 
Premises to be 
inspected 

20% of Low Risk 
Premises to be 
inspected 

Compliance Certificates 
Inspections in terms of 
Occupational Health and 
Safety Act  

150 inspections 
planned 

150 Inspections to be 
conducted  

Percentage of building 
plans scrutinized for 
compliance to statutory 
fire safety measures 

100% of building plans 
scrutinized for 
compliance to 
statutory fire safety 
measures 

100% of building plans 
scrutinized for 
compliance to 
statutory fire safety 
measures 

ESFR 3 Educating key target 
groups such as health care 
workers, learners at school 
and vulnerable members 
of the community in fire 
safety and disaster 
management 

Number of schools 
interacted with 

32 32 

Number of Health Care 
Faculty staff members 
trained in fire safety and 
evacuation procedures 

300 Additional 300 Additional 

Number of public 
outreach events aimed at 
creating public awareness 
i.r.o. Fire Safety and 
Disaster Management 

6 Events 6 Events 

 Provide fire safety training 
to members  of the 
commercial community 

Number of persons from 
the industrial and 
commercial community 
that received fire training 

300 additional 300additional 

ESFR 4 Enhance and maintain 
skills of Fire and Rescue 
staff. 

Percentage of fire-fighters 
trained to Fire-fighter 2 
level 

65% 65% 

Percentage of fire-fighters 
trained to Rescue 
Awareness level 

40% 50% 

Percentage of fire-fighters 
trained to Rescue 
Operations level  

15% 25% 

Percentage of fire and 
rescue staff trained to 
Hazmat Operations level 
(2010 Requirements) 

20% 75% 

Number of fire and rescue 
staff trained to Hazmat 
Technician level (2010 
requirements 

2 20 fire and rescue staff 
members  

Number of fire and rescue 
staff trained in USAR- 
structural collapse and 
confined space rescue 
modules (2010 
requirements) 

2 fire-fighters 20 fire and rescue staff 
members 
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Division 
Identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

Number of Officers trained 
as Hazmat Task Force 
Incident Commander 
(2010 requirement) 

0 1 Officer 

Number of Training 
Instructors Trained as 
Hazmat Technician 
Instructors  (2010 
requirement) 

0 2 Instructors 

 
 
6.4.2 Environmental health 
 

Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

ENV / 
ADM 1  

To manage the sub-
directorate effectively- 
SUPPLY CHAIN 
MANAGEMENT 

% of Capital budget spent  
% of Operational budget 
spent 
  

 
90% 

 
95% 

Env H/th 
1/ Env 12 

Ensure food safety  No of samples taken per 
month and % that  comply 
with  standards 
determined by Foodstuffs, 
Cosmetics and 
Disinfectants Act  54 1972 

65 samples taken 
70% compliance 

80 samples taken 
85 % compliance 
 

Env Hth 
2/Env 11 

Ensure drinking and 
recreational water is of 
SANS 241:2006 quality and 
is conserved 

No of samples  taken per 
month and % complying 
with SABS standards 

130 drinking of which     
99% complying. 
 

150 samples   of which 
99% complying. 
-  

35 recreational= 
   75% complying. 

50 samples = 80% -   
complying. 

Env H 3/ 
Env  4 

To ensure hygiene and 
prevention of 
environmental pollution  

%  of complaints received 
and attended to within 24 
hrs 

99% 
 

99% 
 

Total number of informal 
dwellings with a 
concentrated SO2  less 
than10mg.( air pollution 
control) 

450 
 

650 

Env Hth 4 Monitoring environmental 
risks in high risk premises 
(noxious trades) 

% of Total number of high 
risk premises monitored 

 45% premises to be 
monitored 
 

60% premises to be 
monitored 

Env Hth 5 Management of energy 
and noise  nuisances  

% of noise related 
nuisances abated within 
the given time limit 

95% 99%  of complaints 
handled and abated 

Env Hth 6 Performing the functions 
of the local Trading  
License  Authority  and  
enforcing  the Business Act 

% of applicable businesses 
in MLM that have a valid 
trading license 

95% 95%  
 

Env Hth 7 Provide practical training 
to health professions-
associated students 

Number of students 
trained 
 

15 students –[depends 
on demand from 
training institutions] 

15 students –
[depends on demand 
from training 
institutions]  

 
Env Hth 
8/Env 3 

Provide health education 
 

-Total number of schools 
reached with relevant 
education. 

25 schools 
 
 

40 schools 
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Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

-Total number of MLM 
employees reached. 
 
-Total number of farms 
reached 

 550 
 
 
 10 farms/villages 

750 MLM employees 
 
 
15 farms/villages 

Env Hth 9 Provide Occupational 
Health monitoring  
services for MLM work-
places 

% of  MLM workplaces that 
comply with Occupational 
Health standards 

10 premises pm-75%: 
compliance 

15 premises pm with 
80% compliance 

Env Hth 
10 

To ensure disposal of the 
dead (Burials of destitute 
persons 

% of burials performed 
within 2 weeks of request 
received 

90% of burials 99%  of burials within 
2 weeks 

LAB 1 Performing  the analyses 
of environmental  samples 
collected from the  
appropriate sites  in the 
MLM area 

% of   Environmental 
health samples required to 
be done by EH officers that 
are tested and reported on 
as determined by the 
specific testing required. 

90% 
 
 
 
 

90% of EHS 
monitoring workload 
to be done. (related to 
availability of staff in 
the lab) 

Pest Ctr 1  Survey of buffer zone 
camps to control disease 
bearing vectors 

Number of buffer zone 
camps  inspected per 
month 

4 of the 17 camps: 8 of the 17 camps: 

Pests Ctr 2 Pests control  - MLM 
property 

Time taken to respond to 
request 

48 hours: 48 hours to respond 

Pests Ctr 3 Dis-infestation and vector 
control of indigent 
households 

Time taken to respond to 
request 

48 hours 48 hours to respond 

Pests Ctr 4  Extermination of bees Time taken to respond to 
request 

48 hours 48 hours to respond:  

Pests Ctr 5 Extermination of ants Time taken to respond to 
request 

5 work-days 5 work- days 

 
6.4.3 Parks and cemeteries  
 

Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

     

Hort 1/ 
Env 10 
 

Revised strategic approach 
developed 

Business Plan Implementation of 
Business Plan 

Revisiting of Business 
Plan and 
Implementation of 
Business Plan  

Hort 2 Maintaining existing parks 
to satisfactory standard 

50% - As per maintenance 
standards  

Well maintained parks 
as per Maintenance 
Standards as indicated 
in  Business Plan 

Well maintained parks 
as per Maintenance 
Standards as indicated 
in  Business Plan 

Hort 3/ 
ENV 10 

Parks Development  5 Parks 
Limited  parks in 
Previously Disadvantaged  
areas  

No parks and no City 
entrances will be 
developed this 
financial year will be 
considered in the next 
financial year.  

2 additional Parks,1 X 
Botshabelo , 1x 
Mangaung 
 
 

Hort 4/ 
ENV 4 
 

Proportion of streets in PD 
areas with trees, or tree 
density 

Focus greening in the PD 
areas and prominent areas   

Planting of at least 200 
street trees in MLM 
area 

Planting of several  
trees in streets  as per 
greening programme 

Hort 5 All towns have attractive 
entrances 

Only Bloemfontein had 
well developed entrances 

No City entrances will 
be developed this 

All 3 towns have 
improved  entrances 
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Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

(2003/04) financial year will be 
considered in the next 
financial year.  
 

(City entrance 
development will be 
done in phases ) – 
Eeufees Road , 
Botshabelo and Thaba 
Nchu, Nelson Mandela 
Drive 

Hort 6  Beautify Cemeteries in 
phases to ensure visitors 
had  a good experience 
when visiting the   
Cemeteries  

Under developed and not  
good appealing 
Cemeteries  

No Cemeteries will be 
developed this 
financial year, will be 
considered in the next 
financial year.  

Phahameng Cemetery 
will be beautified 

 Maintain to acceptable 
standards 

60% - in accordance with  
document relating to 
maintenance standards  

80%- in accordance 
with document relating 
to maintenance 
standards 
 

80%- in accordance 
with document relating 
to maintenance 
standards 

 Well maintained 
infrastructure 

50% as per the client 
survey 

Well maintained 
infrastructure 

Well maintained 
infrastructure 

 Tempe Airport operating 
with minimal incidents 

No reported incidents Tempe Airport 
operating at least 365 
days per year, accident 
free. 

Tempe Airport 
operating at least 365 
days per year, accident 
free. 

Cem 1 Palisade fencing –Regional 
cemetery 

Fenced cemeteries Fencing of 2 
cemeteries 

No cemeteries will be 
fenced during this 
financial year (no 
capital budget).Fencing 
of Botshabelo 
cemetery will be 
implemented in the 
new financial year. 

Cem 2 Construction of ablution 
blocks 

Adequate toilet facilities Ablution block for 
South park 

No ablution blocks 
were built during this 
financial year (no 
capital budget) 
Ablution block 1 x 
Botshabelo cemetery 
will be constructed in 
the new financial year. 

Cem 3 Construction of new 
cemetery roads 

Accessible roads Roads new Botshabelo 
regional and 
Thabanchu  regional  
cemeteries . 

Roads new Regional 
cemeteries   of 
Botshabelo and Thaba-
nchu have been 
constructed. 

Cem 4 Upgrading of roads all 
cemeteries 

Accessible roads All cemeteries Existing roads have not 
been upgraded (no 
capital budget) but 
have been gravelled 
with operational funds. 
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Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

NRM 
1/Env 1 

Improve the state of the 
natural environment to 
ensure attractive and 
biodiverse natural open 
spaces 

Topsoil loss Remove 1.25% of 
encroaching bushes on 
Naval Hill and 12.5% of 
exotic game species 
 
 

5 % of targeted area 
bush encroachment 
removed on Naval Hill 
and 50% of exotic 
game species will not 
be executed due to no 
capital budget 

NRM 
2/Env 1.3 

Improve and maintain the 
natural ecology of a static 
water system 

Loch Logan has dark, 
murky fowl smelling 
water, with algae 
overgrowth 

Aeration of water with 
8% levels of O2 

Increase to 20 % O2 
levels near dam wall 

Reeds will not be 
planted due to no 
capital budget 

NRM 3 Improve the state of the 
natural environment to 
ensure attractive and 
biodiversity natural open 
spaces 

Reserves are in good 
condition and well-
frequented by citizens. 

Design entrance gate 
to Naval Hill 

The Building of new 
entrance gate to Naval 
Hill to prevent crime 
and protect the public 
will not be executed – 
no capital budget 

NRM 3 Improve the state of the 
natural environment in the 
city to ensure attractive 
open spaces 

Zoo is in good condition 
and well-frequented by 
citizens, as indicated in 
citizen survey 

Survey indicates 70% 
of residents feel 
condition of zoo is 
good and facility 
attractive. 

90 000 visitors. Survey 
indicates 75% of 
residents feel 
condition of zoo is 
good and facility 
attractive 

NRM 3 Improve the state of the 
natural environment to 
ensure attractive and 
biodiverse natural open 
spaces 

Game farm attractive for 
future tourism 

Complete capture 
facilities and water 
reticulation 

Complete lapa facilities 
and open part of farm 
for visitors 

 
 
6.4.4 Traffic and security 
 

Division 
identifier 

Proposed service strategies 
for division/ section 

Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

TS 1 The establishment of a local 
crime prevention 
partnership 

Participating in initiatives 
aimed at reducing 
incidents of rape of 
women and children and 
revisited the strategy and 
approach.  

Reduce 891 by 5% 
(846) 

Reduce 846 by 5% 
(804) 

TS 2  The establishment of a local 
crime prevention 
partnership 

Elect executive members 
to develop a crime 
prevention strategy.  

Launch of crime 
prevention strategy.  

 Implementation of 
crime prevention 
strategy 

TS 3 Elimination of ten crime 
hotspots 

Elimination of six crime 
hotspots 

Target is 2 hotspots Target is 2 hotspots 

 Promote the method of 
identifying crime hotspots in 
Mangaung 

Installation of CCTV Completion of the 
command and control 
centre for CCTV 
cameras and the 
installation of all 
cameras in the 
Mangaung area. 

Completion of 
contract. Fully 
operational  

 Deployment of private 
security service providers to 
assist with non – core 

Number of guarding points 
serviced by private 
security companies 

24 guarding points 
serviced by private 
security companies 

24 guarding points 
serviced by private 
security companies 
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Division 
identifier 

Proposed service strategies 
for division/ section 

Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

functions 

TS 4 Reducing the number of 
traffic related crimes in 
Mangaung municipal area 
by increasing the number of 
notices issued to offenders 
from 85700 by 5% per 
annum 

Reducing the number of 
traffic related crimes in 
Mangaung municipal area 
by increasing the number 
of notices issued to 
offenders from 123 400 by 
5% per annum 

141 694 traffic fines 148 779  traffic fines 

TS 5  The establishment of a local 
crime prevention 
partnership 

Participate in initiatives 
aimed at reducing 
incidents of robbery, 
burglary, theft out of 
motor vehicles in 
Mangaung Municipal area 
by 5%.  

Robbery – 3011 
 
Burglary – 4702 
 
Theft out of motor 
vehicles - 2804 

Robbery – 2860 
 
Burglary – 4467 
 
Theft out of motor 
vehicles - 3664 
 

TS 6 Establishment of a 
municipal police service to 
deal with incidents of crimes 
in Mangaung  

Decline in crime levels in 
the Mangaung area  

Convert Traffic and 
Security Sub 
Directorate into a 
Municipal Police 
Service by training 
qualified employees as 
Municipal Police 
Officers 

Launch of Municipal 
Police Service  

TS 7 Increasing the number of 
police stations in the 
Mangaung municipal area 
from 11 police station to x 
additional police stations, 
and x number of police 
stations 

Influence the decision of 
the SAPS to increase the 
number of police stations 
in the Mangaung 
municipal area from 11 
police station to x 
additional police stations, 
and x number of police 
stations 

1 New Police Station 1 New Police Station 

 
6.4.5 Social development 
 

Division 
Identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

Comm 9 Number of programmes 
implemented 

Skills Training Capacity Programme developed 
and agreed with 
stakeholders, and 
incorporated into 
current programmes 

 

Comm 6 Number of programmes 

 Participation in 
Macufe 

 Celebration of 
Africa Day 

 Local 
Entrepreneurs 
Promotion 

   

105603 
 
 
ED1 

 
 
 
Number of pre-school 
supported by MLM 

 
 
 
Number of pre-schools 
supported by MLM 

3 Pre-School supported 
with recreation 
facilities and learning 
aids 

ELAC will contribute 
with the coordination 
of support 
programmes to ECD 
centre such as Toy, 
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Division 
Identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

libraries used. 
Programme developed 
and agreed with 
stakeholders, and 
incorporated into 
current programmes. 

ED2 Encourage councillors to 
support the Adopt A-School 
Project. 

5 schools upgraded 4 school upgraded Ensure that 
Department of 
Education upgrades 
four MLM schools 

 
ED3  
 

Number of reading circles 
and seminar/workshop held 

Unknown  Continuous Reading 
Circle in all three circle  
throughout the year 

 
 
ED4 
 

Participate in Provincial 
Structure in strategic 
meetings and programs 
while monitoring the 
implementation. 

Establishment of MLM 
school Safety Committee 
emanating from the 
Motheo District 
Committee. 

3 Seminars on school 
safety 

Submit Activity Report 
on MLM schools safety 
on quarterly basis. 

 Conduct mass meeting in 
wards 

Salary Budget   

Comm 1  Salary Budget Training Presented Training Presented 

Comm2  Salary Budget  Need analysis 
conducted 

Comm3  Salary Budget   

Comm4   250 Business plans 
supported 

250 Business plans 
supported 

Comm 5  Salary Budget   

105605 Promote safe and healthy 
sexual behaviour 

No of training 
 
No of people counselled 

15 Courses 
 
200 People 

20 Courses 

 Promote reduction of 
mother-to-child 
transmission 

No of information session 90 Information 
Sessions 

120 Information 
Sessions 

 Improve access to VCCT No of People tested 200 People 300 People 

 Ensure those infected 
receive HBC 

No of people receiving 
HBC 

200 People 250 People 

 Support development of 
and expansion of the 
provision of care to children 
and orphans 

No of children referred to 
Social Development 

50 Both children and 
orphans 

100 Both children and 
orphans 

105611 Upgrading of swimming 
pools to meet the 
community  

4 Swimming Pool 
upgraded 

- Upgrading of Arthur 
Nathan, Botshabelo 
and Stadium 
Swimming Pools 

105612 
 
105612 
120 1935 

Presentation of sport 
development programmes 
in conjunction with Sports 
Federations 

9 Sports Development 
programmes presented 

 5 Sports Development 
programmes 
presented 

9 Sports development 
programmes are 
presented in areas 
where they are 
historically week 

 Rugby 

 Cricket 

 Boxing 

 Basket Ball 

 Tennis  
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Division 
Identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

 Morababa 

 Swimming 

 Table Tennis 

 Golf 

1056 12 
120 1935 

Presentation of mass 
participation sport and 
recreation programs  

10 Mass participation 
sport and recreation 
programmes presented 

5 Mass participation 
sport and recreation 
programmes 
presented 

 Presentation of 10 
mass participation 
sports and recreation 
programme after 
school programme  

 Junior Sports Day 

 Aged Recreation  
Day 

 BFN Sports Festival 

 Botshabelo Sports 
Festival 

 Thaba Nchu Sports 
Festival Master 
Sports Day 

 Disabled Sports day 

 OR Tambo Games. 

 
 
6.5 Infrastructure Services 
 
 
6.5.1 Office of the Executive Director  
 

Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

107101 Overall management and leadership of 
directorate to elicit synergy between key 
programmes and functional areas to improve 
efficiency of service delivery of the Directorate.  

Budget preparation 
aligned to levels of service 
policy and financial model 

Finalisation   and 
incorporation  of  key long 
term infrastructure  and 
service strategy options     
 
>95% Capital Expenditure 

Oversee compliance to financial guidelines and 
financial performance of the Directorate in 
relation to objectives and strategies of MLM to 
meet national objectives criteria 

% compliance with 
financial guidelines 

Full compliance 

 
6.5.2 Mechanical Services 
 

Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

107202 Provide an effective and efficient service that 
adds value to the business of our clients 

% Fleet and reduced mean 
time to repair or 
turnaround time. 

65% availability for customer 
satisfaction on essential fleet 
e.g. compaction vehicles, 
Water and Sanitation, Fire 
and Rescue, Traffic and 
Security, Centlec, Roads and 
Storm water.  
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Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Implementation of 
centralization of fleet 
strategy through MLM. 

Roads and Stormwater sub 
directorate to be used as a 
pilot in implementing Fleet 
Centralization.  
 
First roll out plan to 
incorporate Solid Waste 
Management Unit 

107203 Deliver an effective and efficient service that 
adds value to the business of clients to 
specified quality and safety requirements as set 
by the Division in accordance with the 
manufacturer. 

% Plant, Equipment and 
Fleet availability.  Develop 
quality Management 
system for the section.  

80% availability and increased 
mean time before failure. 
Quality management system 
in place. 
 
Implementation of a lock out 
system. 

107204 Strive for customer satisfaction by supporting 
the operational plans of the divisions and other 
directorates. 

% vehicle abuse and 
misuse throughout MLM 
and reporting on non-
conformances in Council. 

Non conforming fleet and 
equipments reduced to less 
than 45%  
(Learnership plan put in place) 
and making use of the SETA 

 
6.5.3 Roads and stormwater 

 

Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

 To improve the effectiveness of our 
intervention directed at second economy. 

% of the budget spent on 
procuring goods and 
services from HDI’s as 
specified by the Council. 

70% 

Number of projects having 
EPWP component. 

90% 

 To implement and accelerate measures aimed 
at promoting local economic development and 
growth. 

% of budget spent on 
infrastructure 
development. 

90% 

% of budgeted revenue 
spent on infrastructure 
maintenance. 

 
3% 

BS 9 
 

To ensure that by 2011 98% of streets are 
properly drained all weather street with 
appropriate stormwater. 

% of streets (km) which 
are gravelled or tarred to 
provide access to erven 
and  properlies 

92% 

% of total collector streets 
which are of an 
appropriate standard 

96% 

BS 10 Upgrading of major stormwater canals and 
conduits to an appropriate standard 

% of total major 
stormwater network 
which is of an appropriate 
standard  

75% 
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Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

 To ensure that citizens are satisfied with the 
quality of service provision committed to by 
the Mangaung Municipality 

% Households and 
commercial property 
owners satisfied with the 
quality of service 
provision in the 
Mangaung area, as 
determined by a citizen 
satisfaction survey. 

70% 

 To ensure sustainable provision of 
infrastructure. 

Number of disruptions or 
failures – Road and 
stormwater per month 

105 

 To ensure that total MIG allocation of Roads 
and Stormwater is spent. 

% of effective utilisation 
of MIG funds. 

100% 

 To ensure that the organisations finances are 
managed sustainably 

Alternative service 
delivery accelerated. 

Policy on uniform governance 
structures (pending Council 
resolution) 

% of total capital 
budget spent to date in 
year 

95% 

 
6.5.4 Water and sanitation 
 

Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

BS 19 Support MLM revenue management strategy 
through focus on acceptable level of service 
delivery based on proper asset management  
 

Implementation of water 
demand management 
strategy 
 

Implement Water Leak 
Project 
 
Implementation of water 
conservation and demand 
management with 
enforcement. 

BS 21 Provide Basic sanitation as an interim measure 
to replace bucket systems in the short term – 
using available grant funding (restricted for 
basic services) from MIG 

% Households that have 
access on their stand to at 
least a ventilated 
improved pit latrine (VIP) 
 

93% 
 

 To reduce levels of water pollution by sewage 
contamination 

Green indicators from 
Water Quality 
Management report  

Ensure the existence of Water 
Quality Management Team  
Monthly reports from Water 
Quality Management report 

 Water Services By-Laws All By-Laws in place By-Laws approved by Council 

 Provide waterborne sewage using MLM funds, 
with Provincial housing funds to deliver the on-
site plumbing as part of housing subsidies 

% households receiving 
sanitation 

Implementation of 
Comprehensive Infrastructure 
Plan (CIP) launched by DPLG  

 Provide water-borne sewerage using MLM 
funds,  
and Motheo District Municipality’s funds for 
waterborne sewerage in the whole area (BS32) 

% household s receiving 
waterborne sanitation 

66% Waterborne Sanitation 
 

 Alternative Service Delivery investigation for 
Water Services 

Completion of Section 
78(4) decision by Council 

Complete Section 78(3) 
investigation and Section 
78(4) decision by Council 
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Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

 Address bulk water and sanitation backlogs  Providing private 
development contribution 
for sustainable 
development and source 
government grants for 
non-sustainable 
development 

Approval of resources for bulk 
development 

 Water Services Development Plan Completion of WSDP as a 
sectoral plan to inform the 
IDP 

Approval of WSDP by Council 

 Number of disruptions or failures per 1 000 
erven per month – Water and sewer 

Failures expressed as a 
frequency per 1000 erven 
to measure the condition 
of the network resulting in 
refurbishment to reduce 
the frequency of failures 

Frequency for sewerage 
failures – 190 failures/1000 
Frequency for water failures – 
146 failures/1000 
This frequency would prompt 
refurbishment of system 

 Number of projects with EPWP component Alignment of projects to 
EPWP principles 

Ensuring that 90% projects 
are based on EPWP objectives 

 Households and commercial property owners 
satisfied with the quality of service provision in 
the Mangaung area 

Turn-around times for 
addressing complaints 

Sewerage blockages 
Major blockages: 12 Hours 
Minor blockages: 48 Hours 
 
Water leaks 
Major mains: 6 Hours 
Minor mains: 24 Hours 
Water meter leaks: 72 Hours 

 
6.5.5 Solid Waste Management 

 

Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Env 1 Improve waste collection service level and 
cleanliness of the city 
 
Ensure proper onsite storage of household 
refuse 

% households in formal 
erven have access to a 
weekly door-to-door 
refuse collection service at 
no later than 16h00 most 
of the time 
 
 
 
 
Investigation into an 
appropriate container for 
refuse storage 
 
 
No of litter hotspots 
serviced 
 
Perception by residents of 
the level of cleanliness in 
open spaces and built 
environment 

100% households in formal 
erven have access to a weekly 
door-door refuse removal. 
Implementation of business 
plan actions (e.g. round 
balancing Increased use of 
SMME’s in waste collection 
for improved cleanliness of 
City 
 
Do a pilot study on the effect/ 
impact of availability of onsite 
storage facility for household 
refuse. 
 
Fifteen (15) 
 
70% 
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Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Env 2 Implementation of NWMS Integrated Waste 
Management plan for 
MLM 

Finalisation of feasibility study 
by KFW to ensure an 
advanced integrated solid 
waste management plan 

ENV 3 To establish an environmental education 
system to address the community and solid 
waste management staff 

Number of people that are 
literate as regards waste 
management issues  

One education and awareness 
sessions on solid waste 
management issues in each 
cluster. 
Have one clean-up campaign 
in each cluster 
Establish two solid waste 
management forums (one in 
each administration unit) 

ENV 9 Promote compliance to Environmental 
Legislation policies and by-laws: 
 

Training of peace officers Train four Supervisors  as 
peace officers 
 
To have revised By-Laws 
approved by Council 

ENV 9 Ensuring Compliance with legislation at landfill 
sites 

Planted vegetation 
 
 
 
Access controlled landfill 
sites 
 
Weighbridges that are 
fully operational at two 
landfill sites (Northern and 
Southern Sites) 
 
Implementation of tariffs 
at the two sites 

Ongoing rehabilitation of the 
three landfill sites 
To have a 24hrs security at 
landfill site. 
To have  proper network 
(telkom) to both sites 
Awareness raising to users of 
the sites 
Formalise waste reclaimers on 
all land fill sites 
Upgrading of existing weigh 
bridges 
Installation of additional 
weigh bridge 

 Ensuring compliance of waste management 
projects to EPWP 

No of projects registered 
with EPWP 

Initiation of the registration 
process  

 To ensure that the sub-directorate’s finances 
are managed sustainably 

% of budgeted capital 
budget spent 

95% capital budget spent 

 To Ensure the implementation of the ASD for 
SWM 

Increamental 
implementation of the 
business plan 

Finalisation of financial and 
personnel ring-fencing of sub-
directorate’s units. 

ENV 9 Official closure of the Thaba’Nchu dumping site Development of a 
management plan 

Closure report and obtaining 
the ROD from DTEEA 

 
6.6 Corporate Services 

 
Division 

identifier 
Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

09/04/00 Executive Director   

 Ensure effective management of the 
Directorate by: 

  

a) Holding regular CMT Meetings Concluded CMT meetings. 6 X CMT meetings 

b) Concluding performance contracts with 
managers reporting to ED 

Signed performance 
contracts. 

100% of managers reporting 
to ED have performance 
contracts 
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Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

c) Providing feedback on 
performance/improved performance or 
expectations 

Concluded performance 
feedback meetings. 

4 x performance feedback 
meetings with managers 
reporting to ED  

09/04/32 Corporate Management Support: 
Administrative Support 

  

 To manage the records of the MLM by:   

a)Ensuring that the current records 
management system and practises comply with 
the relevant archive legislation 

Completed audit of 
records management 
system and practices 
within the MLM. 

Standard 

To manage the council official cellular phones 
by: 

  

a)Keeping record of cellular phones issued, 
damaged and replaced 

Maintenance of cellular 
phone record system 

Monthly report on new 
allocations as well as lost and 
damaged cellular phones. 

To manage the council’s landline telephone 
system by: 

  

a) Ensuring that telephone accounts are 
submitted to Directorates 

Submission of 100% of 
telephone accounts to 
Directorates before the 
15

th
 of every month. 

100% telephone accounts 
submitted to Directorates. 

09/04/33 Corporate Management Support: Facilities 
Management 

  

 To maintain high levels of hygiene and 
cleanliness of all buildings and facilities of the 
MLM 

% internal and external 
customers satisfied with 
cleanliness and hygienic 
state of MLM facilities & 
buildings. 

80% Satisfactory levels by 
June 2009. 

To ensure the upkeep/upgrading of MLM 
buildings and facilities by undertaking 
scheduled maintenance 

Maintenance/upgrading 
undertaken as scheduled. 

100% of scheduled 
maintenance/upgrading of 
MLM facilities undertaken by 
June 2009. 

 Corporate Management Support: Customer 
Relations Management (CRM) 

  

 Implement CRM Strategy and ensure alignment 
with Organizational strategy (IDP) 

Implementation of certain 
sections of the CRM 
Strategy 

Gradual rollout of the 
approved CRM Strategy on 
the basis of the availability of 
funds. At least 40% of the 
strategy is implemented 
before end of 09/10 financial 
year. 

09/04/42 Human Resource Development   

 To comply with the relevant skills development 
legislation by:  

  

a) Conducting a skills needs analysis Conducting an annual 
skills audit. 

1 X Skills Audit Report 

b) Compilation of a work place skills plan Compiling a work place 
skills plan by July each 
year. 

1 X Approved WSP. 

c) Implementation of the work place skills plan Compiling an annual 
implementation report by 
January each year. 

1 X WSP Annual 
Implementation Report. 
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Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

 Adoption of Skills 
Development Strategy by 
SDC 

1 X Strategy document. 

 Providing Accredited 
training courses in line 
with skills needs identified 
within WSP. 

Number of employees 
trained. (Reported by means 
of a monthly report). 

 Providing learnerships 
approved by the LGSETA. 

1 X learnership approved and 
funded by LGSETA. 

 Co-coordinating training 
interventions by external 
training providers. 

Monthly service provider 
reports. 

 Presenting induction 
programmes to newly 
appointed employees of 
the MLM. 

Learner statistics (Reported 
by means of a monthly 
report). 

 Administration of 
employee and learner 
database. 

Database 100% up to date by 
July 2008. 

 Facilitation and support to 
line management with 
regard to training and 
development. 

4 x workshops per year and 
monthly report on 
consultations.  

09/04/43 Employment   

 To manage the recruitment, selection and 
placement policies and processes in the MLM 
by: 

  

a) Implementation of the Employment Equity 
Plan 

Increasing the number of 
people from designated 
groups appointed 

70% of staff employed in the 
three highest levels of 
management who are Black 
people (African, Indian, 
Coloured). 

50 % of staff employed in the 
three highest levels of 
management who are 
women. 

2 % of staff employed in 
different categories and levels 
which are people with 
disabilities. 

50% of staff employed in 
different categories and levels 
which are black people 

Conducting employment 
equity awareness 
programmes 

4 (1 per quarter) 

b)Recruitment, selection and placement of 
employees 

Compiling and distribution 
of 11 vacancy bulletins by 
the 15

th
 of each month. 

11 x vacancy bulletins 
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Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Completing the sorting 
and categorizing of 
application documents 
within 10 working days 
after the closing of the 
advertisement. 

11 Reports 

Completing the selection 
and appointment process 
for 70% of the advertised 
vacancies within 2 months 
after closing the 
advertisement. 

70% of advertised positions 
filled  

Processing of all relevant 
Employment 
documentation. 

90% of monthly submissions 
of completed personal files 
and signing off of 
authorization are submitted 
to payroll before the 15

th
 of 

every month. 

To administer the staff establishment of the 
MLM by: 

  

a) Ensuring that all appointments are made in 
accordance with the approved staff 
establishment 

Issuing of all appointment, 
promotion and transfer 
letters within 1 week of 
approval thereof. 

95% of all relevant letters 
issued within one week after 
approval. 

Capturing all 
appointments, 
promotions, transfers and 
termination of service 
data on staff 
establishment. 

Reconciliation report 
submitted every month (12 X 
reports)  

Executing reports from 
Performance 
Improvement relating to 
structural changes on the 
Staff establishment. 

Staff establishment updated 
within 1 week from receiving 
report from Performance 
Improvement 

Keeping of statistics 
relating to positions and 
incumbents on the staff 
establishment. 

Monthly report submitted (12 
X reports)  

 Human Resource Benefits Administration   

 To manage the employee data and information 
of all MLM employees by: 

  

a) Developing an effective record system for all 
the MLM employees 

Filing of 100% of 
documentation received 
per month within 2 weeks 
after receipt. 

100% of documentation filed 
within 2 weeks.  

b) Capturing statistical data with regard to 
absenteeism 

Submitting quarterly 
reports on employee 
absenteeism, 
appointments, 
terminations, retirements. 

4 
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Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Capturing 100% of 
approved leave of all 
employees within 2 weeks 
of receipt of leave 
applications. 

100% (Reported by means of 
monthly report) 

To manage study benefits of all MLM 
employees by: 

  

a) Processing study assistance scheme of the 
MLM 

Processing 100% of study 
assistance scheme 
applications within 1 
month of receipt. 

100% (Reported by means of 
monthly report) 

To finalise the termination of services of 
employees by: 

  

a) Processing pension and provident fund 
claims 

Submit employee pension 
and provident  fund claims 
to the administrators of 
the funds within 6 weeks 
after notification by 
employee/relatives 

100% (Reported by means of 
monthly report) 

b) Addressing the backlog in the closure of files 
of former employees 

Addressing the backlog in 
closing the files of 
employees who 
terminated services by 
June 2009 

244 files closed. (Progress 
reported by means of 
monthly report) 

c) Closing the files of employees who 
terminated their services 

Closing employee personal 
and leave files within 3 
months after receipt of 
notification of termination 
of service 

100%  (Reported by means of 
monthly report) 

d) Processing applications for acting in higher 
positions 

Process 100% of 
applications before the 
15

th
 of each month 

100%  (Reported by means of 
monthly report) 

 Employee Relations   

 To manage labour relations by:   

a) Rendering advice and services in respect of 
disciplinary processes and hearings, grievances, 
ill health and damage / losses 

Reducing the number of 
procedural disputes at the 
CCMA and SALGBC. 

10% to number of 2008/09 

b) Managing the Local Labour Forum Conducting 3 meetings per 
quarter of the LLF  

12 

c) Conducting workshops on the COS & climatic 
studies 

Conducting 1 workshop 
per Directorate per 
quarter. 

30 

 Employee Wellness   

 To co-ordinate and promote employee wellness 
by: 

  

a) Developing and implementing an Employee 
Wellness Policy 

  

b) Planning and co-ordinating wellness events Planning and co-
coordinating of 4 wellness 
events per annum. 

4 

c) Developing and implementing wellness 
programmes for MLM employees and their 
immediate families 

Developing and 
implementing 4 proactive 
wellness programmes per 
quarter. 

4 
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Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Implementing 
reactive/contingency 
wellness programmes 
when necessary 

Number of programmes 

d) Conducting HIV/Aids awareness programmes Conducting 1 HIV /AIDS 
road show and 
presentation per quarter  

4  

Distributing HIV/AIDS 
related material at all 
MLM offices. 

Number of occasions when 
material was distributed 
 

 Individual Performance Management   

 To develop an Individual Performance 
Management System (IPMS) for all staff in the 
MLM by: 

  

a) Developing and having policy in IPMS 
approved 

Document signed by the 
LLF  

December 2009 

Approval of IPMS by 
Council  

February 2010 

b) Managing the approved IPMS Training on IPMS 
presented for staff of 
MLM by June 2008.  
Pilot undertaken for Levels 
4 and 5.  

Number of staff trained on 
the IPMS. 

 June 2010 

 Performance Improvement   

 To develop and implement institutional 
performance improved by: 

  

a) Development and maintenance of the 
organisational structure and staff 
establishment of the MLM 

Conduct investigations 
and make 
recommendations to ED: 
CS and City Manager on: 

 

 Develop/ maintain the 
organisational 
structure of the 
municipality.  

According to directorate 
needs 

 Determine an optimal 
staff establishment for 
the different units 
within the MLM. 

According to directorate 
needs 

 Regarding cost 
effectiveness, 
outsourcing and 
service standards. 

According to directorate 
needs 

b) Assisting Line Directorates to enhance 
overall efficiency and performance 

Conduct work studies with 
reference to a broad range 
of relevant issues: 

According to directorate 
needs 

 Cost effectiveness, 
outsourcing and 
determining of service 
standards. 

According to directorate 
needs 

 Conduct ad-hoc 
investigations. 

According to directorate 
needs 
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Division 
identifier 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

 Perform feasibility 
studies and needs 
analysis to enhance 
service delivery. 

According to directorate 
needs 

c) Advising management regarding institutional 
improvement measures 

Identify 2 projects to 
enhance institutional 
performance in general. 
 

2 x Reports submitted for 
consideration. 

FPM-1 Fresh Produce Market   

 To promote accessibility of FPM for PDI’s and 
HDI’s to local producers of fresh produce 

Access of facilities at the 
FPM to PDI’s and HDI’s 
increased by 10% 

Previous year +10% 

Access to facilities at FPM 
to local producers of fresh 
produce increased by 10% 

Previous year +10% 

To increase the annual turnover of the FPM 
with CPIX plus 1% 

Annual turnover statistics Submission of Annual FPM 
Financial Report 

 
 
6.7 Finance 
 

Objective Indicators 
Baseline 

(2001/02) 
Targets for 2010/11 

To ensure that the 
organisation’s finances are 
managed in a sustainable 
manner and meet the needs 
of the community. 

Debt Coverage as defined in the Municipal 
Planning and Performance Management 
Regulations (2001) 
(Total revenue less operating grants 
divided by interest and redemption of 
external loans due for the financial year) 

8:1 5:1 

Outstanding Service Debtors to Revenue 
as defined in the Municipal Planning and 
Performance Management Regulations 
(2001) 

69,4% <45% 

Cost Coverage as defined in the Municipal 
Planning and Performance Management 
Regulations (2001) 
(cash available plus investments/ monthly 
fixed operating expenditure) 

4 months >3 months 

Cash Collection defined as Cash Collected 
(last 12 months) / Billings (last 12 months)  

86,9% 97,5% 

% of total capital budget spent to date in 
year 

95,6%  95-100% of budgeted 
capital items 

Salaries budget as % of total expenditure  31% 29% including CENTLEC 

All registered indigent households to have 
access to free basic services in line with 
the Indigent Policy 

 Compilation of the 
Indigent Register 

Budget is not overspent  90.5% 95% 

Net debtors to annual income 45.6 25.5% 

External debt to revenue 2.75% <5% 

Creditor days               45       <30 days 

Capital charges to total exp. 10.3% <15% 
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Objective Indicators 
Baseline 

(2001/02) 
Targets for 2010/11 

Credit rating report grading  Long term debt: at least 
investment grade. Short 
term debt: 
at least high grade  

 
 

Vote/IDP 
Ref 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

1041 01     

 To provide management 
and administrative services 
for the directorate. 

Administrative workflow 
runs smoothly 

Correspondence, 
Government gazettes 
etc. reach their targets 
promptly. 

Correspondence, 
Government gazettes 
etc. reach their targets 
promptly. 

 Provide adhoc financial 
advice and support to 
directorates and council 

Level of advice and 
support sought by 
stakeholders 

Ongoing Ongoing 

Fin 7 Establish additional revenue 
sources 

Possible additional 
revenue sources evaluated 

Possibilities reviewed 
in conjunction with 
other municipalities 

Possibilities reviewed 
in conjunction with 
other municipalities 

1042 03     

 Financial statements 
prepared to meet 
prescribed accounting 
standards as well as MFMA 
requirements (including 
timeframes) 

Annual financial 
statements signed by 
accounting officer by 
specified date  

Signed on or before 31 
August 2008 
 

Signed on or before 31 
August 2009 
MLM by 31 Aug 
Consolidated by 30 
September 2009  

 Delivering quality, timely 
and disaggregated financial 
information for use by the 
Municipality 

Directorates receiving 
accurate trial balances on 
due dates  

Delivered by 10
th

 of the 
month. 

Delivered by 10
th

 of the 
month. 

 Final report by AG improves 
each year and approved by 
Council  

% of queries attended to 
satisfactorily by 
directorates on due date. 

100%  100%  

1042 06     

 Assessment and Evaluation 
of Data and Systems for 
compliance and 
development a project plan. 

 December 2008  

 Compilation of the asset 
register 

 Commence with 
compilation in May 
2009 

75% of municipal asset 
register to be 
completed 

 Ensure assets managed in 
line with new accounting 
standards 

Assets physically identified 
and recorded on asset 
register 

Asset register is 
maintained and 
existence of assets 
verified yearly 

Asset register is 
maintained and 
existence of assets 
verified yearly 

1042 02     

 Balanced budget prepared 
in prescribed stages on 
required dates 

2008/09 Budget process 
plan approved by Mayor 

Approved before 31 
August 2006 

Approved before 31 
August 2007 

2006/07 budget approved Considered before 31 
May and approved by 
30 June 2006 

Considered before 31 
May and approved by 
30 June 2007 

Fin 1 Improved budget planning 
and control by directorates 
so as to achieve compliance 

Actual operating 
expenditure per 
Directorate < approved 

>95% 
 
 

>95% 
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Vote/IDP 
Ref 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

operating budget. 

Directorates actual capital 
spending > 95% of 
approved capital budget 

100% 
 

100% 
 

Fin 4 Meet obligations required 
by funders and legislations 
(MFMA and RG) 
 

Compile and submit the 
required reports on due 
dates: monthly, quarterly, 
bi-annual and annual 

monthly, quarterly, bi-
annual and annual 

monthly, quarterly, bi-
annual and annual 

Fin 6 Managing the financial 
impact/risk of Centlec 

Net effect of CENTLEC’s 
budget on MLM budget 
should at least be the 
same as previous year plus 
the growth % 

Same as previous year 
plus the growth % 

Same as previous year 
plus the growth % 

1042 04     

Fin 3 
 

Stabilize personnel cost
1
 (inc 

Centlec) 
Salary expenditure as a % 
of total expenditure 

29% 29% 

1042 05     

1. Regular review of SCM 
Policy and statutory 
reporting to Council 

1. Annual policy amended 
proposals 

2. Existence of report to 
Council 

  
 
Quarterly  

 Improve the efficiency of 
the SCM procedures 

  Improve the speed of 
handling bids 

     

1043 02     

 Ensure financial system 
operates effectively and 
reliably 

Operates all year without 
interruption in service 

No interruption in 
service 

No interruption in 
service 

 Adequate backup and 
disaster recovery 
procedures in place 

Formal disaster recovery 
plan in place 

Draft policy in place. Plan to be updated 
regularly. 

1044 02     

 Consumer accounts billed 
correctly and timeously 

Consumer accounts 
posted by end of month 
billed 

Consumer accounts 
posted same month as 
billed. 

Consumer accounts 
posted same month as 
billed. 

  Monitor number of 
deviations 

Develop benchmark 
over the year  

Reduce by 15% for the 
year. 

 Data cleaning on billing 
module 

Reduction in number of 
undelivered accounts 

 Reduction by 30%  Reduction by 30% 

1044 03     

 Providing customers with 
efficient and responsive 
enquiry services 

% of customers satisfied 
with quality and 
performance of counter 
services. 

85% 85% 

 Efficient and accurate 
receiving and banking of 
money 

Money banked daily and 
cashiers balance at end of 
day 

97% of cashiers 
balance their receipts 

99% of cashiers 
balance their receipts 

 Develop and Implement 
Indigent Register 

   

 Develop and Implement    
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Vote/IDP 
Ref 

Service strategies Indicator Target for 2009/10 Target for 2010/11 

Property Rates Policy 

1044 04     

 Meters read correctly on a 
monthly basis 

Meters read on monthly 
basis 
Meters being read 
correctly with minimum 
errors 
 

90% meters read 
 
Not being logged at 
present 

90% meters read 
 
 

1044 05     

Fin 2 Decrease outstanding debt 
and reverse non-payment 
trends 

97.5% of fees and service 
charges collected within 
12 months. 

95.5% 97,5% 

Net debtors: annual 
income 25.5%  

25% 25% 

 
6.8 Office of the City Manager 

 
Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

OCM: Admin   

To provide strategic leadership and 
management for the City 

EMT achieving SDBIP targets  All SDBIP targets achieved 

Achieving Restructuring Grant targets Implementation of the RG agreement  

COO   

Ensure on-going operational 
management of the Municipality 

% of decisions of Council and its 
delegates that are implemented and 
followed-up, as measured through 
decision-tracking 

All implemented 

To create an enabling environment 
for efficient/quality decision making 
and accounting thereon 

Significant decisions informed by 
technical reports prior to decision 
making, seen from minutes 

100% 

Stabilize personnel cost  Salaries as % of operating expenditure 28%  

IDP and Organisational Performance   

Mangaung’s planning and 
management system reviewed and 
operates in a strategic and efficient 
manner, aligning the IDP, financial 
planning, service planning and 
performance management and new 
strategic thinking 

IDP reviewed annually and aligned to all 
municipal planning processes 

IDP and Budget approved by May 10 

Streamlined and reviewed service 
delivery and budget implementation 
plans (SDBIPs) including performance 
measures 

SDBIP approved by July 10 

Performance management system 
based on SDBIP  

KPIs based on SDBIPs approved by City 
Manager 

   

  

To ensure that there is an agreed 
approach and programme with key 
stakeholders that are needed to 
deliver elements of the IDP 

% of targeted departments and 
agencies with whom MLM has a 
memorandum of understanding which 
is being implemented 

5 MOUs 

Strengthen the relations and 
interaction between MLM, other 
cities and international organizations 

Number of substantive engagements 
with other cities and international 
organisations  
 
 

 

To ensure that required non-MLM 
resources are mobilized to support 
the IDP 

Capital resources that are sourced 
externally to support MLM projects 

Increase non-MLM resources 
to support programmes identified 

Establishment of municipal bond A mangaung municipal bond 
established and functional 
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Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Service Management Unit   

Improved integration, efficiency, 
responsiveness and effectiveness of 
services 

Number of business units established  4 units established 

Shareholding Unit   

Monitor the MLM investment 
ensuring enhancement of 
shareholder value. 

Monthly performance reporting in line 
with budget as well as governance 
checks 

Increased efficiencies (3E’s). Net 
increase in the Shareholder 
Contribution 

Special proj   

MLM approach to community-based 
service delivery defined and 
supported 

Appropriate services across the 
municipality for CBSD 

Services identified 

Community based service delivery 
projects identified and supported 
according to EM discretion 

Supported projects 

Identify how MLM should consider 
decentralisation of services  

Appropriate services across the 
municipality for decentralization 
identified  

5 services identified 

Communications admin   

To manage the communications unit 
effectively 

% of capital budget spent 100% 

% of operational budget spent 100% 

To ensure effective corporate 
communications 

Development of a fully fledged internal 
and external communications system 

Approval of Corporate 
Communications Strategy 

Communications Projects   

Create public awareness for the new 
brand Mangaung through 
workshops, seminars, adverts, 
media, newsletters, Local 
Communicators’ Forum, Ward 
Committees, etc. 

% of MLM employees understand new 
brand  

100%. 

% of local people can identify new 
brand  

80%  

Develop an effective internal 
communication system around 
Council image, vision and mission, 
policies and programmes. 

Presence of communications channels 
for effective internal communications 

Approval of Internal Communications 
Strategy 

Encourage leaders/managers to 
communicate more frequently and 
effectively with their staff. 

% of staff reporting that managers 
communicate more frequently and 
effectively as measured in internal staff 
survey around policies/activities 

80% 

Information regarding services of the 
MLM distributed through different 
means of communication to users 
and customers 

% of local people aware of Council 
policies and programmes, as measured 
in citizen survey  

80% 

% of local people aware of the policies 
and programmes as measured in the 
citizen survey 

90% 

Committee Services   

Provide effective secretariat support 
to Council, MAYCO, Section 80 
committees, EMT and Bid 
Adjudication Committee  

Efficient routing system for submissions 
and items 

To have system operational and 
directorates able to use it 

Minutes of meetings produced and 
circulated soon after meeting 

Within 3 days of meeting for MAYCO, 
Sec 80, EMT 

Bid Adjudication Committee within 7 
days 

Council within 14 days 

Councillors, public and staff aware of 
Council meetings and decisions taken 

Notification provided prior to Council 
meetings 

Published in newspapers at least 14 
days prior to meeting 
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Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Notice of all Council meetings, 
resolutions distributed after each 
Council sitting 

Published in newspapers within 7 days 
and available on the intranet 

Undertake EMT and Council decision-
tracking system to track 
implementation of decisions taken 

% decision taken have been 
implemented 

90% of decision implemented 

Internal Audit   

Provide quality and professional 
internal audit services to Mangaung 
Local Municipality and its business 
entities. 

Conduct audit investigations according 
to IIA Standards., evaluate systems of 
internal control, report to management 
and the Audit Committee about the 
adequacy, efficiency and effectiveness 
of such controls and make 
recommendations for improvement on 
internal controls. 
 

4 internal audit reports issued to 
management and the audit committee 
from audit investigations completed 

Conduct audits on performance 
information according to Municipal 
Systems Act. 
 

2  audit reports issued  
 
 

Provide administrative support to the 
Audit Committee to ensure that it is 
functional and performs according to 
MFMA and MSA. 

A functional audit committee 
responsible for MLM and its business 
entities. 
At least four (4) reports of the Audit 
Committee sent to council per year 

Advise the Accounting Officer (City 
Manager) on matters related to risk 
management and fraud prevention. 
 

Facilitation of risk management process 
that will result into the development of 
an effective and functional risk 
management strategy 
 
Facilitate and assist with the 
development of an effective and 
functional fraud prevention strategy or 
plan. 
 

1 Approved risk management strategy 
 
 
 
1 Approved fraud prevention strategy. 

Knowledge Management   

Effective and efficient 
implementation of Knowledge 
Management strategy and activity 
plan 

Number of learning activities 
implemented 

4 learning seminars implemented 

Information Management and 
Technology 

  

Implementation of the IT Strategy, 
Roles and Governance 

Improved and standardised IT processes 
for delivering and ensuring good 
governance and service delivery. 

 Approval of IT Architecture Plan 

 Implementation of IT policies 

 Development and implementation 
of Corporate GIS policy 

Deployment of effective and efficient  
Information Management (IM) 
solutions 

Effectively and appropriately utilised IT 
systems, applications and practices to 
meet MLM IDP objectives. 

Monitoring and evaluation of 
applications and general IT portfolio 
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Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

A number of Solutions provided and 
maintained for the management of 
information and knowledge for strategic 
and management decision-making.  

 1 Major solutions deployed 

 Replacement of Corporate GIS 
Server and establishment of back 
resources 

 Serving spatial information of the 
city on the internet 

 

A number of Solutions to address 
internal efficiencies are provided and 
maintained 

1 Solution deployed 

A number of Web based technology 
solutions are provided for 
interoperability with other organs of 
state 

 Implementation of SharePoint 
web solution 

 Migration of existing web 
applications on the intranet site. 

 Publishing content on the intranet 
and internet. 

 Development of online municipal 
accounts enquiries on the internet 

Establishment and Management of a 
stable IT environment  

A robust and integrated IT architecture/ 
environment that supports effective 
MLM processes and programmes. 

 Network Audit and maintenance 

 Security Audit and maintenance 

 Network infrastructure upgrades 

 Mangaung 2010 IT&T 
programmes implemented 

 Desktop support an maintenance 
 

 Established Infrastructure to enable e-
Government and Electronic 
Transactions objectives is developed 
and implemented 

1 community e-transaction developed 
 

Development of IT Leadership 
capability within Mangaung Local 
Municipality 

% IT advice rendered to the business (all 
directorates) by identifying technology 
based solutions and IT practices to solve 
business problems. 

IT advisory and consultancy services 
rendered to the business. 
Change and communication plan 
developed and implennted 

Number of Internal IT leadership and 
skills training.  

staff trained on relevant strategic and 
technical courses.  

Legal Services   

MLM code with updated by-laws 
address the development and 
administrative needs of the 
municipality 

By-laws revised or new sets drafted to 
improve impact on sustainable 
development in MLM 

4 sets of by-laws submitted for public 
participation process as provided for in 
the Policy concerned 

An effective on-demand legal advice 
and assistance service that will 
ensure proper protection of MLM’s 
interest and compliance with legal 
obligations 

Civil and criminal cases attended to and 
ensuring the proper protection of 
MLM’s interest 

All civil and criminal cases attended to 
by means of legal process 

Regional Management – Botshabelo   

Ensure responsive, coordinated and 
accessible administration in 
Botshabelo 

% of clients in Botshabelo feeling that 
service is more responsive because of 
regional office 

90% 

Regional Management – Thaba 
Nchu 

  

Ensure responsive, coordinated and 
accessible administration in Thaba 
Nchu 

% of clients in Thaba Nchu feeling that 
service is more responsive because of 
regional office 

90% 
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Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

Regional Management - 
Bloemfontein 

  

Ensure responsive, coordinated and 
accessible administration in Thaba 
Nchu 

% of clients in Bloemfontein feeling that 
service is more responsive because of 
regional office 

90% 

Safety and Loss Control   

Ensure a safe working environment 
for the MLM employees in 
accordance  with the Occupational 
Health and Safety Act, 85 of  1993 

% compliance achieved in audit 
(Audit  on OHSAS 18001 compliance will 
only be conducted in March 2008 after 
the implementation of the Electronic 
Business Management System) 

80% compliance 

Off of Mayor: Admin   

Effective political direction and 
decision-making 

% of items proposed by Executive 
Mayor approved by Council 

All proposals 

Good liaison with political structures 
in Region, Province and National 

Number of encounters with political 
structures in Region, Province and 
National 

 

Effective management of MAYCO Regular meetings held which are well 
attended 

14 meetings with at least 8 members 

% of items on MAYCO agenda where 
decisions taken  

All 

 % of actions agreed in MAYCO meeting 
followed up by next meeting 

All 

To provide support service for sport 
and culture promotion  

Number of sport events supported 10 

Number of sport cultural events 
supported 

10 

To provide particular support to 
disadvantaged groups (women, 
youth, and HIV/AIDS) 

Number of youth organizations that 
have produced business plans  

50 organisations 

Number of youth organizations that 
have been formally registered 

50 organisations 

Number of youth organizations that 
have accessed funding 

50 organisations 

Number of women organizations that 
are supported and capacitated for 
youth development 

15 organisations 

Establish AIDS Council Established and operating 

Number of organizations working on 
HIV/AIDS that are supported and 
capacitated  

15 organisations 

To ensure effective communication 
with the media around political 
direction 

Political statements and briefings from 
Office of the Mayor in print and 
radio/television regularly 

Monthly 

Office of  Speaker: Admin   

To create an enabling environment 
for efficient/quality participation of 
all councillors in the decision making.  

Establishment of Section 79 
Committees to enhance the oversight 
role of councillors and to take active 
role in decision making.  

Establishment of four Section 79 
Committees and to ensure that they sit 
regularly. 

Effective management of Council 
meetings. 

Proper preparation and management of 
processes for effective hosting of 
Council meetings and follow up on 
decisions.  

Eight Council meetings (six ordinary 
and 2 special for budget.  

Number of Council meetings per 
annum. 

Establishment of a unit responsible for 
Council matters. 

To ensure that ward committees 
operate effectively as links between 

Involvement of ward committees in 
CBP, IDP, Budget preparations and 

All ward committees operational and 
have ward plans 
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Service strategies Indicator Target for 2010/11 

community and municipality other policy formulation. 

Active involvement of citizens in the 
decision-making processes of the 
municipality. 

% of citizens participating in annual 
CBP, IDP and Budget formulation. 

70% of citizens participating 

% of ward committees effective and 
operational. 

100% 

Establishment of good working relations 
with community organisations and 
other structures in the community. 

Establishment of ward forums for each 
cluster. 

Effective management and use of 
CDWs to improve linkages with 
citizens and service delivery. 

CDWs in place and proper systems and 
programmes between the municipality 
and the province for the management 
of the CDWs are in place.  

CDW’s appointed and working in all 
wards. 

Mangaung Local Municipality has a 
sound working relationship and 
programmes with the District and 
neighbouring municipalities and well 
as other strategic partners. 

Programmes and systems are in place 
for working relations between MLM and 
its strategic partners. 

Speakers Forum is running smooth and 
MLM is playing a leading and critical 
role for synchronising of systems 
applicable to all partners.  

Formal working relations with at least 
4 strategic external partners. 

Council’s General Expenses   

Councillors able to operate 
effectively 
 
 

Meetings happen on schedule 95% 

Councillors have access to relevant 
information 

Subscriptions 

Capacity of Councillors enhanced Visits, training 
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PART D Governance and Management 

7 INSTITUTIONAL PLAN FOR MANGAUNG LOCAL MUNICIPALITY 

7.1 Introduction 

 
The bold strategic framework and developmental approach outlined in this IDP document demands much from 
the municipality and other stakeholders in the area.  It requires an enhanced capability to support the 
development approach, to empower communities and to work in partnership. It also requires an increased 
ability to operate much more productively and efficiently. Section 9 looks at the partnerships required for the 
IDP to be implemented effectively, whereas Section 11 looks at key implementation issues. The starting point 
of this section on the institutional plan then is building a Municipality with the capability to deliver on the 
strategy. If the municipal institution is not able to effect the necessary changes, then the strategic approach will 
be severely compromised. 
 
For the purposes of the review, this section did not undergo a massive change. It will be noted that the entire 
IDP is embedded on the provisions of this section and may only receive drastic changes at the development 
phase.  
 
Institutional issues dealt with in this section will include: 
 
 Improving on the approved capabilities required by the strategy and ensuring that the required staffing 

with the necessary skills and diversity are deployed in each service to give effect to the strategy; 
 limiting the growth of personnel costs as a percentage of operating; 
 improving the quality and quantity of internal communication; 
 enhancing the municipal information and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure to improve 

efficiency and competitiveness. 
 
These are all addressed through new institutional programmes which are summarised later in this section. 

7.2 Our institutional strategy – the benchmark municipality 

 
In thinking through what it will take to deliver on the strategy while addressing some key institutional 
challenges, Mangaung has summarised its institutional challenge in the concept of being the benchmark 
municipality.  This intent is stated as follows: 
 

“By 2009, Mangaung Municipality is widely acknowledged as South Africa's benchmark municipality that 
sets new standards in service delivery excellence and innovation.” 

 
This simple concept captures the challenge of service delivery excellence as one key element of our strategy 
wheel.  It also reinforces the other elements of the strategy wheel.  For example, Mangaung’s attractiveness as 
a location for investment will be substantially improved if it is seen as having a very dynamic high performing 
municipality.     
 
The municipality has also developed a statement of the values it strives for as an organisation which underpins 
this ambition.  It reads: 
 
“Our administration is integrated and unified with strong and visible leadership and is structured to ensure we 
are flexible and responsive.    Our staff is highly motivated, well skilled and focused on the customer and citizen 
and reflect the diversity of our society at all levels.  This is underpinned by our emphasis on staff development, 
on outstanding internal communication, on fair and competitive pay, workplace justice and democracy and on 
recognising individual achievement and on our ethos of caring and mutual respect.   
 
We manage our resources efficiently, cost-effectively with regard to enhancing our financial well-being.  We 
constantly seek to streamline our administrative and work processes and to adopt new technologies and 
practices that enhance our effectiveness.  We maintain the highest standards of transparency, accountability 
and integrity and do not tolerate corruption in any form.   
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We recognise that the success of local government does not depend on our own success alone and seek to 
support municipalities in our region and to link with other municipalities nationally and internationally.”  
 
The institutional strategy and values outlined above require major changes in the structures, the systems, the 
skills and the culture of the Mangaung municipal administration.  Each of these elements is outlined below. 

7.3 Structural development 

 
There has been much development in terms of the structure to deliver the IDP. Key issues remaining are: 
 

 establishment of focused and efficient service entities, which means consideration of further alternative 
service delivery options for some municipal functions; 

 establishing an area co-ordination capacity that enables the municipality to interface effectively with 
communities. 

7.4 Systems development 

 
The municipality places great emphasis on developing and streamlining its systems and work processes in order 
to improve efficiency and effectiveness, to enhance the service quality and to modernise.  An on-going process 
of system improvement is happening in each service area including decision-making and management systems, 
information systems, financial systems, the HR system and work processes.  Four key systems are at the centre 
of systems improvement for the organisation as a whole – service planning, performance management, and e-
Government. 
 

 Service planning – Continued utilisation of the service delivery and budget implementation plan formats to 
enable production of the SDBIPs required under the MFMA. This is forming the basis of all planning in the 
municipality. The use of the SDBIP as the basis for service plans improve the transparency of what each 
directorate and division are undertaking, and the resources they need for this. This is part-way to a full 
activity-based costing process. 

 

 Performance management - This system links strategic objectives with operational, team and individual 
performance.  The SDBIP process alluded to earlier has strengthened this, and the process will continue to 
generate the KPIs of all directorates. 

 

 e-Government – a specific programme has been developed to improve efficiency and effectiveness, to 
enable strategic, operational and process integration across the Municipality and to ensure efficient and 
professional ICT services including the provision of high level management information for Mangaung and 
the region.  

 

 Decision-making and accountability - The Council needs to ensure that its decision-making systems 
balance the need for efficiency and speed with transparency and meaningful participation of citizens and 
other stakeholders.  The Office of the City Manager has a specific area of responsibility around this. We 
also have a whole area of focus around promoting public participation, including our ground-breaking work 
on community-based planning.  

7.5 Skills development 

 
The municipality will place a high priority on developing the capability of current and future staff as the 
foundation for a more flexible and developmental organisation.  This will require a large investment in 
upgrading the skills base.  A skills development focus also provides a unique opportunity to address gender and 
racial disparities in the organisation. Some of the key skills that will be needed include: project management 
skills, strategic planning, effective partnerships, management skills, facilitation skills, communication skills, 
financial management skills, performance management skills. 
 
We have an IDP Programme to address this, as well as to address the challenge of employment equity. The 
objective of the Employment Equity and Skills Development Programme is: 
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To ensure that the municipality has a diverse, representative and skilled staff 

 
The key indicators for this are: 
 

Indicator Baseline  
(2007/2008)  

IDP Target 
2008/9 

Target for 
2009/10 

Target for 
2010/11 

%  of staff employed in the three 
highest levels of management who 
are Black people (African, Indian, 
Coloured) 

86% 86% 70% 70%  

% of staff employed in the three 
highest levels of management who 
are women 

27.5% 27.5% 50% 50 % 

% of staff employed in different 
categories and levels which are 
people with disabilities. 

0.90% 2% 2% 2 % 
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8 A PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR MANGAUNG  

8.1 Introduction 

 
Performance management is considered as an important communication tool and process that assists managers to 
provide an encouraging working environment to help employees in developing and achieving their potential of 
high standards of performance. The Municipal Systems Act (2000) requires all municipalities to: 
 

 Develop a performance management system; 

 Set targets, monitor and review performance based on indicators linked to the IDP; 

 Publish an annual report on performance for the councillors, staff, the public and other spheres of 
government; 

 Incorporate and report on a set of general indicators prescribed nationally by the minister responsible for local 
government; 

 Conduct an internal audit on performance before tabling the report; 

 Have the annual performance report audited by the Auditor-General;  

 Involve the community in setting indicators and targets and reviewing municipal performance; 
 
 
The Department of Provincial and Local Government has published national guidelines on performance 
management systems, and Mangaung Local Municipality had participated in a pilot project to establish this system. 
A performance management framework has therefore been created to assist service delivery and budget 
implementation plans as part of the improved service delivery for its citizens. 
 
Mangaung has taken public participation very seriously, notably in its use of community-based planning. The 
municipality notes that the White Paper on Local Government (1998) has suggested that: 

 
"Involving communities in developing some municipal key performance indicators increases the 
accountability of the municipality. Some communities may prioritise the amount of time it takes a 
municipality to answer a query, others will prioritise the cleanliness of an area or the provision of 
water to a certain number of households. Whatever the priorities, by involving communities in 
setting key performance indicators and reporting back to communities on performance, 
accountability is increased, and public trust in the local government system enhanced" (The White 
Paper on Local Government, 1998). 

 

On this basis the municipality is intending to take very seriously the accountability to communities as 
regards the performance of the municipality thereby promoting a culture of performance management 
amongst its councillors, political office bearers and administration. 

8.2 The performance management perspective 

 
Mangaung’s performance management framework is based on four key perspectives, as outlined in figure 8.2.1. 

The development goals perspective 

 
This records the overall development goals for the Municipal area. We need to know what development 
outcomes/objectives we are aiming to achieve and whether we are getting there. These are derived from the 
Development Objectives of the IDP and IDP development programmes to address these. These often require 
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actions by others as well as the Municipality to be achieved, but they indicate the state of development of the 
municipal area to which we aspire. 
 

Figure 8.2.1 Key performance management perspectives 

 

 

Resource 
Management 
Perspective 

Service 
  Delivery 

       Perspective 

Development  
Goals 
Perspective 

Governance Process Perspective 

The Service Domain 

The Municipal Area 

Inputs 

Source : Palmer Development Group (2001) Source : Palmer Development Group (2001) 

Process 

Outcomes Outputs 

 
 

The service delivery perspective (service plans) 

 
This looks at the services which need to be delivered in order to achieve our development goals, as well as to 
provide ongoing services needed in the municipal area. Each municipal directorate has to produce a service plan 
for each division. In addition there are 3 programmes specifically addressing the quality of services (User Care and 
Service Quality, IT and eGovernance)  

The resource management perspective (inputs) 

 
This records the inputs required to enable our development programmes and services, notably financial resources. 
In addition there are two programmes addressing this aspect, one on Financial Sustainability, and one on 
Employment Equity and Skills Development. 

Governance process perspective: 

 
This records objectives relating to the type of development process that we wish to see, eg involvement of 
stakeholders, public participation, common vision etc, and a number of objectives have been set for these. We 
have three programmes addressing this perspective, one on Public Participation, one on Mangaung Compact, and 
one on Change Management and Communication.   
 
Therefore we are explicitly aiming to have impacts on all 4 of these dimensions, and have developed specific 
programmes to address these. 
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The two vehicles for Mangaung planning are the IDP programmes and the service delivery and budget 
implementation plans. 
 
In all cases the planning involves a similar process: 
 

 definition of medium to long term objectives or goals, with baselines and targets 

 definition of the strategies to achieve these, with baselines and targets 

 definition of the projects/activities and services to  achieve these strategies 

 and for each of the last of these, definition of the capital and operational budgets needed 
 
The municipality is using SDBIP formats to integrate our development and service planning with budgets, and 
against which all directorates have to account. The use of the SDBIP was implemented in 2004/5 financial year, and 
since the system has been in use targeting improved performance and enhanced service delivery. 

8.3 Performance management system 

 
Performance management is a vital activity in building and maintaining an effective council. It can be broadly 
defined as – the process of assessing the performance of an individual(s) against agreed criteria and standards to 
recognise achievements and identify opportunities for improvement. 
 
In Mangaung performance management is an ongoing process and clearly link strategic objectives to specific 
actions. It also ensures that people are accountable for their performance and clearly understand the expectations. 
Performance management contributes greatly in developing and retaining people – the most valuable resource. 
Relevant and structured feedback provides the opportunity to recognise and reward good performance and 
identify performance shortfalls to assist in a development and improvement process. 
 
 
Hence the Municipality’s performance management system is based on: 
 

 Strategic IDP addressing the developmental, service delivery, resource management and governance 
dimensions. These involve external stakeholders and also may involve several municipal directorates to be 
achieved, although the Office of the City Manager is the internal champion; 

 an overall strategic scorecard, comprising developmental, service delivery, resource management and 
governance aspects; 

 service plans/SDBIPs for each directorate and division, which integrate their specific responsibilities in terms 
of the two above, and which have quarterly targets. These are the critical plans as they bring together 
achieving the development objectives, as well as routine services which the directorates are required to 
deliver. 

 KPIs for municipal directorates and staff derived from the SDBIPs – so aligning developmental, organisational, 
directorate, divisional and individual targets 

 regular reporting to a variety of stakeholders, internal and external: 
o annual reports on overall performance, including development impacts against high level objectives 
o mid-term (6 monthly) reports on overall performance, mainly at strategy, project/activity/service levels, 

as well as resources 
o quarterly and monthly reports, focusing more on  project/activity/service levels, as well as resources 

 the establishment of a specific office under the Director: IDP and Organisational Performance to be involved in 
the setting of targets through the IDP Review process, as well as monitoring of achievement 
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9 WORKING EFFECTIVELY WITH STAKEHOLDERS 

9.1 Approaches to partnership 

9.1.1 Types of partnerships 

 
Partnerships are fundamental to successful implementation of the IDP, and are core to our strategic approach. 
There are different types of partnerships implied if our ambitious objectives are to be delivered and we will use all 
of these in ensuring that development happens in the Mangaung area. These possible types of partnership are 
shown in Table 9.1.1: 
 
 
Table 9.1.1 Different partnerships envisaged in the IDP 
 

Type of partnership 

1. Partner(s) implement, MLM has no role 

2. Partner(s) implement, MLM maintains oversight 

3. Partner(s) play predominant role in implementation, MLM has some budget or staff allocated 

4. MLM supports other partners to play significant role 

5. MLM plays strong role as well as other partners 

6. MLM plays strong role as well as other partners, but coordinated through a steering group 

7. MLM plays strong role as well as other partners, but these are managed through a legal entity,  
with key stakeholders sitting on the board 

8. MLM funds, others implement  

9. MLM plays predominant role 
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10 MUNICIPAL MEDIUM-TERM FRAMEWORK 
 
10.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter highlights the Municipality’s three-year budget and the medium-term financial plan. It 
projects the financial position of the Municipality in the medium-term and gives effect to programmes 
and plans to which the Municipality needs to engage over three years towards the attainment of its five 
year IDP developmental objectives, the Mayoral priorities and the Municipality’s strategic initiatives such 
as 2010 Soccer World Cup.  
 
The overall financial position remains a challenge given the fact that the needs are great and the 
resources are limited. The Municipality acknowledges that it cannot allocate resources and implement all 
the projects/demands placed on it. It also realises that it needs to refocus its current level of funding to 
high priority areas such as the 2010 Soccer World Cup in the immediate or short term, while addressing 
the service delivery backlog in the medium to long term and at the same time focus on maintaining the 
existing infrastructure in a cost-efficient manner as an ongoing obligation. 
 
In terms of Local Government Planning and Performance Management Regulations, the core component 
of the IDP is the financial plan. A financial plan is closely linked to the budget, but is not exactly the same 
thing. Financial plan includes budget totals for capital and operating expenditure, projection for the next 
three years, and a set of strategies to raise revenue, manage finances better, finance the capital 
programme, etc. The budget, by contrast, is the detailed annual line by line breakdown of income and 
expenditure. 
 
Financial plan is therefore required to determine how the development goals, strategies and strategic 
interventions defined in the IDP are going to be financed. The medium-term budget on the other hand 
provides for the allocation of resources for the implementation of those developmental goals, strategies, 
interventions, programmes and services. In essence the allocation of resources (budgeting) to various 
programmes and projects contained in the IDP should reflect the priority given to the development goals 
addressed by the programmes, projects and services. Fundamentally, the medium-term budget consists 
of resources applied to meet projects and programmes for IDP objectives.  
 
The medium-term budget will therefore consist of resources applied to meet projects and programmes 
for IDP objectives. It covers many things such as salaries for councillor and staff, stationery, grounds and 
building maintenance, etc. These are items that the municipality would normally not want to classify as 
priority areas in the IDP. There will be no objectives to cover many budgetary commitments.  
 
The medium-term budget speaks back to the IDP. The budget sets limits on what is achievable in the IDP 
developmental goals. If the budget does not allow sufficient resources to be given to a priority area, 
objectives may have to be reduced in the process of finalising the IDP and budget. The intention is to align 
the financial resources to the Municipality’s strategy and priorities, and continuously look for efficiencies 
in all activities and programmes. 
 
10.2 Summary of the medium-term financial outlook 
 
The Municipality’s projected overall expenditure for the 2010/11 medium-term budget is R3 134.3 
millions, which signifies an increase of 30.4% over the approved budget of 2009/10.  
 
The 2010/11 consolidated operating income for Mangaung Local Municipality is estimated at R3 188.2 
millions, which is an increase of operating income of 18.6% (R500.8 millions more). The operating 
expenditure is estimated at R3 134.3 millions which is a 30.4% increase (R731.8 millions more). 
Investment in capital expenditure projects will amount to R771.5 million for the 2010/11 financial year 
and R737.1 and R645.4 million for the 2010/11 and 2011/12 respectively. 
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In carrying out its mandate of facilitating development, the Mangaung Local Municipality is faced with the 
challenge of managing competing priorities within budgetary constrains (maintaining and extending 
services, proliferation of informal settlements, shelter for all, unemployment, poverty alleviation, 2010 
Soccer World Cup, integrated transport system, environmental management and conservation, etc.).  
 
10.3 Medium-term budget for 2010/11 to 2012/13 
 
MFMA requires that each municipality adopt a budget that will ensure that its medium-term goals and 
priorities are met, within the prescribed budget format. In parallel, the budgeting process is guided by 
supply chain management, banking and investment potential, credit control, revenue collection, bad debt 
provision, land disposal, pro-poor and tariffs.  
 
The budget for the 2010/11 to 2012/13 financial years was prepared on the assumption that there will be 
minor changes to the Council’s priorities as contained in the current IDP document. Also it is prepared 
within the context of approved Council policies and legislative framework as promulgated by the National 
Parliament. The Mangaung Local Municipality’s development paradigm is embedded in the following 
principles: 
 

 Improving financial viability 
 Ensuring basic service equity  
 Alignment of budget with service provision and delivery 
 Enhancing development and community services 
 Efficiency drive 
 Sustainable human settlements 
 Economic growth and job creation 
 Social justice 
 Maintenance and investment in infrastructure 

 
The Mayoral Committee reviewed and confirmed the challenges and opportunities facing the municipal 
area in 2010/11 and beyond. The following continue to be the Mayoral priorities:  
 

 Service excellence - continuing to provide quality services with effective strategic management of 
the municipality to drive the strategic intent. 

 Economic development - increased emphasis on promotion of growth and fighting poverty.  
 Financial sustainability - continuing to be financially sustainable as a municipality. 
 Common purpose - promoting effective intergovernmental relations using our Mangaung 

Compact, and mobilising other resources of government. 
 Community resilience – we need to factor in HIV/AIDS to all our work. 

 
The Council’s approach of using infrastructural development programmes to attain the national 
development objectives of extending delivery of basic services to all, addressing inherit disparities within 
our community, job creation, skills development and black economic empowerment will be maintained. 
 
10.3.1 Operating revenue and expenditure 
 
The Mangaung Local Municipality is putting forward an operating revenue budget of R3 188.2 million and 
operating expenditure budget of R3 134.3 million.  
 
The table below reflects the operating revenue and expenditure estimates for the medium-term budget. 

 
(a) Operating Expenditure: 
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The operating expenditure budget has been set R3 134.3 million for the 2010/11 financial year, R3 648 
and R4 282.5 million respectively for the two outer years.  Funding thereof can be summarized as follows: 

 

  2010/11  

R’000 

2011/12 R’000 2012/13 R’000 

Grants and Subsidies           688,902       733,853       772,360  

Own Revenue        2,276,021    2,687,819    3,332,361  

TOTAL  2,964,923 3,421,672 4,104,721 

 
 

(b) Capital Expenditure: 
 
The draft capital expenditure budget has been set at R771.5 million for 2010/11 and R737.1 and R645.4 
million for the two outer years.  Funding of the capex will be sourced as follows: 

 
 

Budget 
Adjustment 

Budget 
MTREF Budget Projections 

 
2009/10 

2009/10 

R’000 
2010/11 R’000 2011/12 R’000 

2012/13 

R’000 

Grants and Subsidies 534,555,510  194,883,610 216,100,782 252,907,200 

Public Contributions 27,016,710  21,967,720 26,503,333 24,847,424 

Own Revenue Funds 246,165,950  484,420,747 419,364,495 251,217,442 

External Loan 34,000,000  70,279,895 75,123,408 116,449,896 

Total 841,738,170  771,551,972 737,092,018 645,421,962 

 
The medium-term capital expenditure will be funded from the combination of financial sources that 
includes grants, internal and external loans. The 2010/11 draft capital budget of R771.5 million will be 
funded from National and Provincial Government Grants to the tune of R194,883,610 million. The 
remaining balance of R576,668,362 million will be funded from a combination of public contributions, 
own revenue funds and external loans.  The Municipality recognises that funding service delivery capital 
programmes and projects is of high priority and requires external loans for visible impact and thus avoid 
depleting the existing reserves and investments of the municipality. 
 

  
  
FINANCING - MANGAUNG 

  
2009/10 

Adj Budget 
2009/10 

Revised 
2010/11 

  
2011/12 

  

2012/13 

4300 External Loans 34,000,000 70,279,895 70,279,895 75,123,408 116,449,896 

4400 Own Funds (CRR) 202,741,860 498,561,449 346,713,761 223,205,709 87,018,670 

4500 Revenue 0 573,200 503,200 211,000 148,500 

4600 
Public 
Contributions/Donations 5,452,800 3,080,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 

Grants and Subsidies 
 

        

4700A 
Municipal Infrastructure 
Grant (MIG) 117,052,010 170,338,390 161,883,610 185,100,782 222,907,200 

4700B 

Public Transport 
Infrastructure & Systems 
Fund 363,883,500 160,370,089 15,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000 

4700G 

2010 FIFA World Cup 
Stadium Development 
Grant 10,107,000 0 0 0 0 

4700H 
Provincial Grants and 
Subsidies 0 0 0 0 0 

4700J 
Other Government Grants 
and Subsidies 23,800,000 0 0 0 0 
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FINANCING - MANGAUNG 

  
2009/10 

Adj Budget 
2009/10 

Revised 
2010/11 

  
2011/12 

  

2012/13 

4700L EPWP Incentive Grant 5,701,000 0 0 0 0 

  
762,738,170 903,203,023 594,460,466 498,720,899 441,604,266 

             Adj Budget Revised     

FINANCING - CENTLEC 2009/10 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 

4300 External Loans 0 0 0 0 0 

4400 Own Funds (CRR) 30,000,000 0 0 0 0 

4500 Revenue 13,424,090 210,467,960 137,203,786 195,947,786 164,050,272 

4600 
Public 
Contributions/Donations 21,563,910 22,827,120 21,887,720 26,423,333 24,767,424 

Grants and Subsidies 
 

        

4700I 
National Electrification 
Programme 10,012,000 40,000,000 13,000,000 10,000,000 15,000,000 

4700M 
Demand Side 
Management Grant 4,000,000 2,000,000 5,000,000 6,000,000 0 

    79,000,000 275,295,080 177,091,506 238,371,119 203,817,696 

           Budget Adj Budget Budget Budget Budget 

FINANCING - MANGAUNG AND CENTLEC 2009/10 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 

4300 External Loans 34,000,000 70,279,895 70,279,895 75,123,408 116,449,896 

4400 Own Funds (CRR) 232,741,860 498,561,449 346,713,761 223,205,709 87,018,670 

4500 Revenue 13,424,090 211,041,160 137,706,986 196,158,786 164,198,772 

4600 
Public 
Contributions/Donations 27,016,710 25,907,120 21,967,720 26,503,333 24,847,424 

Grants and 
Subsidies             

4700A 
Municipal Infrastructure 
Grant (MIG) 117,052,010 170,338,390 161,883,610 185,100,782 222,907,200 

4700B 

Public Transport 
Infrastructure & Systems 
Fund 363,883,500 160,370,089 15,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000 

4700G 

2010 FIFA World Cup 
Stadium Development 
Grant 10,107,000 0 0 0 0 

4700H 
Provincial Grants and 
Subsidies 0 0 0 0 0 

4700I 
National Electrification 
Programme 10,012,000 40,000,000 13,000,000 10,000,000 15,000,000 

4700J 
Other Government Grants 
and Subsidies 0 0 0 0 0 

4700L EPWP Incentive Grant 0 0 0 0 0 

4700M 
Demand Side 
Management Grant 4,000,000 2,000,000 5,000,000 6,000,000 0 

  
841,738,170 1,178,498,103 771,551,972 737,092,018 645,421,962 

 
 
The following table details total revenue and operating expenditure by vote in line with directorates of 
the Municipality as well as Centlec.  
 

Vote Description 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 Current Year 2009/10 
2009/10 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework 

R thousand 
Audited 

Outcome 
Audited 

Outcome 
Audited 

Outcome 
Original 
Budget 

Adjusted 
Budget 

Full Year 
Forecast 

Budget Year 
2010/11 

Budget Year 
+1 2011/12 

Budget 
Year +2 
2012/13 
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Vote Description 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 Current Year 2009/10 
2009/10 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework 

Revenue - Standard                   

Governance and 
administration   

        
700,678  

        
977,058  

     
1,128,278  

     
1,045,833  

     
1,045,833  

     
1,045,833  

     
1,166,347  

     
1,248,065  

Executive and council   
       
220,314  

    
386,366     463,231  

    
309,108  

    
309,108       309,108       274,602  

     
304,017  

Budget and treasury office   
        

391,954  
        

480,866  
        

571,339  
        

618,514  
        

618,514  
        

618,514  
        

752,253  
        

790,262  

Corporate services   
         

88,410  
        

109,826  
         

93,708  
        

118,210  
        

118,210  
        

118,210  
        

139,491  
        

153,786  

Community and public safety   
         

50,186  
         

40,949  
         

33,166  
         

40,009  
         

40,009  
         

40,009  
         

30,939  
         

32,257  

Community and social 
services              4,146  

           
5,138  

           
4,047  

           
5,124  

           
5,124  

           
5,124  

           
5,449  

           
5,857  

Sport and recreation              1,641  
         

11,730  
           

1,431  
              

875  
              

875  
              

875  
           

1,499  
           

1,594  

Public safety   
         

15,408  
         

10,519  
           

6,208  
         

17,065  
         

17,065  
         

17,065  
           

5,267  
           

5,792  

Housing   
         

14,054  
         

11,636  
         

17,711  
         

15,314  
         

15,314  
         

15,314  
         

16,962  
         

17,118  

Health   
         

14,937  
           

1,926  
           

3,769  
           

1,632  
           

1,632  
           

1,632  
           

1,763  
           

1,895  

Economic and environmental 
services   

         
56,723  

         
10,229  

         
15,178  

         
59,255  

         
59,255  

         
59,255  

         
29,556  

         
10,799  

Planning and development              4,214  
           

4,658  
           

4,291  
           

4,605  
           

4,605  
           

4,605  
           

4,967  
           

4,721  

Road transport   
         

52,499  
           

3,107  
           

9,831  
         

51,187  
         

51,187  
         

51,187  
         

21,219  
           

2,395  

Environmental protection                  10  
           

2,464  
           

1,055  
           

3,463  
           

3,463  
           

3,463  
           

3,370  
           

3,683  

Trading services   
        

958,166  
     

1,136,942  
     

1,345,009  
     

1,804,423  
     

1,804,423  
     

1,804,423  
     

2,177,885  
     

2,795,246  

Electricity   
        

584,757  
        

669,992  
        

783,733  
     

1,142,089  
     

1,142,089  
     

1,142,089  
     

1,405,134  
     

1,965,083  

Water   
        

238,929  
        

303,501  
        

363,586  
        

422,243  
        

422,243  
        

422,243  
        

473,734  
        

509,781  

Waste water management   
        

131,105  
        

159,779  
        

193,616  
        

235,385  
        

235,385  
        

235,385  
        

293,746  
        

314,584  

Waste management              3,374  
           

3,669  
           

4,074  
           

4,706  
           

4,706  
           

4,706  
           

5,271  
           

5,798  

Other 4                 –   
                

–   
         

15,572  
         

15,404  
         

15,404  
         

15,404  
         

16,945  
         

18,354  

Total Revenue - Standard 2 
     

1,765,753  
     

2,165,178  
     

2,537,202  
     

2,964,924  
     

2,964,924  
     

2,964,924  
     

3,421,672  
     

4,104,721  

              
 

    

Expenditure - Standard             
 

    

Governance and 
administration   

        
390,781  

        
436,616  

        
637,817  

        
585,291  

        
585,291  

        
570,658  

        
703,499  

        
743,765  

Executive and council   
        

136,058  
        

161,331  
        

196,895  
        

248,645  
        

248,645  
        

242,429  
        

223,988  
        

242,104  

Budget and treasury office   
         

85,969  
         

97,481  
        

249,380  
        

127,137  
        

127,137  
        

123,959  
        

231,180  
        

235,880  

Corporate services   
        
168,754  

        
177,804  

        
191,542  

        
209,508  

        
209,508  

        
204,271  

        
248,331  

        
265,781  

Community and public safety   
        
202,225  

        
209,234  

        
205,163  

        
245,594  

        
245,594  

        
239,454  

        
276,223  

        
299,277  

Community and social 
services   

         
27,745  

         
29,875  

         
33,842  

         
42,437  

         
42,437  

         
41,376  

         
51,759  

         
56,119  

Sport and recreation   
         
46,044  

         
64,237  

         
49,988  

         
49,812  

         
49,812  

         
48,566  

         
57,619  

         
62,334  

Public safety   
         
76,416  

         
79,083  

         
86,030  

        
117,305  

        
117,305  

        
114,373  

        
127,949  

        
138,835  
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Vote Description 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 Current Year 2009/10 
2009/10 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework 

Housing   
         
24,032  

         
26,599  

         
27,882  

         
28,562  

         
28,562  

         
27,848  

         
30,628  

         
33,026  

Health   
         
27,989  

           
9,440  

           
7,422  

           
7,478  

           
7,478  

           
7,291  

           
8,269  

           
8,963  

Economic and environmental 
services   

        
141,580  

        
156,024  

        
191,027  

        
234,427  

        
234,427  

        
228,566  

        
262,690  

        
257,923  

Planning and development   
         
23,364  

         
24,801  

         
27,813  

         
36,724  

         
36,724  

         
35,806  

         
52,038  

         
51,890  

Road transport   
        
109,021  

        
120,223  

        
150,303  

        
183,582  

        
183,582  

        
178,992  

        
193,114  

        
187,406  

Environmental protection              9,196  
         
11,000  

         
12,911  

         
14,121  

         
14,121  

         
13,768  

         
17,538  

         
18,627  

Trading services   
     
1,039,157  

     
1,043,933  

     
1,262,464  

     
1,540,972  

     
1,540,972  

     
1,502,448  

     
1,877,664  

     
2,331,666  

Electricity   
        
661,596  

        
636,090  

        
779,907  

     
1,045,194  

     
1,045,194  

     
1,019,064  

     
1,331,803  

     
1,749,974  

Water   
        
245,683  

        
267,854  

        
315,926  

        
316,419  

        
316,419  

        
308,508  

        
345,734  

        
374,664  

Waste water management   
         
64,512  

         
72,738  

         
88,409  

        
103,531  

        
103,531  

        
100,942  

        
112,842  

        
111,140  

Waste management   
         
67,366  

         
67,251  

         
78,222  

         
75,829  

         
75,829  

         
73,934  

         
87,285  

         
95,887  

Other 4                 –   
                
–   

         
12,088  

         
13,039  

         
13,039  

         
12,713  

         
14,233  

         
15,364  

Total Expenditure - Standard 3 
     
1,773,744  

     
1,845,807  

     
2,308,559  

     
2,619,323  

     
2,619,323  

     
2,553,840  

     
3,134,310  

     
3,647,996  

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year   
          
(7,991) 

        
319,371  

        
228,643  

        
345,601  

        
345,601  

        
411,084  

        
287,363  

        
456,726  

 
           10.3.2 Capital expenditure per directorate 
 
The table below indicates the capital budget of the core administrative units for the medium-term per 
vote. 
 

  

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE   

DIRECTORATE ACTUAL   
20056/07 

ACTUAL   
2007/08 

ACTUAL   
2008/09 

BUDGET 
2009/2010 

ADJ BUDGET 
2009/10 

BUDGET 
2010/2011 

BUDGET 
2011/2012 

BUDGET 
2012/2013 

CITY MANAGER 
  

            

Chief Operating Officer 
  

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Committee Services 
  

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Regional Management 
  

0 0 0 0 0 0 
Council's General 
Expenses 

  
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Facilities Management 
  

0 0 13,900,000 13,000,000 0 0 

Sports Development 
  

0 0 26,300,000 44,200,000 13,500,000 0 

Office of the Speaker 
  

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Information Technology  
  

0 14,200,000 4,615,300 0 0 0 

Project Management 
Unit 

  
30,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 50,000 0 

  
  

30,000 14,240,000 44,855,300 57,240,000 13,550,000 0 

CORPORATE SERVICES 
  

    0       
Corporate Management 
Support 

  
195,800 0 4,234,000 0 0 0 

Fresh Produce Market 
  

0 0 4,700,000 0 0 0 
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CAPITAL EXPENDITURE   

DIRECTORATE ACTUAL   
20056/07 

ACTUAL   
2007/08 

ACTUAL   
2008/09 

BUDGET 
2009/2010 

ADJ BUDGET 
2009/10 

BUDGET 
2010/2011 

BUDGET 
2011/2012 

BUDGET 
2012/2013 

Total 
  

195,800 0 8,934,000 0 0 0 

FINANCE 
  

    0       
Financial Management : 
Asset Management 

  
872,806 5,000,000 0 0 0   

Financial Systems 
  

0 0 300,000 350,000 400,000 0 

Revenue Management 
  

0 0 4,000,000 0 0 0 

Supply Chain 
Management 

  
0 0 271,620 0 0 0 

Meter Reading 
  

0 0 442,000 0 0 0 

Total 
  

872,806 5,000,000 5,013,620 350,000 400,000 0 
COMMUNITY AND 
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

  
            

Emergency Services 
  

2,770,000 10,560,000 4,070,000 12,791,000 200,000 200,000 

Health 
  

670,000 0 0       

Parks and Cemeteries 
  

483,000 500,000 23,473,800 24,800,000 13,324,500 3,800,000 

Traffic and Security 
  

11,000,000 8,000,000 1,612,500 347,000 148,500 0 

Social Development 
  

0 7,500,000 1,284,840 128,370 0 0 

Total 
  

14,923,000 26,560,000 30,441,140 38,066,370 13,673,000 4,000,000 
ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 

  
            

Executive Director 
  

0 0 0       

Economic Development 
  

3,866,348 0 62,300,000 2,550,000 1,300,000 0 

Environmental 
Management 

  
1,931,327 0 2,148,000 2,975,000 1,500,000 475,000 

Planning 
  

3,935,903 2,600,000 26,300,000 2,000,000 0 0 

Property Management 
  

6,162,857 0 25,000,000 5,000,000 0 0 

  
  

15,896,435 2,600,000 115,748,000 12,525,000 2,800,000 475,000 

HOUSING 
  

            

Housing 
  

19,651,071 0 8,452,500 0 0 0 

Total 
  

19,651,071 0 8,452,500 0 0 0 

UTILITY SERVICES 
  

            

Mechanical Services 
  

373,526 0 528,000 0 0 0 

Roads and Stormwater 
  

89,568,952 74,593,800 99,765,335 110,557,752 105,559,190 0 

Solid Waste 
Management 

  
6,443,494 5,400,000 10,870,000 0 0 0 

Water and Sanitation 
  

90,060,549 137,805,870 147,736,371 138,696,456 78,632,090 0 

  
  

186,446,521 217,799,670 258,899,706 249,254,208 184,191,280 0 

WATER SERVICES 
  

            

Water 
  

23,632,960 37,248,000 67,616,200 88,560,321 204,989,986 0 

Total 
  

23,632,960 37,248,000 67,616,200 88,560,321 204,989,986 0 

WORLD CUP OFFICE 
  

            

World Cup Office 
  

429,936,882 459,290,500 54,500,000 52,725,000 22,000,000 0 

Total 
  

429,936,882 459,290,500 54,500,000 52,725,000 22,000,000 0 

CENTLEC 
  

            

  
  

148,429,906 79,000,000 177,091,506 238,371,119 203,817,696 515,274,070 

Total 
  

148,429,906 79,000,000 177,091,506 238,371,119 203,817,696 515,274,070 
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Mangaung Local Municipality will continue to fund its capital expenditure from the traditional internal 
loans driven by the affordability, prudent fiscal management and the ability to increase capital investment 
against the operating budget. 
 
Capital expenditure per cluster  
 

MANGAUNG AND CENTLEC 
            CAPITAL ESTIMATES 

CLUSTERS CLUSTER  WARD NR's 
Original 
Budget 

2009/10 
Budget 

2010/2011 
Budget 

2011/2012 
Budget 

2012/2013 

Bloemfontein Central A 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 312,403,590 53,643,432 61,003,525 26,843,730 

Mangaung South B 9 ,13, 14, 15 29,420,000 18,747,226 23,431,168 7,035,360 

Bloemfontein South C 6, 10, 11, 12 49,901,350 103,539,255 67,327,041 49,571,900 

Bloemfontein East D 7, 8, 16, 17, 45 68,175,420 169,297,923 154,423,655 507,610 

Bloemfontein North E 20, 21, 22, 26, 44 149,880,800 117,585,062 87,495,367 161,127,888 

Bloemfontein West F 18, 19, 23, 24, 25 20,012,000 103,081,660 42,229,748 40,577,524 

Botshabelo North G 27, 28, 29, 30 42,473,730 37,203,444 48,324,248 48,769,640 

Botshabelo East H 31, 32, 33, 35 14,120,000 23,622,000 20,590,148 5,159,240 

Botshabelo South I 34, 36, 37, 38 8,900,000 11,322,619 18,069,248 1,269,640 

Thaba Nchu Central J 39, 40 3,750,000 13,877,151 21,374,444 12,124,130 

Thaba Nchu Peri-Urban K 41, 42, 43 8,160,910 11,360,750 14,240,066 474,140 

Not Dermined (Utilization in all 
wards) L   134,540,370 108,271,450 178,583,360 291,961,160 

   
841,738,170 771,551,972 737,092,018 645,421,962 

       MANGAUNG 
            CAPITAL ESTIMATES 

CLUSTERS CLUSTER  WARD NR's 
Original 
Budget 

2009/10 
REVISED 
2010/11 2011/2012 2012/2013 

Bloemfontein Central A 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 312,333,500 24,140,877 24,083,060 1,553,730 

Mangaung South B 9 ,13, 14, 15 26,420,000 18,747,226 23,431,168 7,035,360 

Bloemfontein South C 6, 10, 11, 12 34,160,350 44,074,771 16,495,618 214,900 

Bloemfontein East D 7, 8, 16, 17, 45 64,821,420 153,781,096 118,432,632 507,610 

Bloemfontein North E 20, 21, 22, 26, 44 149,880,800 115,797,616 66,470,367 128,724,616 

Bloemfontein West F 18, 19, 23, 24, 25 500,000 81,443,940 18,280,570 15,810,100 

Botshabelo North G 27, 28, 29, 30 34,973,730 12,695,970 21,224,248 3,769,640 

Bosthabelo East H 31, 32, 33, 35 8,120,000 19,622,000 14,590,148 1,159,240 

Bothshabelo South I 34, 36, 37, 38 5,400,000 11,322,619 13,069,248 1,269,640 

Thaba Nchu Central J 39, 40 3,750,000 13,877,151 21,374,444 12,124,130 

Thaba Nchu Peri-Urban K 41, 42, 43 6,850,000 10,360,750 11,240,066 474,140 

Not Dermined (Utilization in all 
wards) L   115,528,370 88,596,450 150,029,330 268,961,160 

   
762,738,170 594,460,466 498,720,899 441,604,266 
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CENTLEC 
            CAPITAL ESTIMATES 

CLUSTERS CLUSTER  WARD NR's 
Original 
Budget 

2009/10 
REVISED 
2010/11 2011/2012 2012/2013 

Bloemfontein Central A 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 70,090 29,502,555 36,920,465 25,290,000 

Mangaung South B 9 ,13, 14, 15 3,000,000 0 0 0 

Bloemfontein South C 6, 10, 11, 12 15,741,000 59,464,484 50,831,423 49,357,000 

Bloemfontein East D 7, 8, 16, 17, 45 3,354,000 15,516,827 35,991,023 0 

Bloemfontein North E 20, 21, 22, 26, 44 0 1,787,446 21,025,000 32,403,272 

Bloemfontein West F 18, 19, 23, 24, 25 19,512,000 21,637,720 23,949,178 24,767,424 

Botshabelo North G 27, 28, 29, 30 7,500,000 24,507,474 27,100,000 45,000,000 

Bosthabelo East H 31, 32, 33, 35 6,000,000 4,000,000 6,000,000 4,000,000 

Bothshabelo South I 34, 36, 37, 38 3,500,000 0 5,000,000 0 

Thaba Nchu Central J 39, 40 0 0 0 0 

Thaba Nchu Peri-Urban K 41, 42, 43 1,310,910 1,000,000 3,000,000 0 

Not Dermined (Utilization in all 
wards) L   19,012,000 19,675,000 28,554,030 23,000,000 

   
79,000,000 177,091,506 238,371,119 203,817,696 

 
 
10.3.7 Current overall financial position and liquidity situation 
 
The Council has over the years displayed a sound financial profile, as evidenced by its healthy 
discretionary cash flows and high level of cash on hand. Furthermore, the municipality exhibits negligible 
levels of gearing and a strong net cash position. 
 
 
10.3.8 Fiscal overview 
 
The municipality’s financial performance and position appears to be sound for the following reasons: 
 
 Budgets are balanced, being funded from the current financial year’s revenue 
 The municipality operates within its annual budget, as approved by Council 
 The municipality maintains a positive cash and investments position 
 
 
10.3.11 Financial sustainability programme 
 
The Municipality has prepared a financial sustainability programme to ensure a healthy trajectory for the 
municipality in terms of development and the financial viability of the Municipality. The overall objective 
is “to ensure that the organisation’s finances are managed in a sustainable manner and meet the needs of 
the community”. 
 
The budget for the 2010/11 to 2012/13 financial years was prepared on the assumption that there will be 
minor changes to the Council’s priorities as contained in the current IDP document. Also it is prepared 
within the context of approved Council policies and legislative framework as promulgated by the National 
Parliament. 
 
The following are policies that govern the municipality’s budget, compilation and/or implementation 
thereof: 
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 Supply Chain Management Policy 
 Banking and Investment Policy 
 Credit Control Policy 
 Debt Collection Policy 
 Land Disposal Policy 
 Pro-poor Policy 
 Tariffs Policy 
 
The Council’s approach of using infrastructural development programmes to attain the national 
development objectives of extending delivery of basic services to all, addressing inherit disparities within 
our community, job creation, skills development and black economic empowerment will be maintained. 
 
Budget policy statement 

. 
 The budget should address priorities as identified on the Council’s IDP document and through 

ongoing consultations with communities. 
 Operating costs should be funded from ongoing revenues.  Expenditure must be aligned with own 

revenue that the city can generate, on a level that can be reasonably sustained and reduce reliance 
on government subsidies. 

 Revenue projections should be realistic and not be overly optimistic or too conservative. 
 The municipality must produce a balanced budget. 
 Use of internal resources to fund the capital budget.  However with the increasing pressure to 

address the infrastructural backlog within the city, a need to argue external funding is (becoming 
evident) enjoying serious consideration. 

 The municipality will maintain all of its assets at a level adequate to protect the capital investments 
and minimize future maintenance and replacement costs. 

 
Cognisance of the following principles in compiling the budget was taken into account: 
 
 A people’s budget that is pro-poor and cater for the vulnerable groups in the community, i.e. the 

aged, the unemployed, women and the disabled 
 Meeting basic needs, especially by restoring and enhancing infrastructural spending in the 

undeveloped areas 
 Ensuring creation of quality jobs in a context of economic growth through marketing and investment 

in capital infrastructure 
 Giving the majority of people greater access to skills and economic opportunities; 
 Supporting increasingly democratic and participating governing, and 
 Protecting the environment and ensuring continued and sustainable development throughout the 

municipal area. 
 
10.3.13 Financial challenges and constraints 
 
 To improve revenue collection to be equal to, or exceed 97.5% of accounts issued for services 

rendered by the municipality; 
 To develop and implement a debt collection strategy for each category of consumer within the 

municipal area; 
 Ensuring that each citizen living in the Mangaung area and receiving municipal services, receives 

their account for services on time and pays accordingly; 
 Making adequate provision for bad debts, without negatively impacting on tariffs for rates and taxes. 
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11 IMPLEMENTING THE IDP – IMPROVING STRATEGY AND ENSURING IMPLEMENTATION 

11.1 Introduction 

  
The biggest challenge in regard to the IDP lies in its implementation, hence the phrase “Improving Strategy – 
Ensuring Implementation”, which is being used for the IDP Review this year.   
 
It is recognised that implementing the IDP is a large and complex process which requires a high level of 
management.  Poorly managed implementation tends to produce negative unintended consequences that 
undermine the intended purpose of the change.  It is similarly true that a well-managed process of implementation 
often produces positive unintended effects that result in a range of positive outcomes that were not specifically 
planned for.   
 
There have been some major areas where capacity has improved since the first IDP including: 
 

 stronger management structure; 

 established Executive Management Team; 

 implementation of PMS; 

 creation of some key posts around IDP programmes. 
 
However further action is needed to strengthen implementation capacity. Table 11.2.1 shows some of the 
areas where action is needed. 
 
Table 11.2.1 Taking forward the IDP  
 

Area Action needed 

Development 
programmes 

Confirm roles from different stakeholders and develop Memorandum of 
Understanding 
Seek for additional funding where needed, eg from donors 
Formalise working groups with key stakeholders 
Implement posts to take forward key programmes which are currently unfilled 

Finance Implement safeguarding of maintenance contribution 
Confirm stakeholder contributions to investment plan and formalise in MoUs 

Ward planning Fund ward projects and establish reporting and monitoring system 
Support ward committees as required to implement the plans 

Management of IDP  Strengthen capacity of IDP/PMS unit 
Strengthen portfolio committees in their oversight role 

PMS Ensure rollout of SDBIP, and performance reports 

Partnerships Develop Compact with Province on approach to joint working, linked to establishment 
of a Mangaung Development Partnership linking all stakeholders 
Develop Memorandums of Understanding with District, key provincial and national 
departments on roles for specific projects agreeing inputs and roles 
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PART G KEY IDP INTERVENTIONS AND PROJECTS 

12 IDP INTERVENTIONS AND PROJECTS 

 
This chapter outlines the interventions for the IDP in five and projects that will be implemented during 2010-13 
financial year. 
 
Emanating those IDP and Budget consultative sessions, IDP Steering Committee realised that the Municipality is 
facing serious challenge in terms of service delivery backlog from 2006/07 and the current financial year. 
Concomitantly there was a recognition and an understanding by IDP Steering Committee that whilst the 
Municipality is mandated by the Constitution to coordinate development process and on the other hand to deliver 
on the strategic projects that would enhance service delivery and including the Municipal Infrastructure Grant 
projects, in reality the Municipality is faced with a huge financial trajectory that is impacting adversely on its 
financial sustainability.  
 
Emerging from the Budget Technical Committee and the IDP Steering Committee was an agreement to focus key 
IDP interventions for the 2010/11 financial year towards completing the implementation of the 2010 World Cup 
and MIG progammes and projects, and the roll out of the current 5 year. Many of these key interventions are 
programmes and projects that imply the responsibilities across directorates as well as for Centlec. The key IDP 
interventions include: 
 

 Extending access to basic infrastructure services across the Municipality at appropriate and sustainable 
levels through MIG 

 Finalisation of 2010 Soccer World Cup projects 
 Increase the ability of the municipality to spend and deliver services 
 Improvement in revenue collection rate 
 ensuring that all indigent households receive free basic water and electricity 
 accelerating alternative service delivery 
 Implementation of CBD renewal Masterplan to improve the image of the city 
 Continue with the implementation of the N8 Development Corridor Planning and Implementation 

Framework 
 Organisational restructuring and integration 
 Appropriate decentralised administrative model finalised and implemented for effective area 

coordination and facilitation of responsiveness to the needs of the community 
 Formalisation of informal settlements 
 Fast-tracking township register 
 Housing delivery 
 Strengthening the implementation of intermodal transport framework 

 
For 2010/11 financial year and in line with the financial situation of the municipality, it was realised that it is 
imperative to deal with service delivery backlog, finalise 2010 Soccer World Cup and MIG projects during the IDP 
review process and as well as in consultation with community, though not entirely. Some of the aforementioned 
interventions are actualised in the service plans of the directorates for the 2010/11 financial, while others will be 
aggressively roll out in the next few years towards ensuring the implementation of the 5 year IDP. 
 
The table below provides the Municipality’s key capital projects and programmes to be implemented over the 
MTREF period. These programmes and projects support the 5 year IDP roll out and the service delivery agenda for 
the MTREF period including 2009/10 financial year. The programmes and projects to be delivered give the meaning 
to the capital budget through Municipal own funding and the funding from the external sources. The operational 
projects, activities and services can be seen in the service delivery and budget implementation plans of the 
directorates. 
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Table 12.1 IDP community projects 
 
 

Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

  

 

Budget 
Year 

2010/11 

Budget 
Year +1 
2011/12 

Budget 
Year +2 
2012/13 

Ward 
Location 

Parent 
Municipality:   

 
        

    
 

      
 

Building 
Management 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Paving: H Hall: Botshabelo 602101016 
              
200  

                
–   

                
–   30 

Electrification Chris de Wet Building 602101012 
              
400  

                
–   

                
–   36 

Building of a Community Hall : Section N 602101006 
                
–   

           
4,000  

                
–   40 

Building of a Community Hall Thaba Nchu 602101007 
                
–   

           
4,000  

                
–     

Aircon units Chris de Wet Building 602101011 
              
200  

                
–   

                
–   20 

Audio    Equipment    for    Auditoriums 602101001 
              
400  

                
–   

                
–   31 

New Office Building: Botshabelo 602101018 
           
5,000  

           
5,000  

                
–   20 

Renovation of Chris De Wet 602101009 
              
700  

                
–   

                
–     

Water proofing of buildings 602101003 
              
500  

                
–   

                
–   40 

Lift Thaba Nchu Regional Office Disabled 
People 602101005 

           
1,200  

                
–   

                
–   20 

New roof : Bram Fischer 602101008 
           
5,000  

                
–   

                
–   13 

Gutters for Mangaung Regional Office 602101017 
              
300  

                
–   

                
–     

Facilities 
Management   

 

                
–   

                
–   

                
–     

Sports 
Development 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Billy Murison : Implementation of Master 
plan phase3 602201001 

           
9,000  

           
4,400  

                
–   16 

Selosesha Stadium : Fencing upgrading of 
ablution blocks 602201004 

           
2,000  

           
5,000  

                
–   42 

Clive Solomon : Ablution and irrigations 
system   602201006 

              
350  

                
–   

                
–   16 

Johnson Bendile Stadium : resurfacing 
synthetic track 602201007 

              
450  

              
300  

                
–   1 

Implementation of Master Plan Phase3 602201008 
           
3,000  

                
–   

                
–   2 

Seisa Ramabodu Stadium : Ablution 
blocks and upgrading 602201012 

         
10,000  

         
10,000  

           
5,000  13 

Masenkeng Stadium : Upgrade 602201013 
           
1,500  

           
1,000  

                
–   1 
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Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

  Botshabelo Stadium : Construction of 
Cricket Oval 602201016 

                
–   

           
3,000  

                
–   27 

Selosesha Stadium : construction of rugby 
& cricket fields. 602201017 

                
–   

           
3,000  

                
–   40 

Mokoena Sports and Recreation Centre 
New Stadium : Rocklands 602201018 

                
–   

           
4,000  

                
–   14 

Botshabelo Stadium and Arena : Upgrade 602201019 
                
–   

           
5,000  

                
–   30 

Mmabana Stadium : Implementation of 
Masterplan phase3 602201002 

                
–   

           
6,000  

           
7,000  39 

Fencing of Thaba Nchu Golf Course 602201003 
                
–   

                
–   

           
1,500  40 

Bochabela Boxing Arena : Upgrading 602201011 
                
–   

           
2,500  

                
–   2 

Office of the 
City Manager   

 
        

Information 
Management 
and 
Technology 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 

        

Notebook 602304 
               
13  

                
–   

                
–   All 

14 x Complete Computer 602304 
               
70  

                
–   

                
–   All 

13 x Receipt Printer 602304 
               
21  

                
–   

                
–   All 

9 x Bar Code Scanner 602304 
               
19  

                
–   

                
–   All 

6 x Bar Code Scanner 602304 
               
13  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Implementation of IT Service Management 
Structure 602303 

              
200  

                
–   

                
–   All 

GIS Application 602303 
              
225  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Internal Audit Software 602304 
              
200  

                
–   

                
–   All 

IT Service Desk Software 602304 
               
90  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Point of Sale System 602304 
               
15  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Secondary Exchange Server 602304 
           
1,400  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Storage Server 602304 
              
350  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Application Server 602304 
              
450  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Upgrading of Corporate 602304 
              
850  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Server Consolidation 602304 
              
400  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Data Cleansing 602304 
              
300  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Infrastructura   
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Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

l Services 

Project 
Management 
Unit Computer Equipment for MIGMIS_4 60242001 

               
40  

               
40  

               
50  All 

Corporate 
Services   

 
        

Corporate 
Management 
Support 
  
  

PBX Bram Fischer 603401001 
           
1,634  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Scanner 603401003 
              
100  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Gassup Pression System 603401004 
           
2,500  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Corporate 
Services   

 
        

Fresh 
Produce 
Market 
  
  

Mechanical Plant and Equipment 603702001 
           
2,200  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Forklift 603702002 
              
350  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Generator and Ups 603702004 
           
2,150  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Finance   
 

        

Financial 
Management 
  

LWB Single Cab with Canopy 
6042050000

1 
              
232  

                
–   

                
–   1 

Furniture 
6042050000

2 
               
40  

                
–   

                
–   1 

Finance   
 

        

Financial 
Systems Main Frame Printer 6043020001 

              
150  

                
–   

                
–   All 

  Main Frame Printer 6043020002 
              
150  

                
–   

                
–   All 

  Expansion of Computer Facility 6043020003 
                
–   

              
350  

              
400  All 

Finance   
 

        

Revenue 
Management 

Upgrading of Security - cashiers cubicles 
at paypoints 604403001 

           
4,000  

                
–   

                
–   All 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Motorcycle - Replacement of Fleet 7041 604404001 
               
34  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Motorcycle - Replacement of Fleet 7043 604404002 
               
34  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Motorcycle - Replacement of Fleet 7065 604404003 
               
34  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Motorcycle - Replacement of Fleet 7069 604404004 
               
34  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Motorcycle - Replacement of Fleet 7097 604404005 
               
34  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Motorcycle - Replacement of Fleet 7013 604404006 
               
34  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Motorcycle - Replacement of Fleet 7044 604404007 
               
34  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Motorcycle - Replacement of Fleet 7059 604404008 
               
34  

                
–   

                
–   All 
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Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

Motorcycle - Replacement of Fleet 7082 604404009 
              
170  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Community 
and Social 
Development   

 
        

Emergency 
Services 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Ehrlichpark Fire Station - Replacement of 
Fence 605233002 

              
150  

                
–   

                
–   

18 

Ehrlichpark Fire Station : Hot Fire Training 
Facility 605233003 

              
300  

                
–   

                
–   

18 

Repair of Central Fire Station Building 605233001 
              
220  

                
–   

                
–   

20 

Central Fire Station : Upgrade and 
Replacement of Fence 605233004 

              
180  

                
–   

                
–   

20 

Fleet 1254 : Sedan 605231001 
                
–   

              
120  

                
–   

  

Fleet 1253 : Sedan 605231002 
              
120  

                
–   

                
–   

  

Fleet 1255 : Sedan 605231003 
                
–   

              
160  

                
–   

  

Fleet 1256 : Panelvan 605232001 
              
175  

                
–   

                
–   

  

Fleet 1259 : 16 Seater Minibus 605232002 
                
–   

              
270  

                
–   

  

4 x Two Way Radios 605212001 
                
–   

               
16  

                
–   

  

Selosesha Fire Station Multi Gym 605233006 
              
100  

                
–   

                
–   

40 

Erlich Park Fire Station Multi Gym 605233007 
                
–   

              
200  

                
–   

20 

Bayswater Fire Station Multi Gym 605233008 
                
–   

                
–   

              
200  

44 

Audio / Radio Switch System 605211001 
                
–   

              
250  

                
–   

45 

Emergency Control Centre Chris de Wet 
Building : 1 x Personal Computer 605211002 

                 
8  

                
–   

                
–   

20 

Emergency Control Centre Chris de Wet 
Building : 1 x Personal Computer 605211003 

                 
8  

                
–   

                
–   

20 

Fleet 1216 : Mayor Pumper 605233016 
                
–   

           
2,600  

                
–   

20 

Fleet 1223: Bronto Hydraulic Platform 605233017 
                
–   

           
7,000  

                
–     

Fleet 1257 : Grass Fire Unit 605233019 
              
230  

                
–   

                
–     

Fleet 1251 : Grass Fire Unit 605233021 
              
230  

                
–   

                
–     

Fleet 1271 : Water Tanker 605233022 
           
1,850  

                
–   

                
–     

Fleet 1225 : Grass Fire Unit 605233023 
              
230  

                
–   

                
–     

Fleet 1266 : Water Tanker 605233024 
                
–   

           
2,000  

                
–     
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Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

Fleet 1240 : Sedan 605233026 
                
–   

              
175  

                
–     

Fleet 1260 : Personnel Carrier 605233027 
              
270  

                
–   

                
–     

Community 
and Social 
Development   

 
        

Parks and 
Cemeteries 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Master Plan Rose Garden Phase VIII - 
Kingspark Landscaping 605431001 

                
–   

              
175  

              
100  20 

Loch Logan Ireland - New Irrigation 
System 605431002 

              
300  

                
–   

                
–   20 

City Entrance Development - Nelson 
Mandela Drive 605431003 

                
–   

              
200  

                
–   20 

Hertzog Square - Upgrading of Ablution 
Facility 605431004 

                
–   

              
200  

                
–   20 

Upgrading of Park  - Cook Street Batho 605432001 
              
488  

                
–   

                
–   1 

Development of City Entrance : George 
Lubbe Road 605432003 

              
400  

                
–   

                
–   5 

Development of Park :Eastern Area Dark 
City 605432004 

              
200  

                
–   

                
–   3 

Development of Park :Eastern Area 
Kagisho Park 605432005 

                
–   

              
200  

                
–   4 

City entrance Upgrading - North Arae 
Eufees Road 605433002 

                
–   

              
255  

                
–   21 

Upgrading of Park - North Area 
Groenewoudt Street Universitas 605433003 

                
–   

              
176  

                
–   22 

Development of Park :North Area Gascony 
Street Pentegon Park 605433004 

              
130  

                
–   

                
–   44 

Development of Park : South Area 
Jakarandalaan LourierPark 605434001 

              
150  

                
–   

                
–   18 

City entrance Upgrading - Curie Avenue 605434002 
                
–   

              
350  

                
–   19 

Development of Park : Lourier Park 
Rooidam 605434003 

                
–   

              
300  

              
300  18 

Development of Park : Vista Park Erf 
27082 605434004 

              
300  

                
–   

                
–   18 

Development of Park : South Area Stanton 
Street Fichardtpark 605434005 

                
–   

              
150  

                
–   24 

Development of Park : South Area Korpp 
Street General de Wet 605434006 

                
–   

              
150  

                
–   24 

Open Space Development  : Botshabelo 
Section B Erf 186 605435001 

              
300  

                
–   

                
–   31 

Development of City Entrance : Thaba 
Nchu 605435002 

              
150  

              
100  

                
–   40 

Development of City Entrance : Botshabelo 605435003 
              
150  

              
100  

                
–   28 

New Playground Equipment 605432007 
                
–   

              
150  

                
–   6 

New Toilet Facility : Phase 2 Naval Hill 605451001 
              
180  

                
–   

                
–   21 

Development of main Viewing Area : Naval 605451003                                               21 
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Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Hill 750  –   –   

New Entrance Gate at Navil Hill 605451004 
           
1,100  

                
–   

                
–   21 

Braai area Navil Hill 605451009 
                
–   

              
500  

              
500  21 

Kwaggafontein Upgrading Project 605452001 
              
450  

              
150  

              
100  26 

Execution of Zoo Masterplan : BFN Zoo 
rapture enclosure phase 1 605452002 

              
450  

              
450  

              
480  20 

Upgrading of public facilities in 
Bloemfontein Zoo. 605452003 

           
1,000  

           
2,500  

                
–   20 

Education signage and materials 605452004 
                
–   

               
38  

                
–   20 

Point of sales system 605452005 
               
20  

                
–   

                
–   20 

Driveway to Hangmanskloof 605451002 
              
695  

              
695  

              
695  21 

Observertary : Installation of perimeter 
fence 605451005 

              
200  

                
–   

                
–   21 

Navil Hill paved walway along main road 605451006 
                
–   

              
696  

                
–   21 

Establishment of walking trail - Navil Hill 605451007 
               
80  

                
–   

                
–   21 

New house for supervisor - Navil Hill 605451008 
                
–   

              
540  

                
–   21 

Installation of envirofence  - Navil Hill 605451010 
                
–   

           
2,000  

           
2,000  21 

Toyota Quantum 2.7 P155 605412005 
              
290  

                
–   

                
–   38 

Tipper Truck replace fleet 2132 605431005 
              
390  

                
–   

                
–   20 

Light delivery van  - replace fleet 2044 605431006 
              
184  

                
–   

                
–   20 

Tractor 45kw 4WD - replace fleet 2158 605431007 
              
270  

                
–   

                
–   20 

High pressure water claener with trailer 605431009 
               
45  

                
–   

                
–   20 

Light delivery van  - replace fleet 2217 605432008 
                
–   

              
180  

                
–   17 

Filedmaster slaher 60 - 4 bladed 605432009 
               
28  

                
–   

                
–   17 

Tipper Truck replace fleet 2129 605433005 
              
400  

                
–   

                
–   21 

Light delivery van  - replace fleet 2121 605433006 
              
190  

                
–   

                
–   21 

Tractor 55kw 4WD - replace fleet 2198 605433007 
              
270  

                
–   

                
–   21 

Brush cutter heavy duty with head - place 
fleet 557 605433011 

                 
9  

                
–   

                
–   21 

Brush cutter heavy duty with head - place 
fleet 558 605433012 

                 
9  

                
–   

                
–   21 
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Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

Brush cutter heavy duty with head - place 
fleet 559 605433013 

                
–   

                 
9  

                
–   21 

Tractor - replace fleet 2155 605434009 
              
300  

                
–   

                
–   18 

Stump chipper  - replace fleet 2063 605472004 
              
350  

                
–   

                
–   20 

Tractor - replace fleet 2199 605473001 
              
300  

                
–   

                
–   16 

LDV 1 Ton - replace fleet 2135 605474001 
              
300  

                
–   

                
–   20 

Branch Chipper  - replace fleet 2025 605474002 
                
–   

              
550  

                
–   20 

Light delivery van  - replace fleet 2177 605474003 
                
–   

              
220  

                
–   20 

Light delivery van  - replace fleet 2125 605474004 
                
–   

              
220  

                
–   20 

Ride on mower,cutting deck and collector 
complete - replace fleet 2258 605431008 

              
150  

                
–   

                
–   20 

Fieldmower tractor drawn HD - replace 
fleet 191 605431010 

                
–   

               
32  

                
–   20 

Self propeller medium lawn mower - 
replace fleet 361 605431011 

                
–   

               
24  

                
–   20 

Mechanical siever for compost - 1 
cubmeter 605431012 

               
26  

                
–   

                
–   20 

Seed germination room - nursery 605431013 
              
123  

                
–   

                
–   20 

Fertigation unit for nursery 605431014 
               
19  

                
–   

                
–   20 

New Roofing for shade house and hot 
house nursery 605431015 

                
–   

               
80  

                
–   20 

Ride on mower,cutting deck and collector 
complete - replace fleet 121 605433008 

              
150  

                
–   

                
–   21 

Fieldmower tractor drawn HD - replace 
fleet 2108 605433009 

                
–   

               
32  

                
–   21 

Self propeller medium lawn mower - 
replace fleet 218 605433010 

                
–   

               
24  

                
–   21 

Paving of entrance drive way - Parks Head 
Office 605472001 

                
–   

              
250  

                
–   20 

Primeter fence  - Hamilton Cemetry 605411006 
                
–   

           
1,000  

                
–   23 

Primeter fence  - Motlatla Cemetry 605412001 
              
130  

                
–   

                
–   40 

Primeter fence  - Botshabelo Regional 
Cemetry 605412002 

           
1,500  

           
1,500  

              
600  33 

Primeter fence  - Old Botshabelo Cemetry 605412008 
           
2,000  

           
1,400  

                
–   28 

Paving roads - Botshabelo Cemetry 605412009 
           
1,000  

           
1,500  

           
1,500  28 

Paving roads - Botshabelo Cemetry 605412010 
           
1,500  

           
1,500  

           
2,000  28 

Fencing and electrical gates - South Depot 605443010 
                
–   

              
150  

                
–   18 
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Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

Upgrading of ablution facility - Hamilton 
Park 605433001 

                
–   

              
200  

                
–   21 

Conversions - manual registers to 
electronic formats 605411007 

              
574  

                
–   

                
–   18 

Ablution block - Regional cemetry 
Botshabelo 605412007 

              
250  

                
–   

                
–   33 

Paving roads - Thaba Nchu Cemetry 605412011 
           
1,000  

           
1,500  

           
1,500  39 

Paving roads - Thaba Nchu Cemetry 605412012 
           
1,500  

           
1,500  

           
2,000  39 

Beautification of Pahameng cemetry 605432002 
              
200  

              
200  

              
300  3 

Toilet facility - North park depot 605433014 
              
200  

                
–   

                
–   21 

Ablution facility - Botshabelo regional park 605435004 
              
330  

                
–   

                
–   27 

New park depot - Botshabelo regional 605435005 
           
1,155  

           
1,155  

                
–   29 

New roads and stormwater - South park 
cemetry 605411001 

              
400  

              
350  

                
–   18 

New roads and stormwater - Bloemspruit 
cemetry 605411002 

              
150  

              
150  

              
250  17 

New irrigation system, project plants - Zola 
Budd street nursery 605472002 

               
40  

                
–   

                
–   20 

Perimeter fence  - Bainsvlei cemetery 605411005 
                
–   

           
1,000  

           
1,000  26 

Ablution block - South Park cemetery 605411004 
              
250  

                
–   

                
–   18 

Community 
and Social 
Development   

 
        

Traffic and 
Security 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

LDV with canopy - Fleet 2424 605514001 
              
270  

                
–   

                
–   

27 

LDV with canopy - Fleet 2444 605514003 
              
270  

                
–   

                
–   

9 

LDV with canopy - Fleet 2451 605514005 
              
270  

                
–   

                
–   

7 

Fleet 1616 - Sedan car 605533001 
              
185  

                
–   

                
–   

5 

Fleet 1644 - Toyota Stallion LDV 605533003 
              
185  

                
–   

                
–   

3 

Fleet 1614 - Toyota Stallion LDV 605533005 
              
185  

                
–   

                
–   

19 

Fleet 1645 - Toyota Stallion LDV 605533007 
                
–   

              
185  

                
–   

18 

9 mm Pistol 605514007 
                 
9  

               
10  

               
10  

3 

9 mm Pistol 605514008 
                 
9  

               
10  

               
10  

3 

9 mm Pistol 605514009 
                 
9  

               
10  

               
10  

3 

9 mm Pistol 605514010                                                4 
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Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

9  10  10  

9 mm Pistol 605514011 
                 
9  

               
10  

               
10  

4 

9 mm Pistol 605514012 
                 
9  

               
10  

               
10  

13 

9 mm Pistol 605514013 
                 
9  

               
10  

               
10  

13 

9 mm Pistol 605514014 
                 
9  

               
10  

               
10  

15 

9 mm Pistol 605514015 
                 
9  

               
10  

               
10  

18 

9 mm Pistol 605514016 
                 
9  

               
10  

               
10  

18 

9 mm Pistol 605514017 
                 
9  

               
10  

               
10  

19 

9 mm Pistol 605514018 
                 
9  

               
10  

               
10  

31 

9 mm Pistol 605514019 
                 
9  

               
10  

               
10  

31 

9 mm Pistol 605514020 
                 
9  

               
10  

               
10  

33 

9 mm Pistol 605514021 
                 
9  

               
10  

               
10  

33 

Installation of tracking and monitoring 
system for replacement vehicle - Fleet 
2424 605514002 

               
18  

                
–   

                
–   

27 

Installation of tracking and monitoring 
system for replacement vehicle - Fleet 
2444 605514004 

               
18  

                
–   

                
–   

9 

Installation of tracking and monitoring 
system for replacement vehicle - Fleet 
2451 605514006 

               
18  

                
–   

                
–   

7 

Installation of tracking and monitoring 
system for replacement vehicle - Fleet 
1616 605533002 

               
18  

                
–   

                
–   

5 

Installation of tracking and monitoring 
system for replacement vehicle - Fleet 
1644 605533004 

               
18  

                
–   

                
–   

3 

Installation of tracking and monitoring 
system for replacement vehicle - Fleet 
1614 605533006 

               
18  

                
–   

                
–   

19 

Installation of tracking and monitoring 
system for replacement vehicle - Fleet 
1645 605533008 

                
–   

               
18  

                
–   

18 

Community 
and Social 
Development   

 
        

Social 
Development 
  
  
  

Roof  - Trevor Barlow Library 605603001 
              
715  

                
–   

                
–   

16 

New vehicle : LDV 2L with canopy and 
airconditioning 605603002 

              
200  

                
–     

22 

Irrigation system : Bainsvlei Library 605603003                                                22 
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Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
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Framework 

Project 
Information 

  
  
  
  

–   92  –   

Power film software 605603004 
                
–   

               
36  

                
–   

19 

Public address system for audibility 605602001 
               
28  

                
–   

                
–   

5 

New vehicle : LDV 2L with canopy and 
airconditioning 605602002 

              
157  

                
–   

                
–   

5 

Public address system for audibility 605605001 
               
28  

                
–   

                
–   

5 

New vehicle : LDV 2L with canopy and 
airconditioning 605605002 

              
157  

                
–   

                
–   

5 

Economic 
Development 
and Planning   

 
      

  

Economic 
Development 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Economic 
Development 
and Planning 
Environment
al 
Management 
  
  
  
  
  
  
Economic 
Development 
and Planning 
Planning 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Lengau training centre 606301 
                
–   

              
200  

              
100  9 

Tourism infrastructure - art and craft 
roadside stalls 606301 

              
800  

              
500  

                
–   2 

Hawking stalls - Bloemfontein South 606301 
              
750  

                
–   

                
–   6 

Hawking stalls - Thaba Nchu peri - urban 
area 606301 

              
750  

                
–   

                
–   41 

Hawking stalls - Bloemfontein West 606301 
              
750  

                
–   

                
–   25 

Hawking stalls - Bloemfontein Botshabelo 
East 606301 

              
750  

                
–   

                
–   31 

Hofmann Square Development 606301 
         
32,000  

                
–   

                
–   18 

CBD Pedestrianisation of Maitland Street 606301 
         
15,000  

                
–   

                
–   18 

CBD Pedestrianisation of Pres Brand 
Street 606301 

         
10,000  

                
–   

                
–   18 

Fencing of existing commonage - Thaba 
Nchu 606301 

                
–   

              
150  

              
100  41 

Purchase of additional land for coomonage 
- Botshabelo 606301 

           
1,500  

           
1,500  

           
1,000  38 

Poundstay animals Bloemdustria 606301 
                
–   

              
200  

              
100  19 

  
 

        

Adverting boards bar code system 606401 
              
150  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Air quality monitoring equipment - 
Botshabelo 606401 

              
975  

              
488  

              
250  31 

Air quality monitoring equipment - Thaba 
Nchu 606401 

              
975  

              
488  

              
250  39 

Environmental lab Bayswater : 
Airconditioning 606401 

               
12  

                
–   

                
–   18 

Environmental lab Bayswater : Extractor 
fan 606401 

               
16  

                
–   

                
–   18 

Environmental lab Bayswater : Gate, 606401                                                18 
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Project 
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motor, rail and paving 20  –   –   

Environmetal educational centre - 
Bochabela 606401 

                
–   

           
2,000  

           
1,000  3 

  
 

        

Township establishment - Thaba Nchu 
Ratau 606507 

           
2,500  

                
–   

                
–   39 

Township establishment - Grassland 
phase 4 606507 

           
4,000  

              
500  

                
–   45 

Botshabelo West extension 606507 
           
1,500  

                
–   

                
–   28 

Township establishment - Farm Sunnyside 606507 
           
3,500  

                
–   

                
–   17 

Township establishment - Farm Brandkop 
702 606507 

           
2,800  

                
–   

                
–   18 

Township establishment - Farm Cecilia 
2352 606507 

           
3,600  

                
–   

                
–   26 

Township establishment - Vista Park 3 606507 
           
3,100  

                
–   

                
–   18 

Township establishment - Brandkop Race 
Track 606507 

           
3,300  

                
–   

                
–   18 

Township establishment - Thaba Nchu 
rural areas 606507 

           
2,000  

           
1,500  

                
–   39 

Economic 
Development 
and Planning   

 
        

Property and 
Land 
Management 
  

Acquisition of land for housing in 
Bloemspruit phase 1 606601 

         
15,000  

                
–   

                
–   17 

Acquisition of land for housing in 
Grassland phase 4 606601 

         
10,000  

           
5,000  

                
–   17 

Economic 
Development 
and Planning   

 
        

Housing 
1 Ton LDV with gearlock and tracking 
device - prelace fleet 6804 6067020001 

              
220  

                
–   

                
–   

  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

1 Ton LDV with gearlock and tracking 
device - prelace fleet 6805 6067020002 

              
220  

                
–   

                
–   

  

Electrical sub station - Brandwag (Upgrade 
existing sub station) 6067320001 

           
2,200  

                
–   

                
–   

20 

White City infrastructure : bulk 
services,water network,sewerage 
connections and stormwater 6067010002 

           
3,000  

                
–   

                
–   

1 

Paving and renovations : Reenboog flats 
ward 16 Adin street in Heidedal 6067140001 

              
187  

                
–   

                
–   

16 

Paving of Lourier Park houses : 100 
Municipal rental houses Jackaranda street 6067350001 

              
220  

                
–   

                
–   

18 

Paving of Die Houtman Municipal Flats : 
Die Houtman 6067360001 

               
61  

                
–   

                
–   

20 

Toilet facilities : 60 two roomed houses in 
Heidedal, Hillcrest,Parish and Murison 
streets 6067010001 

           
1,850  

                
–   

                
–   

16 
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Fencing of Omega Flats : Hillcrest street in 
Heidedal 6067060001 

              
275  

                
–   

                
–   

17 

Renovations : Alpha flats, Divinci street in 
Heidedal 6067140002 

              
220  

                
–   

                
–   

16 

Diverse 
Technical 
Services   

 
      

  

2010 World 
Cup 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Rehabilitation of Haldon Road 607103 
           
6,000  

                
–   

                
–   23 

Rehabilitation of Rudolph Greyling Road 607103 
           
4,000  

           
6,000  

                
–   17 

Rehabilitation of Haldon Rudolph Willcox 
Road 607103 

           
5,000  

           
4,500  

                
–   44 

Rehabilitation of Haldon Andries Pretorius 
Street 607103 

           
4,500  

           
3,500  

                
–   21 

Heavy Rehabilitation of Eeufees Road 607103 
           
2,500  

           
5,500  

                
–   21,44 

Heavy Rehabilitation of Dan Pienaar drive 607103 
           
4,500  

           
4,725  

                
–   20 

Heavy Rehabilitation of Church street 607103 
           
5,000  

           
3,500  

                
–   3 

Contribution to airport link road 607103 
           
8,000  

         
10,000  

           
7,000  17 

Inter modal public transport facility 607103 
         
15,000  

         
15,000  

         
15,000  19 

Utility 
Services   

 
      

  

Roads and 
Stormwater 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

External road Hamilton shooting range 
Phase 2 607306001 

                
–   

           
1,575  

           
1,575  All 

Resealing of Roads 607306002 
         
10,000  

         
10,000  

         
10,000  All 

Resealing of Roads 607306003 
         
12,000  

                
–   

         
10,000  All 

Smaller road and traffic contol 
improvements 607306004 

           
1,910  

           
2,100  

           
2,205  All 

Graveling of streets (Cluster A) 607306005 
              
185  

              
195  

              
204  All 

Graveling of streets (Cluster B) 607306006 
              
195  

              
205  

              
215  All 

Graveling of streets (Cluster C) 607306007 
              
195  

              
205  

              
215  All 

Graveling of streets (Cluster D) 607306008 
              
234  

              
245  

              
258  All 

Graveling of streets (Cluster E) 607306009 
              
182  

              
191  

              
200  All 

Graveling of streets (Cluster F) 607306010 
              
345  

              
362  

              
380  All 

Graveling of streets (Cluster G) 607306011 
              
245  

              
257  

              
270  All 

Graveling of streets (Cluster H) 607306012 
              
245  

              
257  

              
270  All 

Graveling of streets (Cluster I) 607306013                                           All 
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245  257  270  

Graveling of streets (Cluster J) 607306014 
              
113  

              
118  

              
124  All 

Graveling of streets (Cluster K) 607306015 
              
113  

              
118  

              
124  All 

Upgrading of streets in seven days 607306016 
           
3,000  

           
4,500  

                
–   3 

Upgrading of roads :THARD 106 607306018 
           
1,257  

                
–   

                
–   41 

Upgrading of roads :THARD 106 607306019 
           
1,746  

                
–   

                
–   41 

Upgrading of roads :THARD 254 607306020 
              
705  

                
–   

                
–   42 

Upgrading of roads :THARD 254 607306021 
              
881  

                
–   

                
–   42 

Upgrading of roads :THARD 2040 607306022 
           
1,137  

                
–   

                
–   43 

Upgrading of roads :THARD 2040 607306023 
           
1,546  

                
–   

                
–   43 

Upgrading of roads :Road B9 607306024 
              
359  

                
–   

                
–   28 

Upgrading of roads :Road B9 607306025 
              
449  

                
–   

                
–   28 

Upgrading of roads :THARD 2207 607306026 
              
938  

                
–   

                
–   40 

Upgrading of roads :THARD 2207 607306027 
           
1,347  

                
–   

                
–   40 

Upgrading of roads : BOTRD 80 607306028 
           
1,602  

                
–   

                
–   29 

Upgrading of roads : BOTRD 80 607306029 
           
2,378  

                
–   

                
–   29 

Upgrading of roads : MANRD 42 607306030 
              
665  

                
–   

                
–   4 

Upgrading of roads : MANRD 42 607306031 
              
831  

                
–   

                
–   4 

Upgrading of roads : NAZOST 607306032 
               
86  

                
–   

                
–   5 

Upgrading of roads : NAZOST 607306033 
              
108  

                
–   

                
–   5 

Upgrading of roads : BOTRD 498 607306034 
           
2,906  

                
–   

                
–   32 

Upgrading of roads : BOTRD 498 607306035 
           
4,008  

                
–   

                
–   32 

Upgrading of roads : BOTRD 675 607306036 
           
1,397  

                
–   

                
–   37 

Upgrading of roads : BOTRD 675 607306037 
           
1,995  

                
–   

                
–   37 

Upgrading of roads : BOTRD 1107 607306038 
              
639  

                
–   

                
–   36 

Upgrading of roads : BOTRD 1107 607306039 
              
798  

                
–   

                
–   36 
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Upgrading of roads : BOTRD 551 607306040 
           
1,164  

                
–   

                
–   35 

Upgrading of roads : BOTRD 551 607306041 
           
1,679  

                
–   

                
–   35 

Upgrading of roads : MANRD 650 607306042 
              
745  

                
–   

                
–   7 

Upgrading of roads : MANRD 650 607306043 
              
931  

                
–   

                
–   7 

Upgrading of roads : Thakalekoalast 607306044 
           
1,197  

                
–   

                
–   15 

Upgrading of roads : Thakalekoalast 607306045 
           
1,696  

                
–   

                
–   15 

Upgrading of roads : BOTRD 874 607306046 
           
1,815  

                
–   

                
–   34 

Upgrading of roads : BOTRD 874 607306047 
           
2,644  

                
–   

                
–   34 

Upgrading of roads : MANRD 797 607306048 
              
426  

                
–   

                
–   12 

Upgrading of roads : MANRD 797 607306049 
              
532  

                
–   

                
–   12 

Upgrading of roads : Tsuenest 607306050 
              
758  

                
–   

                
–   15 

Upgrading of roads : Tsuenest 607306051 
              
948  

                
–   

                
–   15 

Upgrading of roads : Mathambost 607306052 
              
911  

                
–   

                
–   3 

Upgrading of roads : Mathambost 607306053 
           
1,264  

                
–   

                
–   3 

Upgrading of roads : Mojataust 607306054 
           
1,270  

                
–   

                
–   14 

Upgrading of roads : Mojataust 607306055 
           
1,962  

                
–   

                
–   14 

Upgrading of roads : Kingst 607306056 
              
426  

                
–   

                
–   2 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Upgrading of roads : Kingst 607306057 
              
532  

                
–   

                
–   2 

Upgrading of roads : Bloem RD4 607306058 
           
1,483  

                
–   

                
–   7 

Upgrading of roads : Bloem RD5 607306059 
           
2,228  

                
–   

                
–   7 

Upgrading of roads : Lessing Ave 607306060 
           
1,312  

                
–   

                
–   21 

Upgrading of roads : Lessing Ave 607306061 
           
1,987  

                
–   

                
–   21 

Graveling of streets (Cluster A) 607306063 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   1 

Upgrading of roads (Cluster A) 607306065 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   2 

Upgrading of roads (Cluster A) 607306067 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   3 

Upgrading of roads (Cluster A) 607306069 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   4 
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Upgrading of roads (Cluster A) 607306071 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   5 

Upgrading of roads (Cluster C) 607306073 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   9 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster D) 607306075 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   13 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster D) 607306077 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   14 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster B) 607306079 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   15 

Upgrading of roads (Cluster C) 607306081 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   6 

Upgrading of roads (Cluster C) 607306083 
                
–   

           
1,128  

                
–   10 

Upgrading of roads (Cluster C) 607306085 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   11 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster B) 607306087 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   12 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster B) 607306089 
                
–   

           
1,828    7 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster B) 607306091 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   8 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster E) 607306093 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   45 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster E) 607306095 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   21 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster G) 607306097 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   26 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster G) 607306099 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   44 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster G) 607306101 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   27 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster G) 607306103 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   28 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster H) 607306105 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   29 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster H) 607306107 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   30 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster H) 607306109 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   31 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster I) 607306111 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   32 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster H) 607306113 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   33 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster I) 607306115 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   35 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster I) 607306117 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   34 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster I) 607306119 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   36 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster J) 607306121 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   37 
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Upgrading of roads  (Cluster J) 607306123 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   38 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster K) 607306125 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   39 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster K) 607306127 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   40 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster K) 607306129 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   41 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster E) 607306131 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   42 

Upgrading of roads  (Cluster D) 607306133 
                
–   

           
1,828  

                
–   43 

Unforseen stormwater improvements 607306134 
           
1,433  

           
1,505  

           
1,580  All 

Rehabilitation of stormwater canals 607306135 
              
246  

              
258  

              
271  All 

Street sand storm water management 
system 607306137 

              
500  

              
500  

              
500  All 

Paving on side walks 607306138 
              
231  

              
243  

              
255  All 

Rehabilitation of bridges 607306139 
              
500  

              
525  

              
551  All 

Upgrading of roads 607306142 
                
–   

                
–   

         
61,777  ALL 

Sleeper replacement and thermidwelds 607303001 
              
105  

              
110  

              
116  15,19 

Area and street lighting 607306140 
           
2,000  

           
4,000  

           
6,000  All 

Area and street lighting 607306141 
           
3,000  

           
3,000  

           
4,000  ALL 

New traffic lights 607306136 
           
1,000  

           
1,000  

           
1,000  All 

1 Ton LDV 607307003 
                
–   

              
250  

                
–   All 

Mechanical Broom 607307005 
                
–   

           
1,900  

                
–   All 

1 Ton LDV - replace fleet 9800 607307007 
              
200  

                
–   

                
–   All 

5 Ton flat deck truck - replace fleet 9335 607307021 
              
400  

                
–   

                
–   All 

1 Ton LDV - replace fleet 6004 607307029 
                
–   

              
250  

                
–   

All 

1 Ton LDV - replace fleet 4149 607307030 
                
–   

              
250  

                
–   

All 

1 Ton LDV - replace fleet 9815 607307031 
                
–   

              
250  

                
–   

All 

1 Ton LDV - replace fleet 9831 607307032 
                
–   

              
250  

                
–   

All 

1 Ton LDV - replace fleet 9830 607307033 
                
–   

              
250  

                
–   

All 

1 Ton LDV - replace fleet 9477 607307034 
                
–   

              
250  

                
–   

All 
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1 Ton LDV - replace fleet 9452 607307035 
                
–   

              
250  

                
–   

All 

Tipper truck - replace fleet 4548 607307043 
                
–   

              
650  

                
–   

All 

Tar cutting machine 607307001 
               
35  

                
–   

                
–   

All 

Iron wheel roller 607307002 
           
1,300  

                
–   

                
–   

All 

4 Two way radois 607307004 
                
–   

               
36  

                
–   

All 

3 Ton tipper - replace fleet  4526 607307008 
              
320  

                
–   

                
–   

All 

3 Ton tipper - replace fleet  6091 607307009 
              
320  

                
–   

                
–   

All 

3 Ton tipper - replace fleet  6092 607307010 
              
320  

                
–   

                
–   

All 

8000 liter water tanker - replace fleet 4538 607307014 
              
650  

                
–   

                
–   

All 

8000 liter water tanker - replace fleet 4728 607307015 
              
650  

                
–   

                
–   

All 

Diesel tanker - replace fleet 4537 607307016 
              
460  

                
–   

                
–   

All 

Grid roller  - replace fleet 9890 607307017 
              
800  

                
–   

                
–   

All 

Grader - replace fleet 4781 607307036 
                
–   

           
2,300  

                
–   

All 

Grader - replace fleet 4776 607307037 
                
–   

                
–   

           
2,500  

All 

Vibrating roller - replace fleet 4561 607307038 
                
–   

           
1,300  

                
–   

All 

Vibrating roller - replace fleet 4559 607307039 
                
–   

           
1,300  

                
–   

All 

Vibrating roller - replace fleet 4814 607307040 
                
–   

           
1,300  

                
–   

All 

Tractor - replace fleet 4151 607307041 
                
–   

           
1,400  

                
–   

All 

Tractor - replace fleet 4808 607307042 
                
–   

           
1,400  

                
–   

All 

Ablution facilities - Thaba Nchu 
construction office 607304001 

              
400  

                
–   

                
–   

All 

Skidssteer loader with attachments 607307006 
                
–   

                
–   

              
700  

All 

Trenchroller - replace fleet 9894 607307044 
                
–   

              
140  

                
–   

All 

Utility 
Services   

 
      

  

Water and 
Sanitation - 
Sanitation 
  
  
  

North eastern waste water treatment  
works and collectors 607503001 

         
15,478  

         
60,060  

                
–   17 

North eastern waste water treatment  
works and collectors 607503002 

         
34,782  

                
–   

                
–   17 

Extension to  eastern waste water 
treatment works and collectors 607503003 

           
6,540  

           
5,436  

                
–   17 
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Utility 
Services 
Water and 
Sanitation - 
Water 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Utility 
Services 
Mechanical 
Services 
  
  
  
  
Diverse 
Technical 
Services 
Solid Waste 
Management 

Extension to  sterkwater waste water 
treatment works and collectors 607503004 

         
18,410  

         
36,977  

                
–   45 

Extension to  northern waste water 
treatment works and collectors 607503005 

           
9,302  

                
–   

                
–   26 

2 x submisable pumps - Eastern pump 
station 607503006 

              
170  

                
–   

                
–   17 

2 x selpriming sewage pumps  - 
Botshabelo sewage plant 607503007 

              
205  

                
–   

                
–   27 

1 LDV long wheel base with canopy, 
bakkieliner, radio, gearlock, towbar and 
tracking device - replace fleet 4127 607503008 

              
215  

                
–   

                
–   All 

1 LDV long wheel base with canopy, 
bakkieliner, radio, gearlock, towbar and 
tracking device - replace fleet 6303 607503009 

              
215  

                
–   

                
–   All 

1 LDV long wheel base with canopy, 
bakkieliner, radio, gearlock, towbar and 
tracking device - replace fleet 6307 607503010 

              
215  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Upgrading of sewerage system  - Freedom 
Square 607504001 

         
27,472  

                
–   

                
–   6,7,8,11 

Upgrading of sewerage system  - Freedom 
Square 607504002 

         
10,001  

           
9,529  

                
–   6,7,8,11 

Estoir race course sewer mains connection 607504003 
           
9,169  

                
–   

                
–   17 

Grassland and Bloemsoruit sewer mains 
connection 607504004 

           
8,550  

                
–   

                
–   17,45 

Bulk sewer mains to Mangaung 
(Bloemfontein, Botshabelo and Thaba 
Nchu 607504005 

                
–   

         
20,000  

         
71,540  All 

Sewer connections 607504006 
               
80  

               
80  

               
80  All 

Refurbishment of sewer system 607504007 
           
5,000  

           
6,615  

           
7,012  All 

1 Ton LDV with radio, gearlock and 
tracking device 607504008 

              
215  

                
–   

                
–   All 

1 Ton LDV with radio, gearlock and 
tracking device 607504009 

              
215  

                
–   

                
–   All 

1 Ton LDV with radio , gearlock, 
bakkieliner and tracking device - replace 
fleet 9498 607504010 

              
215  

                
–   

                
–   All 

1 Ton LDV with radio , gearlock, 
bakkieliner and tracking device - replace 
fleet 9494 607504011 

              
215  

                
–   

                
–   All 

1 Ton LDV with radio , gearlock, 
bakkieliner and tracking device - replace 
fleet 9485 607504012 

              
215  

                
–   

                
–   All 

1 Ton LDV with radio , gearlock, 
bakkieliner and tracking device - replace 
fleet 6210 607504013 

              
215  

                
–   

                
–   All 

1 Ton LDV with radio , gearlock, 
bakkieliner and tracking device - replace 
fleet 9347 607504014 

              
215  

                
–   

                
–   All 
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Total Capital 
expenditure 
  
Entities: 
Entity A 
Centlec 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

1 Ton LDV with radio , gearlock, 
bakkieliner and tracking device - replace 
fleet 6611 607504015 

              
215  

                
–   

                
–   All 

1 Ton LDV with radio , gearlock, 
bakkieliner and tracking device - replace 
fleet 9460 607504016 

              
215  

                
–   

                
–   All 

  
 

        

1 Ton LDV with radio, gearlock and 
tracking device 607603007 

              
215  

                
–   

                
–   All 

1 Ton LDV with radio, gearlock and 
tracking device 607603008 

              
215  

                
–   

                
–   All 

7 x 75mm water pumps with fittings 607603006 
               
46  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Refurbishment of water supply sysytems 607603001 
           
6,600  

         
11,520  

         
12,000  All 

Bulk water supply to Mangaung (Navil Hill 
and Longridgeres) 607603002   

         
15,063  

        
116,450  18,21 

Bulk water supply to Mangaung (Navil Hill 
and Longridgeres) 607603003 

         
53,660  

                
–   

                
–   18,21 

Replace water meters and fire hydrants 607603004 
           
5,000  

           
5,000  

           
5,000  All 

Bulk water mains Mangaung 
(Bloemfontein, Botshabelo and Thaba 
Nchu) 607603005   

         
56,977  

         
71,540  All 

2.5 Ton truck with flat 
deck,radio,gearlock,tracking device,towbar 
and half canopy 607603009 

              
470  

                
–   

                
–   All 

2.5 Ton truck with flat 
deck,radio,gearlock,tracking device,towbar 
and half canopy 607603010 

              
470  

                
–   

                
–   All 

2.5 Ton truck with flat 
deck,radio,gearlock,tracking device,towbar 
and half canopy 607603011 

              
470  

                
–   

                
–   All 

2.5 Ton truck with flat 
deck,radio,gearlock,tracking device,towbar 
and half canopy (Fleet 9237) 607603012 

              
470  

                
–   

                
–   All 

  
 

        

Paving of Botshabelo workshop 607202001 
              
143  

                
–   

                
–   27 

Electricity remaking machine 607202002 
               
20  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Electricity winch 607202003 
               
20  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Repair tyre machine 607202004 
               
35  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Automated oil management system 607202005 
              
310  

                
–   

                
–   All 

  
 

        

Upgrading rehabilitation of landfill sides 
(MIG Funds) 607401 

           
1,500  

                
–   

                
–   All 

Transfer station - Thaba Nchu 607401                                            39,40,41,42,4
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Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

1,500  –   –   3 

Upgrading and rehabilitation of Southern 
landfill sides 607401 

              
200  

                
–   

                
–   

6,7,8,9,10,11,
12 

New LDV Bakkie 607401 
              
300  

                
–   

                
–   All 

New LDV Bakkie 607401 
              
300  

                
–   

                
–   

20,21,22,26,4
4 

New LDV Bakkie 607401 
              
300  

                
–   

                
–     

New LDV Bakkie 607401 
              
300  

                
–   

                
–     

LDV Single cab high Rider 607401 
              
300  

                
–   

                
–     

Water Tanker 607401 
              
650  

                
–   

                
–     

Water Tanker 607401 
              
650  

                
–   

                
–   

39,40,7,8,16,
17,45 

Two way radios 607401 
               
70  

                
–   

                
–     

Sprico bins 607401 
              
300  

                
–   

                
–     

D8 Bulldozer 607401 
           
4,500  

                
–   

                
–   

6,10,11,12,20
,21,22,26,44 

  
 

        
594,460  

        
498,726  

        
441,604    

  
 

        

  
 

        

  
 

        

  
 

        

Upgrade and maintenance of Botshabelo 
and Navil Hill repeaters 8014115001 

              
750  

              
526  

                
–   1-45 

Upgrade and refurbishment of Centlec 
Computer Network 8014115002 

           
1,500  

              
896  

                
–   19 

Procurement of supply chain management 
system to work with current system 8014115008 

              
650  

                
–   

                
–   19 

Southern Free State ripple relay radio 
switching network 8014115011 

              
400  

              
876  

                
–   19 

Supply and installation of ICT inventory 
networks to work with existing call logging 
system 8014115012 

                
–   

                
–   

                
–   1-45 

Microsoft Enterprise agreement licensing 
with 250 professional desktops,15 servers 
and 1 exchange server 8014115013 

                
–   

               
56  

                
–   19 

Shifting of RDP connections 8014320001 
           
2,000  

           
2,100  

                
–   1-45 

Electrification connections DME 8014320002 
         
13,000  

         
10,000  

         
15,000  27&45 

Demand side management 8014320003 
           
5,000  

           
6,000  

                
–   45 

Installation of pre paid meters 8014320004 
         
10,000  

         
15,000  

         
15,000  45 
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Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

  
  
  
  

Servitude Sandland (Including 
investigation,remuneration and registration 8014320005 

              
200  

              
500  

                
–   45 

Refurbishment power station office block 8014320006 
                
–   

              
155  

                
–   19 

Power station office block electrical 
installation( upgrading, rectify and certify 
according to regulations) 8014320007 

              
350  

                
–   

                
–   19 

4 Computers and 2 x  A3 printers ( Design 
and Development) 8014320008 

                
–   

                
–   

                
–   19 

Upgrade Security Systems 8014320009 
           
1,000  

                
–   

                
–   19 

Replace roof of ablution block - 
Transmission 8014320010 

                
–   

                
–   

                
–   19 

Creation of offices - Centlec premises 8014320011 
           
2,000  

                
–   

                
–   19 

Building of toilet block at customer care 8014320012 
              
300  

                
–   

                
–   19 

Current transformer test set 8014540001 
              
175  

              
150  

                
–   1-45 

Refurbishment of SCADA as per 
refurbishment of the backlogs 8014540002 

              
500  

              
550  

                
–   1-45 

Refurbishment of protection at Coronation, 
Navilpark, Bayswater and Dan Pienaar as 
per backlog 8014540003 

           
2,000  

           
2,500  

           
2,500  45 

Replacement of low voltage overhead 
conductors - Heidedal 8014560001 

              
500  

              
900  

                
–   17 

Replacement of Brille overhead 
connections 8014560002 

              
150  

              
225  

                
–   1-45 

Replacement of 4 x 3.5 Ton trucks with 8.5 
meter hydraulic platform with toolbox 
complete. 8014560002 

                
–   

                
–   

           
2,500  1-45 

Refurbishment of overloaded transformers 
- 11KV substations 8014570001 

              
163  

              
250  

                
–   19 

Refurbishment of descript sub station 
batteries and battery charges 8014570002 

              
226  

              
260  

                
–   19 

Refurbishment of descript 11KV 
SWITCHGEARS 8014570003 

           
1,027  

           
1,600  

                
–   19 

Refurbishment of neutral earthing 
Gresistorsatall distribution centres 8014570004 

              
348  

              
500  

                
–   19 

Life extension of distribution transformers - 
purification, disludge and regeneration of 
insulating oils 8014570005 

              
200  

              
339  

                
–   19 

1 x 1.3 Ton LDV with flat deck and drop 
sides,complete with radio, bulbar,tracking 
device and towbar (replace fleet 8393 & 
8394 8014570006 

              
475  

                
–   

              
550  19 

1 x 1.3 Ton LDV with flat deck and drop 
sides,complete with radio, bulbar,tracking 
device and towbar (replace fleet 8399 & 
8395 8014570007 

              
464  

              
600  

                
–   19 

1 x 1.3 Ton LDV with flat deck and drop 
sides,complete with radio, bulbar,tracking 8014570008 

              
497  

              
600  

                
–   19 
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Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

device and towbar (replace fleet 8459 & 
8460 

Public electricity connections 8014580001 
         
19,888  

         
23,081  

         
24,767  1-45 

Botshabelo subt : Establishing firm 
capacity 8014580001 

                
–   

           
5,000  

                
–   34 

Botshabelo subk : Establishing firm 
capacity 8014580001 

                
–   

           
5,000  

                
–   27 

Botshabelo SUBE : New distribution centre 8014580002 
           
4,000  

           
6,000  

           
4,000  32 

Unforseen shifting of 11KV services duet 
to developments 8014580002 

                
–   

           
2,000  

           
3,000  1-45 

Reticulation of unforseen services to 
smaller towns 8014580002 

                
–   

              
254  

                
–   1-45 

Development of low voltage network due to 
loadgrowth ( existing network) 8014580003 

           
1,000  

              
342  

                
–   1-45 

Extension and upgrading of 11KV 
overhead network in peri urban areas 8014580004 

           
1,000  

           
3,000  

                
–   1-45 

11 KV primary cables to Frans Kleynhans 
(primary substation new shopping centre) 8014580004 

                
–   

           
2,500  

                
–   44 

Groenvlei 132KV/ 11KV DC 8014580004 
                
–   

           
2,800  

         
10,000  44 

Noordstad DC: 11kv Pimary cables from 
DC to Noordstad primary substation 8014580005 

              
555  

           
1,500  

                
–   44 

Noordstad DC: 11kv Pimary cables from 
DC to Noordstad Kloof primary substation 8014580006 

              
225  

              
700  

                
–   44 

Mark DC: 11kv Pimary cables from DC to 
Schoemans Park primary substation 8014580007 

           
1,238  

           
2,750  

                
–   19 

Mark DC: 11kv Pimary cables from DC to 
Railway Grounds primary substation 8014580008 

           
1,553  

           
1,750  

                
–   19 

Mark DC: 11kv Pimary cables from DC to 
Hilton primary substation 8014580009 

              
946  

              
125  

                
–   19 

Mark DC: 11KV Secondary ring between 
Schoemans Park and Railway grounds 
primary substation 8014580010 

           
2,487  

           
2,325  

           
3,000  19 

Coronation DC : 11KV primary cables 
between Frits Stockenstrom and 
Grassland primary substation 8014580011 

              
856  

              
975  

                
–   19 

Clover DC : 132kv/11kv 30MVADC 8014580012 
         
20,177  

           
7,500  

           
7,500  17 

Clover DC : 11kv primary cables from DC 
to Vodacom primary substation 8014580013 

              
707  

                
–   

                
–   29 

Clover DC : 11kv primary cables from DC 
to Mark area primary substation 8014580014 

              
707  

                
–   

                
–   29 

Clover DC : 11kv primary cables from DC 
to Airport Motors area primary substation 8014580015 

              
664  

                
–   

                
–   29 

Clover DC : 11kv primary cables from DC 
to Estoire Northwest area primary 
substation 8014580016 

           
1,531  

           
2,304  

           
2,000  21 
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Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

Clover DC : 11kv primary cables from DC 
to Klawerblad no 6 area primary substation 8014580016 

                
–   

              
532  

                
–   21 

Meriting DC : 132kv/11kv 30MVADC 8014580017 
              
455  

           
1,101  

                
–   11 

Bloemdustria DC : 11kv primary cables 
from DC to primary sub station E6 8014580018 

              
400  

              
651  

                
–   45 

Bloemdustria DC : 11kv primary cables 
from DC to primary sub station C6 8014580019 

              
788  

                
–   

                
–   45 

Bloemdustria DC : 11KV secondary 
removed from DC and installed to sub A6 
and cut to D6 8014580020 

              
314  

                
–   

                
–   45 

Bloemdustria DC : Install K3AT sub c6 for 
alternative to Mandelaview 8014580022 

               
65  

                
–   

                
–   45 

Vista Park DC : 132kv/11kv 20MVADC 8014580024 
         
20,000  

           
4,000  

         
15,000  18 

Vista Park DC : 11kv primary cables from 
DC to primary substations and switchgear 
(Vista1, Vista2, Vista3,Vista4) 8014580025 

              
865  

                
–   

           
3,000  18 

Vista Park DC: 11kv primary cables and 
11kv substations switchgear (Vista1, 
Vista2, Vista3, Vista4, Vista5) 8014580026 

              
500  

           
2,000  

           
3,600  18 

Vista Park DC: 11kv primary cables (7mva) 
from DC to Coca Cola primary substation 
(Vista1) 8014580027 

              
860  

              
860  

           
2,257  18 

Vista Park DC: 11kv primary cables (7mva) 
from DC to Telkom primary substation 
(Vista2) 8014580028 

              
258  

              
258  

           
3,000  18 

Vista Park DC: 11kv secondary cables 
(5mva) from Vista1 to Telkom primary 
substation (Vista2) 8014580029 

              
157  

              
157  

                
–   18 

Gendewet DC: 11kv primary cables from 
existing cable at Railway to Vista4 
substation and switchgear 8014580030 

           
1,618  

           
2,570  

                
–   24 

Coalyard DC: Separate the power station 
from network 8014580031 

                
–   

           
5,300  

           
2,740  19 

Coalyard DC: 11kv primary cable to 
Harvey 3 substation 8014580032 

              
937  

                
–   

                
–   19 

Selbourne DC: 11kv coupling cable 
between Possorteer and St Andrew 972 8014580033 

              
219  

              
250  

                
–   19 

Fichardt Park DC : 132kv/11kv 20MVADC 8014580034 
           
2,372  

           
8,750  

         
10,000  25 

Fichardt Park DC : 11kv primary cables 
from DC to primary substations 8014580035 

                
–   

           
2,575  

                
–   25 

Fichardt Park : Masterplan for upgrading of 
electrical network 8014580036 

           
1,442  

           
1,575  

                
–   25 

Universitas DC: 11kv primary cable from 
DC to primary substation (New White 
Hostel development) 8014580037 

           
1,007  

           
3,525  

                
–   44 

Universitas DC : Strengthening of supply to 
UOFS 8014580037 

                
–   

                
–   

                
–   23 
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Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

Parkwest DC : 11kv primary cable & 11kv 
primary switchgear at Cecilia phase 2 & 3 
substations 8014580038 

           
1,967  

           
2,550  

           
2,000  23 

Parkwest DC : 11kv primary cable & 11kv 
primary switchgear at Brandkop substation 8014580039 

              
588  

                
–   

                
–   26 

Parkwest DC : Secondary cable between 
conference centre primary substation and 
Kinekar 8014580041 

              
416  

                
–   

                
–   26 

Spitskop DC : 11kv primary cable & 11kv 
primary switchgear at Cecilia phase 1 
substation (erf 71) 8014580042 

           
1,000  

           
1,400  

                
–   22 

Spitskop DC : 11kv primary cable & 11kv 
primary switchgear at Cecilia phase 1 
substation (erf 240) 8014580043 

           
1,000  

           
1,200  

                
–   22 

Spitskop DC : 11kv secondary cable from 
Marx mini to Cecilia phase 1A 
substation(erf 240) 8014580044 

           
1,240  

           
1,500  

                
–   22 

Spitskop DC : Low voltage network 
strengthening at Bloem Park 8014580044 

                
–   

           
3,580  

                
–   22 

Flora DC : 11kv primary cable 7 11kv 
primary switchgear at substation A (next to 
N1) 8014580045 

           
1,875  

           
3,250  

                
–   18 

Flora DC : 132kv / 11kv 2 x 30MVA 
transformers 8014580046 

                
–   

           
6,574  

                
–   18 

Cecelia DC : 132kv /11kv 30mvadc 8014580047 
           
2,004  

           
9,250  

                
–   26 

Cecelia DC : 11kv primary cables from DC 
to Kleinbosch primary substation 8014580047 

                
–   

              
629  

                
–   26 

Cecelia DC : 11kv primary cables from DC 
to Soutpansberg primary substation 8014580047 

                
–   

              
485  

                
–   26 

Cecelia DC : 11kv primary cables from DC 
to Waterberg primary substation 8014580047 

                
–   

              
797  

                
–   26 

Cecelia DC : 11kv primary cables from DC 
to Bains Game Lodge primary substation 8014580048 

           
1,000  

           
3,250  

                
–   26 

Tempe DC : 11kv primary cables from DC 
to Van Blerk primary substation 8014580049 

           
2,000  

           
2,750  

                
–   26 

  
Tempe DC : 11kv primary cables from DC 
to Vredenhof primary substation 8014580049 

                
–   

           
1,550  

                
–   26 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Tempe DC : 11kv secondary cables from 
Fellow Save to Van Blerk ave substation 8014580050 

           
2,000  

           
2,750  

                
–   26 

Tempe DC : 11kv secondary cables 
between Van Blerk and Vredenhof primary 
substations 8014580051 

           
2,000  

           
2,750  

                
–   26 

Tempe DC : 11kv secondary cables 
between du Plessis and Vredenhof primary 
substations 8014580052 

                
–   

              
850  

                
–   26 

Andries Pretorius DC : 132kv / 11kv 
30MVADC 8014580053 

           
1,572  

         
10,000  

         
20,000  19 

Andries Pretorius DC : 11kv primary cables 
from DC to primary substations 8014584092 

                
–   

           
1,650  

                
–   19 
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Directorate Program/Project Description Project 
Number 

2010/11 Medium Term 
Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

Project 
Information 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Estoire DC : 11kv primary cables from DC 
to primary substations 8014580054 

              
445  

              
950  

                
–   21 

Estoire DC : 11kv primary cables from DC 
to Tibbie Visser avenue primary 
substations 8014580055 

              
300  

              
755  

                
–   21 

Estoire DC : 11kv secondary cables from 
Tibbie Visser Ave  to Booster primary 
substations 8014580056 

              
243  

              
625  

                
–   21 

Estoire DC : 11kv secondary cables from 
Clarkson  to Tibbie Visser primary 
substations 8014580056 

                
–   

           
2,300  

                
–   21 

132kv Northern ring from Noordstad DC to 
Havard DC 8014580056 

                
–   

         
10,000  

         
22,403  44 

Botshabelo : 132kv Eskom connection & 
extensionto substation 8014580057 

         
10,507  

           
2,000  

                
–   30 

Botshabelo : 132kv line from DC around 
western side of south of Botshabelo 8014580058 

           
1,000  

           
5,100  

         
15,000  30/27/34/26 

Replacement of decrepit 11kv cable 8014580059 
              
400  

              
900  

                
–   19 

Replacement of 4 x 3.5 Ton trucks with 8.5 
meter hydraulic platform with toolbox 
complete.(fleet 8308,8312,8361) 8014580060 

           
2,200  

           
2,500  

                
–   19 

Replacement of 4 x 3.5 Ton trucks with 8.5 
meter hydraulic platform with toolbox 
complete.(fleet 8329,8366,8368,8408) 8014580061 

           
2,200  

           
2,150  

                
–   19 

1 x 1.3 Ton LDV with 
flatdeck,drposides,radio,bulbar,tracker 
system,towbar,gearlock (replace fleet 
8459,8460) 8014580062 

              
462  

                
–   

                
–   19 

1 x 1.3 Ton LDV with 
flatdeck,drposides,radio,bulbar,tracker 
system,towbar,gearlock (replace fleet 
8459,8460) 8014580063 

              
462  

                
–   

                
–   19 

7 x 3.5Ton truck with 8.5m hydraulic 
platform,toolbox,material cabinets,mobile 
radio, towbar, gearlock,fireextinguisher and 
tracking system (replace fleet 
8625,8601,8109,8121,8365,8329) 8014580064 

           
1,344  

              
733  

                
–   19 

Evenus financial system, supplychain 
management system and asset 
management system. 8014020001 

           
5,000  

                
–   

                
–   19 

Furniture and Office equipment 8014060001 
              
200  

                
–   

                
–   19 

Botshabelo : 132kv / 33kv DC substation 8014580058 
                
–   

           
5,000  

         
15,000  30 

Total Capital 
expenditure   

 
177 092  238 371  203 818  
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The Free State Provincial Government Sector Departments have approved among others projects for the 2008/09 
to 2010/11 financial year. These projects cover key provincial functions such as roads and transport, housing, 
safety and security, environment, economic and tourism, health, sports and culture. 
 
Table 12.2 Free State Provincial Government Sector Departments 
 

FREE STATE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT PROJECTS – 2008 - 2011 

Sector Department Projects/Services Description 

Premier’s Office 
Thaba Nchu-Bloemfontein Rail Network Project 

Support of N8 Development Corridor 

Public Works, Roads 
And Transport 

 

Construction of Mangaung Meadows access road to the tune of 5 million 

New Office Building amounting to R38 million 

Construction of Thaba Nchu Bus Route  

Second Phased of the work project of the Provincial  Government Offices in 
Bloemfontein 

Mangaung Inner and Outer Ring Road 

Roll-out of the 2010 Mangaung Bus Rapid Transit   

Local Government and 
Housing 

 

Mixed Housing Development (MLM one of the six priority municipalities) 

Rural Housing: 1100 project linked subsidies (Thaba Nchu and Qwaqwa) 

Community Residential Units. White City Hostel in Mangaung with 350 family units 

1 700 houses to be built in Phase 3 Grassland   

Infrastructure logistical preparations to done for the 2010 Village (Mandela View) 
and to resuscitate the stakeholder mobilisation on the project 

Support MLM housing accreditation process 

Public Safety, Security 
and Liason 

 

Ensure existence and effective functioning of Community Safety Forums at local 
municipal level 

Incorporate social crime prevention initiatives into the IDP of municipality 

Establish and launch Community Action Teams (CATs) to campaign against alcohol 
and substance abuse at Mangaung and Heidedal (2008/09)  and Botshabelo 
(2009/10)Police Stations Pricincts  

Social crime prevention project implementation at Selosesha 

One (1) Campaign targeting the elderly at pension payouts on safety issues 
(Bloemfontein) 

Health 

Upscaling of security at Free State Psychiatric Complex 

Clinic Building- Dinaane Clinic in Thaba Nchu 

Planning of a new District Hospital in Bloemfontein will be accelerated (will replace 
the current National District Hospital) 

Tourism, Environmental 
and Economic Affairs 

 

Establishment of industrial incubations in Botshabelo 

Commercialisation of Phillip Saunders, Maria Moroka, Willem Pretorius Resorts 

Planning and tenders for construction of new office complex at Maria Moroka 
(2009/10) 

Construction of new office complex at Maria Moroka (2010/11) 

Sports, Arts and Culture 

 

Development of two museums in Bloemfontein, The Music and Theatre Museum 
and Sports Museum. 

2010 sector legacies (Promotion of fan parks, supporters clubs, community 
mobilization, spectator education etc) 

Support and intervention programmes to PSL franchises (Bloemfontein Celtic)   

R 64 million contribution to the completion of Free State Stadium (for 2010 World 
Cup) 
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Annex 1 Development goals and indicators in the Free State Growth and Development Strategy (FSGDS) 

 
Free State Province Key Priority Areas: 
 

 Economic Growth, Development and Employment.  

 Social and Human Development.  

 Justice, Crime Prevention and Security.  

 Efficient Governance and Administration.  
 
Key targets to be achieved by 2014 are: 
 

 To achieve an annual economic growth rate at least equal to the national average. 

 To reduce unemployment from 38.9% to 20%. 

 To reduce the number of households living in poverty by 5% per annum. 

 To improve the functional literacy rate from 69.2% to 85%. 

 To reduce infant mortality for children under 5 years to 65 per 1000 live births. 

 To reduce the obstetrical maternal mortality rate from 65.5 to 20.06 per 100 000 women in the 
reproductive age group. 

 To stabilise the prevalence rate of HIV and AIDS and reverse the spread thereof. 

 To provide shelter for all the people of the province. 

 To provide free basic services for all households. 

 To reduce crime rate by at least 7% per annum. 

 To provide adequate infrastructure fir economic growth and development.   

1 Economic growth, development and employment  

 

Strategies 

1. Strengthen the competitive advantage of the province. 

2. support the creation and expansion of SMMEs. 

3. Add value to Free State products. 

4. Expand manufacturing industries in the Province. 

5. Optimise tourism opportunities. 

6. Optimize agricultural production. 

7. Develop and expand the transport and distribution industry. 

8. Facilitate land reform. 

9. Maximise economic potential of municipalities in the Free State. 

10. Facilitate provision of a conducive environment to accelerate infrastructure development. 

11. Avail land for infrastructure development. 

12. Ensure advanced enabling infrastructure network. 

13. Improve the maintenance of government property. 

 
2 Social and human development 
 

Strategies 

1. Enhance people’s skills and self-reliance. 

2. Improve access and quality of formal education. 

3. Address the backlog with regard to social infrastructure. 

4. Improve safety-net and livelihood. 

5. Accelerate community development. 

6. Engage and promote participation in cultural activities. 
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7. Provide access to reading, learning and information resources. 

8. Engage and promote participation in recreational sport. 

9. Accelerate performance in sport. 

10. Provide special programmes for the survival, development, care and protection of the vulnerable. 

11. Restore morals. 

12. Reduce the burden of disease. 

13. Improve access to and quality of health services. 

 
3 Justice, crime prevention and security 
 

Strategies 

1. Facilitate an improved and effective integrated criminal justice system. 

2. Ensure effective and efficient police service in the province. 

3. Establish an effective disaster prevention and response capacity fort disasters throughout the 
Province. 

4. Improve traffic policing and road incident management in the Province. 

5. Implement Provincial Emergency Medical Services Plan. 

6. Ensure a safe and secure environment at all institutions. 

 
4 Efficient governance and administration 
 

Strategies 

1. Improve integrated development planning and implementation. 

2. Ensure effective communication with stakeholders and clients. 

3. Promote Black Economic Empowerment. 

4. Ensure effective human resource development and management. 

5. Ensure improvement in financial management. 

6. Promote integrity in integrity. 

7. Establish proper management information and records management systems. 

8. Improve asset management. 

9. Build government’s capacity in critical areas. 

10. Ensure a healthy environment through integrated environmental management. 

11. Monitor, evaluate and review the FSGDS. 
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Annex 2 Development objectives and strategies for Motheo District 

 
VISION 
  
By 2015, Motheo District Municipality shall have maintained and improved the quality of life of all the citizens of 
our community by providing, supporting and coordinating resources that enhance and contribute to socio 
economic development. 
 

1. Water & Sanitation 
2. Public Transport, Roads & Storm water 
3. Economic Development 
4. Clean & Healthy Environment 
5. Special Programmes (HIV/Aids, Youth, Gender, Disability , Cemeteries & Heritage) 
6. Protection & Disaster Management 
7. Sports, Arts, Culture & Recreation 
8. Housing & Electricity 

 
GOOD CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
 
Objective 
 
To promote institutional excellence that is responding to role players’ needs 
 
Strategies 

 To provide secretarial services 

 To provide effective Document Management System 

 To provide Auxiliary Services to the Institution 

 To ensure effective maintenance of MDM buildings 
 
HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
 
Objective 
 
To promote institutional excellence that is responding to role players’ needs 
 
Strategies 

 Capacity building and skills development 

 Promotion of employee wellness/assistance programme 

 Management of Labour Relations 
 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

Objective 
 
To promote institutional excellence that is responding to role players’ need 

Strategies 

 To enhance political, administrative and labour relations and improve motivation of the workforce 

 To promote performance management systems 

 To promote HR support to LM’s 

 Ensure institutional compliance to relative legislation 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
 
Objective 
 
To promote institutional excellence that is responding to role players’ needs 
 
Strategies 

 Implementation of communication policy 

 Effectively showcasing MDM 

 Implementation of the Customer Care Policy 

 Update Media Strategy 

 Facilitate the implementation of Language Policy 
 

INFORMATION COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY 
 
Objective 
 
To promote institutional excellence that is responding to role players’ needs 
 
Strategies 

 Establishment of Information Systems 

 Performing of Infrastructure Upgrades and Initiatives 

 Ensure effective Software License Management 

 Update Policies 

 ICT Support 
 

LEGAL SERVICES 
 

Objective 

 
To promote institutional excellence that is responding to role players’ needs 

Strategies 

 To coordinate and provide legal support to Local Municipalities 

 To provide legal services for the institution 
 
 
 
POLICY & RESEARCH 

Objective 
 
To promote institutional excellence that is responding to role players’ needs 
 
Strategies 

 To provide support services to the institution in the development of policies to ensure the standardisation 
of internal and external procedures as well as the compliance with legislation 
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 To conduct research to ensure that policies are adequately  informed by legislation and stakeholders 
needs and challenges 

 To identify relevant support services to local municipalities 
 
RISK AND SECURITY MANAGEMENT 
 
Objective 
 
To promote institutional excellence that is responding to role players’ needs 
 
Strategies 

 To coordinate and provide safety and security support to Local Municipalities 

 To provide  safety and security services for the institution 

 To promote minimum security standards 

 Internalize security services 
 
INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES 

 
Water and Sanitation 
 
Objective 
 
To ensure that adequate support is provided in all local municipalities in eradicating water and sanitation backlogs 
through the provision of sustainable and acceptable level of service in the district. 
 
Strategies 

 To provide support in eradicating sanitation backlogs 

 To provide support in ensuring provision of sufficient bulk sewer outfall works 

 To provide support in eradicating water backlogs 

 Ensure provision of sufficient of bulk water supply 

 To provide support to initiatives intended at water conservation and water demand management 

 To support the implementation of water services development plan 
 
 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
 
Objective 
 
Enhance the minimization of transport costs necessary to satisfy a people’s requirements for carrying out daily 
activities.  
 
Strategies 

 To provide support on the implementation of identified and prioritized public transport Infrastructure 
 
ROADS AND STORMWATER 
 
Objective 
 
To coordinate roads infrastructure development and maintenance. 
To coordinate storm water management 
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Strategies 

 To provide support on the implementation of identified and prioritized public transport infrastructure.  

 To provide support on construction and maintenance of municipal road infrastructure  

 To provide support on construction and maintenance of stormwater infrastructure 
 
SOLID WASTE 
 
Objective 
 
To offer refuse removal services to all households and industries in urban areas 
 
Strategies 

 Well running of solid waste disposal site in accordance with waste information system (WIS) provisions 
 
ELECTRICITY  
 
Objective 
 
Enhance the provision of free basic electricity and free basic alternative energy 
 
Strategies 

 To provide support in the eradication of the electricity supply backlogs 
 
HOUSING 
 
Objective 
 
Eradicate the housing backlog through the provision of low-cost housing  
 
Strategies 

 To coordinate housing needs in the district 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
 
Objective 
 
To have a beautiful, clean, green and healthy environment in Motheo District Municipality that will serve as a 
foundation for sustainable development: economic; environmental and social development so as to enhance the 
quality of life through protection of natural resources for the benefit of current and prospective generations 
 
Strategies 

 To provide effective institutional Framework and Legislation 

 To provide support in sustainable resource use and impact management 

 To provide support in developing a holistic and integrated planning platform 

 To establish mechanisms for participation and partnerships in environmental governance 

 To provide empowerment and environmental education in the district 

 To develop mechanisms for information on environmental management 
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SPORTS & RECREATION 
 
Objective 
 
Enhance people skills and self-reliance in Sports, Arts, Culture, Heritage and Poverty Alleviation 
 
Strategies 

 To provide support on the implementation of a process of proper skills needs analysis within the district. 

 Assist and Develop Special Projects and Programs and Events relating to Arts, Culture, Heritage and 
Sporting. 

 Develop and support Poverty Alleviation Programs and Projects in LM’s. 

 Assist in identifying the facilities backlog on Social Services in communities. 

 Coordinate and facilitate the improvement of safety on Community Social Services. 

DISASTER MANAGEMENT 
 
Objective 
 
To implement disaster management mandate and effectively mitigate potential disasters 
 
Strategies 

 To develop the institutional capacity within the disaster management field in the district 

 To develop the disaster management structures in the district area 

 To develop the disaster management policies in the entire district area 

 To develop the risk assessment strategies 

 To develop the risk reduction strategies in the district 

 To develop the effective response, recovery and rehabilitation systems 
 
HEALTH SERVICES 
 
Objectives 
 
To ensure the clean and healthy environment for inhabitants of Motheo District Municipality 
To implement DHS mandate as envisage in the legislation 
Ensure occupational health and safety at workplace 
 
Strategies 

 Implement Municipal Health services mandate within the district 

 Promote effective and efficient PHC services rendered in the  district 

 Implementation and establishment of occupational health, safety and wellness Programme for Motheo 
District Municipality employees 

 To provide support in ensuring provision of sufficient bulk sewer outfall works 
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LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
 
Objective 
 
Facilitating sustainable economic growth evidenced by reduced poverty levels, reduced unemployment levels and 
increased percentage contribution to the gross domestic product of the Republic of South Africa. 
 
Strategies 

 To promote the creation of sustainable jobs in the district 

 To strengthen poverty alleviation initiatives 

 To create a conducive environment for partnerships among various stakeholders involved in local 
economic development in the district 

 
TOURISM & MARKETING 
 
Objective 
 
Realizing the full potential of tourism as one of the key drivers of the economy of the district and the province of 
the Free State as a whole 
 
Strategies 

 To promote the creation of sustainable jobs in the district 

 To strengthen partnerships with existing local tourism initiatives in the district 

 To Develop tourism infrastructure in the district 
 
AGRICULTURE & RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
 
Objective 
 
T promote economic development in rural areas, discourage urban influx and create sustainable livelihoods 
through agriculture. 
To facilitate economic development and poverty eradication in rural areas. 
 
Strategies 

 To focus investment in the agricultural sector 

 To increase PDI participation in commercial farming 

 To focus investment in the agricultural sector 

 To use organisational development as a tool to manage conflicts in existing commonages 

 To improve the livestock held by PDI’s for commercial purposes 

 To optimise the utilization of land and improve nutrition 

 To improve access to water by participants in rural interventions and manage the affordability thereof 

 To contribute to port settlement for new farmers 
 
COUNCIL SUPPORT – OFFICE OF THE SPEAKER 
 
Objective 
 
To ensure that Councillors perform their legislative functions, provide political leadership and oversight role on 
good governance 
 
Strategies 

 To establish an effective Council Support system in Motheo District Municipality 
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 To ensure effective management of the political environment at Motheo District Municipality 

 To provide Support and Assistance for Councillors to participate and deliberate on council matters 

 To Support Councillors to perform their constituency work 

 To facilitate interaction among Councillors within Motheo District Municipality 

 To facilitate the process of  capacity building of the Councillors 
 
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
 
Objective 
 
To promote; support and strengthen participatory democracy throughout Motheo District, and ensure 
intergovernmental relations. 
 
Strategies  

 To support Local municipalities through public participation in the district  

 To promote relationship between public participation forums 

 To facilitate and coordinate capacity building programmes for ward committees in the district 
 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL & INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
 
Objective 
 
To promote effective District-wide intergovernmental and international relations 
 
Strategies 

 To implement and maintain IGR policy/strategy f/work methods or Motheo District Municipality 

 To provide continuous support and coordinate the functioning of the District IGR Forum 

 To render international intergovernmental relations functions for Motheo District Municipality 

 To promote and enhance relations between MDM and other government institutions /organizations or 
bodies SA and internationally 

 
INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 
 
Objective 
 
To ensure the development of the credible Integrated Development Plan within the district 
 
Strategies 

 To provide  support  in developing the IDP process plan within the district  

 To ensure fully participation of relevant stakeholders within the district 

 To ensure that the district IDP is informed by all three local municipalities 

 To ensure alignment of the NSDP, PDGS and SDF in the district IDP 
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INTERNAL AUDIT 
 
Objective 
 
To provide MDM council and management with objective assessments about the design and operation of 
management practices, control systems, and information, in keeping with modern comptrollership principles and 
thereby contributing to the municipality's continuous management improvement program and accountability for 
results 
 
Strategies 

 To ensure internal policy compliance 

 To ensure regulatory policy compliance 

 To promote relevant training and development 

 To ensure process improvement 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
 
Objective 
 
To ensure operational Organizational Performance Management System 
 
Strategies 

 To ensure that the performance of the municipality is monitored 

 To ensure that service delivery implementation plan is developed for the whole municipality 

 To ensure that quarterly organizational reports are compiled 

 To ensure annual performance organizational improvement plan is compiled 
 

SPECIAL PROGRAMS (HIV/ AIDS, YOUTH, DISABILITY, GENDER & CHILDREN) 
 
Objective 
 
Reduce the prevalence of HIV/ AIDS; promote youth development; support programmes for people with 
disabilities; and promote child and gender programmes 
 
Strategies 

 To reduce the prevalence of HIV/ AIDS in the district 

 To effectively advocate and implement programmes aimed at advancing youth development 

 Promote youth service programmes in the district 

 Promote and implement programmes aimed at addressing gender issues within the District 

 To raise awareness, offer support and implement programmes aimed at addressing the plight of people 
with disability 

 To administer the Mayoral Administration Fund 
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WHIPPERY SUPPORT - OFFICE OF THE COUNCIL WHIP  
 
Objective 
 
To ensure promotion of sound political oversight through the establishment of a multiparty democracy at Motheo 
District Municipality 
 
Strategies 

 To establish an effective whippery system in Motheo District Municipality 

 To ensure effective management of the political environment at Motheo District Municipality 

 To create mechanisms for political parties’ caucuses to deliberate on business of Council and its 
committees 

 To facilitate the mainstreaming of constituency issues into the broader municipal affairs at Motheo 
District Municipality 

 To facilitate the sharing of information and experiences of the whippery system within the district 

 To facilitate capacity building of the whippery 
 

SOUND FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION 
 
Objective 
 
To secure effective financial administration and management.  
 
Strategies 

 Management 

 Procurement Unit 

 Budget  Office 

 Revenue collection 

 Expenditure and payments 

 Data Management 

 Improving financial management skills 
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